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Abstract
Quantum mechanics did not only deeply transform our world view down to a philo-
sophical level, it is also expected to be key ingredient of future so-called quantum
technologies. Indeed, quantumproperties ofmatter such as isolated single particles or
entanglement, can provide a technological resource for faster computers or perfectly
secure communication protocols. In this new paradigm, arbitrary quantum states
of light and matter would be deterministically controlled to perform operations that
are not feasible in the realm of classical physics. When applied to photons, this new
technological ﬁeld is called quantum optics.
A promising platform proposed for quantum optics consists of quantum dots
(QD) embedded in photonic crystal (PhC) circuits. While QDs exhibit high oscillator
strengths, and are a promising solution as single photon sources, PhCs represent
an ideal platform for light processing due to their capacity to enhance light matter
interactions. However, such circuits require a deterministic control over the position
and energy of the QDs. Most previous experiments relied on self-assembled QDs
nucleating at random position, which prevents their scaling to larger systems with
multiple QDs. The subject of this thesis is the study of site-controlled quantum dots
and their interaction with photonic crystal systems made of cavities and waveguides.
A ﬁrst challenge lies in the free propagation of light in simple PhC waveguides.
Elongated PhC cavities were ﬁrst harnessed to measure the mode reﬂectivity at the
edge of the linear cavities, and the propagation losses in PhC waveguides, from which
we inferred a propagation loss coefﬁcient near the band edge increasing faster than
the group index. The impact of disorder on the density of states, mode localization
and dispersion in long linear PhC cavities was then investigated. The direct imaging of
themodes permitted to distinguish localizedmodes frommodes extended throughout
the whole cavity. A statistical analysis of the measured group index near the band edge
clariﬁed the boundary between the diffusive and dispersive regime. The site control
of the QDs permitted the selective mode excitation and the in-situ probing of the the
local density of states, from which we showed experimentally that waveguide modes
are strongly distorted by phase scattering in the diffusive regime but only weakly
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distorted in the dispersive regime.
In a second part, the integration of ﬁve site controlled QDs in a PhC waveguide
is demonstrated together with the corresponding on-chip single photon transfer
over macroscopic distances. The efﬁciency of coupling QDs to waveguides in these
structures is measured while taking into account the statistical variations of the QDs
intrinsic properties. Broad ﬂuctuations of the coupling efﬁciencies were observed
and attributed to the formation of Fabry-Pérot modes in the waveguides. An optimal
design to reach reproducibly a broadband high efﬁciency of coupling is proposed
using a short slow light section, an optimal positioning of QDs and the suppression of
Fabry-Pérot modes.
The ﬁnal part focuses on a system in which a QD is embedded in a cavity, itself
coupled to a PhC waveguide. First, a design for coupling light out of plane from a PhC
waveguide with reduced back-reﬂection in the waveguide is presented. This coupler
is then used for collecting light from the QD-cavity-waveguide system. The existence
of a cavity to waveguide coupling which optimizes the coupling efﬁciency of single
photons to the waveguide is then shown theoretically. The parameters controlling the
coupling between the QD cavity and waveguide are measured, from which we infer a
single photon collection efﬁciency close to its optimal value.
This work represents the ﬁrst experimental implementation of site-controlledQDs
in PhC circuits beyond simple cavities. It focuses on the limitations and possibilities
opened by such QD systems as on-chip efﬁcient single photon sources. These results
are interesting for on-chip quantum circuits with multiple QDs, which would enable,
for example, large scale linear optical quantum computing.
Keywords: Photonic crystal, site-controlled quantum dot, waveguide, optical
cavity, disorder, single photon source, nanophotonic, semiconductor.
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Résumé
La mécanique quantique ne s’est pas contentée de transformer notre vision du monde
en profondeur, et ce jusqu’à unniveau philosophique, elle représente aussi un élément
clé de technologies actuellement en développement. En effet, des propriétés quan-
tiques de la matière, comme l’existence de particules isolées, ou l’intrication entre par-
ticules distantes, peut être un atout technologique pour la conception d’ordinateurs
plus rapides ou de protocoles de communications parfaitement sécurisés. Ce nouveau
paradigme technologique permet d’imaginer que des états quantiques combinant
photons et électrons soient contrôlés de manière déterministe aﬁn réaliser des opéra-
tions impossibles avec des technologies purement classiques. Lorsque des photons
sont utilisés, ce nouveau champ d’investigation se nomme l’optique quantique.
Une implémentation possible pour l’optique quantique consiste à utiliser des
boites quantiques intégrées dans des circuits faits de cristaux photoniques. En ef-
fet, les boites quantiques présentent des transitions électroniques avec des forces
d’oscillateurs remarquablement fortes, et peuvent émettre des photons uniques. Les
cristaux photoniques quant à eux sont une plateforme idéale pour contrôler des états
lumineux grâce à leur capacité à augmenter la force de l’interaction lumière-matière.
Cependant, de tels circuits nécessitent un degré de contrôle important sur la position
et l’énergie d’émission des boites quantiques. Dans la plupart des expériences inté-
grant boites quantiques et cristaux photoniques, les boites quantiques étaient formées
par un processus de nucléation aléatoire ne permettant pas un contrôle précis de leur
position. Ces techniques ne permettent donc pas la fabrication de systèmes plus large
impliquant de nombreuses boites quantiques. L’objectif de cette thèse est l’étude de
boites quantiques dont la position est contrôlée, ainsi que de leur intégration dans
des circuits en cristaux photoniques constitués de cavités et de guides d’ondes.
Un premier obstacle vers cet objectif provient de la propagation de photons dans
de simples guides d’ondes en cristaux photoniques. Les pertes durant la propagation
de lumière dans de tels guides d’ondes ont tout d’abord été mesurées à l’aide de
cavités linéaires ce qui a permis d’observer une augmentation du coefﬁcient de perte
au niveau du bas de la bande du guide d’onde plus rapide que l’indice de groupe.
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Dans un second temps, l’impact du désordre sur la densité d’états, la localisation de
lumière et la dispersion de lumière dans des guides d’ondes a été caractérisé à l’aide de
ces cavités. Par l’observation directe des modes dans ces cavités, les modes localisés
par le désordre et les modes de guide d’onde se propageant dans l’ensemble de la
cavité ont pu être distingués. Une analyse statistique de l’indice de groupe mesuré sur
différentes cavités linéaires a mené à une identiﬁcation de la frontière entre le régime
diffusif et le régime dispersif du guide d’onde. Finalement, le contrôle précis de la
position des boites quantiques a permis de sonder avec précision la densité d’états de
lumière. Cette analyse de la densité d’états lumineux a mis en évidence les distorsions
importantes induites sur les modes par le désordre dans le régime diffusif, mais aussi
les faibles distorsions dans le régime dispersif.
Une seconde étape a consisté à intégrer cinq boites quantiques dans un guide
d’onde en cristaux photoniques au sein duquel l’émission et la propagation de pho-
tons uniques sur des distances macroscopiques a pu être démontrée. L’efﬁcacité de
couplage des boites au guide d’onde dans ces structures a été mesurée en prenant
en compte les variations statistiques inhérentes aux boites quantiques utilisées. Les
larges ﬂuctuations de couplage observées ont été attribuées à la présence de modes
de Fabry-Pérot dans le guide d’onde. Une structure optimale a ﬁnalement été pro-
posée aﬁn d’atteindre de manière reproductible une haute efﬁcacité de collection des
photons par un positionnement adéquat des boites, par l’utilisation de lumière lente
et par la suppression de ces modes de Fabry-Pérot.
La dernière étape s’est concentrée sur un système formé d’une boite quantique
intégrée dans une cavité en cristaux photoniques, elle même couplée à un guide
d’onde. Premièrement, un design permettant de réduire la réﬂexion à la sortie d’un
guide d’onde tout en couplant la lumière hors du plan a été démontré. Ce coupleur
a par la suite été utilisé pour collecter la lumière hors du système formé par la boite
quantique, la cavité et le guide d’onde. Ensuite, à travers un modèle basé sur la
théorie des modes couplés, l’existence d’une valeur du couplage entre la cavité et le
guide d’onde optimisant l’extraction de photons depuis la boite a été démontré. Les
paramètres contrôlant le couplage de la boite quantique à la cavité, puis de la cavité
au guide d’onde ont été mesurés. De ces mesures, une efﬁcacité totale de collection
de photons proche de son optimum théorique a été déduit.
Ce travail représente la première démonstration expérimentale de boites quan-
tiques intégrées dans des circuits en cristaux photoniques au delà de simples cavités.
Il met en évidence les limites et possibilités offertes par ces systèmes pour une util-
isation en tant que source de photons uniques. Ces résultats sont utiles pour la
fabrication de circuits intégrés quantiques contenant de nombreuses boites quan-
tiques et permettant par exemple la réalisation d’ordinateurs quantiques basés sur
l’optique.
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Mots clés: Cristal photonique, boite quantique contrôlée en position, guide
d’onde, cavité optique, désordre, source de photons uniques, nano-photonique, semi-
conducteur.
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1 Introduction
Quantum mechanics has been at the forefront of a scientiﬁc paradigm shift transform-
ing our vision of the world, unifying light and matter in a single theoretical framework,
which turned out to be essential in describing the properties of individual particles
and deducing from them the properties of our daily world [1]. It also transformed our
world view, shedding doubts on the now antiquated Laplacian determinism [2] and
leading to a deep understanding of the inner structure of atoms and molecules [1].
The knowledge gained from quantum physics was not conﬁned to laboratories, but it
was harnessed into what was retrospectively called the ﬁrst quantum revolution, with
the development of pervasive technologies such as computers or lasers.
A secondwave of innovations startedwith the idea that purely quantumproperties
of matter such as isolated single particles or entanglement, could be technologically
useful, which was the beginning of what is now called the second quantum revolution
[3]. In this new paradigm, arbitrary quantum states of light and matter would be
deterministically controlled to perform operations that are not possible in the realm
of classical physics.
1.1 Nanophotonics and quantum technologies
1.1.1 Quantum technologies
Quantum technologies take ground in the fundamental properties of quantumphysics,
the physical theory describing matter at the fundamental level of single particles. In
the quantum physical paradigm, matter and light are described by quantum ﬁelds,
which are exhibiting properties of both waves and particles. Quantum technologies
are based on two fundamental properties of quantum physics [4]. First, the existence
of well-isolated single particles such as single photons or single electrons. Second,
quantum entanglement, according to which the state of a group of particles can only
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be described as a linear superposition of the states of each individual particles. This
effect is evidenced by the correlations of measurements made on several entangled
particles [5].
The main quantum technologies currently undergoing a substantial research
effort are:
• Quantum simulations: In which a quantum system is used to simulate another
quantum system in a more controllable way as was foreseen by Feynman few
decades ago [6]. Indeed, the size of the parameter space of quantum states grows
exponentially with the number of elements simulated. Therefore, simulations of
quantumphenomenon quickly become intractable on classical computers. This
technology could be used for example to simulate large molecules in quantum
chemistry.
• Quantum computing [7]: a new computing paradigm in which the philoso-
phy is to use massively entangled quantum states named Qubits to perform
computation on many inputs in parallel and then to obtain with a reasonable
probability the required result through a suitable treatment of the entangled
output state. One of the most advertised algorithms, the Shor algorithm [8] is
capable of providing an exponential speedup of computation for factoring large
integers, whichwould annihilate the security of somewidely used cryptographic
algorithms.
• Quantum Key Distribution [9]: which is a method to distribute cryptographic
keys over quantum channels. In this method, the security is ultimately guaran-
teed by quantum physics laws and especially the no-cloning theorem which
prevents copying arbitrary quantum states without errors.
• Quantum metrology in which quantum entanglement or quantum squeezing is
harnessed to increase the sensitivity of a sensor [10, 11].
1.1.2 Experimental realizations of quantum technologies
Most implementations of these technologies are based on the control and manipula-
tion of single quanta of light and matter, which is a major frontier in physics and the
central focus of many researchers around the globe. This control is achieved by using
discrete quantum states and well-deﬁned photonic modes.
A broad variety of physical systems were proposed to achieve this challenging
goal. In the ﬁrst successful one, Rydberg atoms were sent through a Fabry-Pérot cavity
made with superconducting mirrors, thanks to which, quantum properties of atoms
interacting with quanta of light were observed [12, 13]. This ﬁeld of research was
further improved by the possibility to trap ensembles of atoms and cool them down
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to milli-kelvin temperatures [14] and culminated with the 2012 physics Nobel prize
to S. Haroche and D. J. Wineland “for ground-breaking experimental methods that
enable measuring and manipulation of individual quantum systems”. Although these
techniques are of great interest for the fundamental study of light-matter interaction
in the quantum regime, the complex requirements in terms of cooling and scalability
are more easily solved in solid-state systems.
A solid-state implementation for quantum technologies which is currently obtain-
ing remarkable results are superconducting circuits. This technology demonstrated
quantum effects such as the emission of single photons [15] and the implementa-
tions of few Qubits circuits [16]. One limitation of this technology is the stringent
requirement of cooling the circuit to a few tens of milli-Kelvin.
1.1.3 Nanophotonics for quantum optics
A third actively explored solution is to use solid-state materials in which quantum
systems exhibiting two discrete electronic states (Two Level Systems or TLS) embed-
ded in a solid-state matrix. It usually combines simultaneously, strongly conﬁned
electronic and photonic states.
Strong conﬁnement of the electronic states is necessary in order to to have well
isolated discrete energy levels usable as Qubits or to emit single photons. These
conﬁned states are usually realized by:
• Single atoms or defects trapped in the solid-state matrix such as nitrogen va-
cancy centers.
• Tailoring a dip in the energy potential of a solid-state material, thus creating a
so-called artiﬁcial atoms or Quantum Dots (QD).
Strongly conﬁned light states are used to increase the light matter interaction, which
is beneﬁcial to make these TLS interact or to increase the extraction efﬁciency of
photons. The study of these conﬁned light states is the domain of nanophotonics [17]
which focuses on studying the conﬁnement of a light ﬁeld at nanometer scales. Such
strong conﬁnements are typically achieved using:
• Photonic crystals, which are materials exhibiting periodic dielectric constants in
which a photonic bandgap is formed and prevents the light from propagating in
chosen directions [18]. It can be used to guide, slow down or even conﬁne light.
Photonic crystal cavities can conﬁne light to the smallest volumes achievable in
non-lossy materials.
• Plasmonic materials in which hybridized electrons and photons oscillations
called plasmons are created in metals [19]. These plasmons can be conﬁned to
volumes below the diffraction limit at the expense of signiﬁcant losses.
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• Other kinds of nanocavities: such as nanodisk or micropillar nanocavities[20].
This thesis is about single quantum dots embedded in photonic crystal circuits. QDs
are extensively studied as a possible Qubits implementation. This work is more fo-
cused on their use as efﬁcient on chip single photon sources. These single photon
sources would represent an enabling technology for a number of quantum tech-
nologies, such as quantum key distribution [9], to create photonic entangled states
necessary in some quantum metrology applications [11], and for a speciﬁc imple-
mentation of quantum computing called the Knill, Laﬂamme and Milburn protocol
[21], which would require only deterministic single photon sources, beamsplitters
and detectors to fabricate a quantum computer. We will now present the fundamental
properties of the building blocks used throughout this thesis: quantum dots and
photonic crystals.
1.2 Electrons in semiconductor nanostructures
In this work, the single photon emitters are quantum dots, a type of nanostructure
able to conﬁne electrons in a nanometric volume. The two most common types of
QDs are colloidal QDs and epitaxial QDs [22]. The formers are spherical nanoparticles
produced by heating a colloidal solution in which spherical nanocrystals nucleate
[23]. The latter are fabricated through the epitaxial growth of semiconductors layers.
Although colloidal QDs are useful for solar cells, light emitting diodes and displays,
they exhibit a large inhomogeneous broadening and are not easily integrated in
solid-state materials [23]. On the contrary, epitaxial QDs are fabricated directly in
semiconductor systems and have already been used in a number of quantum optics
experiments [22]. The fundamental properties of epitaxial QDs and their fabrication
is summarized in this section.
1.2.1 Semiconductors
Semiconductors are a type of solid-state crystal critical in a number of modern tech-
nologies such as integrated circuits, diodes or cameras. A crystal is a periodic arrange-
ment of atoms in which the valence states electrons hybridize into delocalized modes
extended throughout the whole material. These extended states form bands of the
electronic states: ranges of energies that the electrons may occupy. These bands are
ﬁlled in, starting from the lowest to the upper energy levels. The energy at which
electronic levels have a 50% chance of being occupied is called the Fermi level. If it lies
within a band, the material is a conductor of electricity. If it is in between two bands
separated by an energy gap sufﬁciently large to prevent the excitation of electrons
between them, the material is an insulator. A last class of materials is characterized by
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Figure 1.1 – Bandstructure of GaAs at 10K [24]
the presence of a bandgap and the possibility to control precisely the conductivity by
inserting intermediate energy levels in the bandgap through a process called doping,
which consist in replacing some crystal atoms with other atoms exhibiting a different
number of valence band electrons. Semiconductor materials usually exhibit a non-
zero energy gap which is still sufﬁciently small to allow for excited electrons from the
lower valence band (VB) to the upper conduction band (CB). Although semiconduc-
tors behave as insulators at zero temperature, at larger temperatures, the presence of
excited electrons contribute to electricity conduction.
At low temperatures, the VB is almost entirely ﬁlled with electrons. A common
model to describe its physical properties is to consider the absence of an electron
as a quasi-particle instead of the sea of electrons. These quasi-particles are called
holes. The possibility to dynamically engineer the conductivity of a semiconductor
by controlling the density of electrons and holes is the fundamental idea behind the
fabrication of transistors and the avalanche of innovations that followed.
The exact band structure in a semi-conductor is determined by its symmetry and
the types of atoms it is made of. In this thesis, the QDs were fabricated with gallium
arsenide (GaAs) and indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs). GaAs has a zinc blende crystal
structure with a lattice constant: 0.56nm. Its band gap at 10K is 1.52eV. As indicated on
Fig. 1.1, the VB is made of three different hole bands: the heavy and light hole bands
which are degenerate, and the split off band blue shifted from the band edge because
of the spin orbit interaction. The degeneracy of the heavy and light hole bands is lifted
for propagating electrons as a consequence of the larger mass of heavy holes.
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Figure 1.2 – Electronic density of states for electrons and holes in an inﬁnite semicon-
ductor and in the three types of quantum heterostructures.
InxGa1−x As is a semiconductor with similar physical properties, in which a frac-
tion x of the gallium sites are replaced by an indium atom. It has a smaller bandgap
and a smaller lattice constant. Each of these can be approximately determined from
the indium content as a linear interpolation between the known bandgap and lattice
constant from pure GaAs and pure In [24].
1.2.2 Quantum Dots
1.2.2.1 Quantum heterostructures
Semiconductors with different bandgaps can be assembled together provided they
have similar crystalline geometries. Such arrangements of semiconductor layers with
different bandgaps are called hetero-structures. These are used to conﬁne electrons
or holes in well-deﬁned regions of space and control their interactions or their move-
ments. When the conﬁnement length is of the order of the de Broglie wavelength of
the particle, the typical lengths needed to have a quantum conﬁnement, a quantum
hetero-structure is formed [25]. In GaAs at 10K, the de Broglie wavelength of electrons
and holes is a few tens of nanometers [25].
Quantum hetero-structures are divided in three main families. If the conﬁnement
is in only one dimension of space, it is a Quantum Well (QW), in two dimensions, it is
a Quantum Wire (QWR) and if the electron is conﬁned in all dimensions of space it is
a Quantum Dot (QD) (see Fig. 1.2).
When submitted to quantum conﬁnement electrons and holes cannot move
along their conﬁnement directions. In this case, an electron in a QW behaves as if
it were living in a 2D space, in a QWR it moves freely only in one direction and in a
QD it does not move at all. Quantum conﬁnement strongly distorts the electronic
density of states (DOS) as sketched on Fig. 1.2. In the bulk semiconductor, the DOS
increases as the square root of the energy, while in a quantum dot, the electronic DOS
is discrete. The energy and electronic conﬁguration in quantum heterostructures
can be estimated within the effective mass approximation by solving the following
Schrödinger equation approximation [22]:
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φ(r )= Eφ(r ) (1.1)
where m* is the electronic effective mass, V is the conﬁnement potential and E
is the electron energy. In this expression, the spin degree of freedom was neglected.
Including its effects is the subject of the k.p method, which was very successful in
predicting the properties of quantum heterostructures [26].
1.2.2.2 Electron and hole states in quantum dots
Epitaxial QDs, i. e. QDs formed by the epitaxial growth of semi-conductor layers, are
in most experiments smaller along the growth direction (z-direction) than in the plane.
Thus, a reasonable model of the QDs approximates their conﬁnement potential by
two inﬁnite barriers along the growth direction (z direction) and by parabolas along
the other two directions (x and y). The energy spectrum of electrons conﬁned in QDs
according to this model is [22]:
En,m,p =
Eg
2
+ħωe(nx +ny +1)+ π
2ħ2nz
2meL2z
(1.2)
where nx and ny are the quantum integers associated with the quantized spec-
trum along the two horizontal directions. The last term corresponds to the QW-like
conﬁnement in the z-direction. Lz is the conﬁnement length along z and nz is quan-
tization number along z. As noted before, this spectrum is completely quantized
because of the conﬁnement along all directions of space. According to the Pauli exclu-
sion rule for fermions, only two electrons (one with each spin orientation) can occupy
each energy level which makes QDs artiﬁcial equivalent of atoms. This remarkable
effect is crucial to obtain the isolated single electrons used as Qubits. The conﬁne-
ment in the z direction is usually strongest and splits the electron states in energy
equidistant sets of states associated with the quantum number z. In analogy with
electronic states in atoms, these sets are labelled with the letters s, p, d... However,
unlike atoms, only four degenerate states occupy the p level and six occupy the d level.
Within this model, the electrons can be labeled by their spin ±1/2 and their orbital
angular momentum along z nx −ny [22]. The total angular momentum of s-states
electrons is therefore: Jz =±1/2.
The description of holes in GaAs QDs is more involved because of the presence
of the heavy and light hole bands near the GaAs band edge. However, the strong
conﬁnement of holes along the z direction induces strain in the crystal which results
in a large splitting of the heavy and light hole bands. In this case, the heavy hole band
is sufﬁcient for describing the hole properties. This model then predicts similar sets of
hole states as depicted on Fig. 1.3(a). The heavy hole electrons carry a spin S =±3/2
and an angular momentum ny −nx , from which the total angular momentum of
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s-states heavy holes is derived: Jz =±3/2.
1.2.2.3 Excitons in QDs
These electronic and hole states can be combined in a zoology of quasi-particles
depicted on Fig. 1.3(b-c-d). If the QD s-state contains simultaneously an electron and
a hole, it forms a quasi-particle called an exciton. If it contains two electrons and one
hole or one electron and two holes, it is a (charged) trion. If it is completely ﬁlled with
two electrons and two holes, it is a biexciton.
When electrons and holes are blended together in a QD their Coulomb interaction
shifts the excitonic energy levels. In the strong conﬁnement regime, the electron
and holes wavefunctions are weakly distorted by their interaction and the Coulomb
interaction energy can be computed perturbatively as [22] :
V 1−2C =<Ψ1,Ψ2|
q1q2
4π0r |rˆ1− rˆ2|
|Ψ1,Ψ2 > (1.3)
The energies of the excitonic species are then given by:
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EX = Ee +Eh −V e,hC (1.4)
EX− = 2Ee +Eh +V e,eC −V e,hC (1.5)
E2X = 2Ee +2Eh +V e,eC +V h,hC −4V e,hC (1.6)
1.2.2.4 Optical transitions in QDs
Thanks to the direct bandgap of GaAs, these excitons are optically active: they can
interact with light. Understanding the optical transitions between excitonic states
requires amore precise description of electronic and hole states inQDs. In an inﬁnitely
large semiconductor medium, the Bloch theorem implied by the crystal periodicity
permits a description of electrons or holes as Bloch functions:
|Ψe,h >= |ue,h(k,r )> |s > e−kr (1.7)
Where |ue,h(k,r )> is a function of space with the same periodicity as the crystal,
|s > is the spin state and k is the electronic wavevector. Within the envelope function
approximation, the electronic or hole states in a QD can be written as [27]:
|Ψe,h >= |Fe,h(r )> |ue,h(0,r )> |se,h > (1.8)
Where |Fe,h(r )> is the envelope function deﬁned by the conﬁnement potential,
|ue,h(0,r )> is the Bloch function at the Gamma point (where k=0) and |s> is its spin
state. The optical transitions are determined by the electromagnetic interaction
hamiltonian and ultimately by the momentum matrix element [27]:
P =< Fh(r )|Fe(r )><uh(0,r )|p|ue(0,r )>< sh |se > (1.9)
This matrix element determines the selection rules that apply to allowed optical
inter-band transitions in QDs:
• The envelope wavefunctions must share the same parity.
• The Bloch wavefunctions must have opposite parity.
• The electron spin states must not change.
Wenow focus on the transitions between s electron andhole states. The Bloch function
of electrons in the conduction band are symmetry invariant under all transformations
of the crystal lattice (orbital s symmetry), they are commonly written: |s > | ↑> and
|s > | ↓> . Where the arrows correspond to the two spin orientations. On the contrary,
the heavy hole states have an orbital p symmetry and can be written as [22]:
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|uh,1(0,r )>=−
1
2
|x+ i y > | ↑> (1.10)
|uh,2(0,r )>=
1
2
|x− i y > | ↓> (1.11)
Where |x> and |y> are the p-type parts of the Bloch states which have the same
symmetry as the coordinates x and y. Notice that only the heavy hole band was
considered here. Within a more realistic picture, the hole states are a mixture of heavy
and light holes. A more accurate description involving several hole and electron bands
is possible within the k.p method [28]. The different excitonic states and their possible
transitions are depicted on Fig. 1.4. From the two electrons and two holes, four
different excitonic species can be formed. However, only two are optically allowed:
those on which the spin of the electron is conserved; these are called the bright states.
The two other excitons, the dark states, can still recombine through non-radiative
transitions, although these transitions are usually very weak. In a similar way, the two
trions can recombine radiatively to the simple electronic and hole states. Notice that
the transition matrix elements in all the optical transitions are circularly polarized.
However, in a realistic system, asymmetries of the QD can break the bright excitonic
states in two linearly polarized states, separated by an energy splitting called the ﬁne
structure splitting (FSS). The trions on the contrary are made of an odd number of
fermions and are thus forced to be doubly degenerate by the Kramers degeneracy
theorem [29].
Transitions in a QD are typically characterized by their oscillator strength, which
is related to the momentum matrix element by [27]:
f = 2|P |
2
ħω0me
= EKħω0
< Fh(r )|Fe(r )> (1.12)
Where me is the electron mass,ω0 is the transition frequency and EK is a constant
characteristic of each material called the Kane energy. In GaAs, EK = 22eV [30], from
which we can infer a maximal dipole strength in case of perfect overlap between the
electron and the hole of f = 16; simulated values in typical QDs range between f = 10
and f = 15 [27]. In weakly conﬁned QDs, the dipole strength is proportional to the QD
volume and may reach much larger values [31].
1.2.2.5 Linewidth broadening in QDs
Although QDs share some of their properties with atoms, their solid-state nature is a
source of additional effects not observed in atomic physics. The spectral emission of
an atom is a lorentzian with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) equal to the inverse
of the atomic lifetime as a consequence of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.
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However, contrary to isolated atoms, QDs are necessarily embedded in a solid-state
matrix through which the excitonic states constantly interact with their environment.
These interactions are a source of decoherence, a process by which the coherence
of quantum states eventually stored in excitons is lost. Another consequence is the
broadening of the excitons linewidths from the ≈ 1μeV lifetime limited linewidth to
the 10-100μeV values observed in experimental QDs.
A ﬁrst source of broadening is caused by ﬂuctuating charges surrounding the QDs.
These moving charges induce a ﬂuctuating electric ﬁeld which shifts the emission
energy of the QDs. When these ﬂuctuations are slower than the QD decay rate, they
induce spectral shifts of the excitonic line, which are known as spectral diffusion
[32]. When these ﬂuctuations are much faster, the exciton emission line is inherently
broadened, this phenomenon is called pure dephasing [33] and is a source of deco-
herence, usually detrimental to quantum optics applications. However, in some cases,
pure dephasing can be used as a resource to increase the out-of-resonance feeding of
cavities by QD [34] or to increase the indistinguishability of photons [35].
Another effect of the solid-state environment results from the interaction with
crystal lattice vibrations called phonons. The interaction with phonons induces a
broadening of the excitonic lorentzian line caused by the scattering of phonons and
similar to the pure dephasing caused by ﬂuctuating charges. Although this broad-
ening is negligible at low temperature, it can increase up to 50μeV at 50K [36]. The
interaction with phonons is also responsible for a temperature dependent broadband
emission corresponding to the emission and absorption of a photon and a longitudinal
acoustic phonon simultaneously [37]. At low temperatures, the broadband emission
is asymmetric and more intense at lower energy, because the phonon population is
low and the QD cannot absorb, but only emit phonons. The interaction between QD
and phonons and its temperature dependence have been demonstrated in several
photoluminescence experiments [38, 39].
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1.2.3 Fabrication of Quantum Dots
1.2.3.1 Epitaxial QDs
The ﬁrst epitaxial QDs experimentally observed were naturally formed in the unavoid-
able monolayer defects in thin QWs [40]. However, these QDs are not suitable for most
of the above-mentioned applications due to their weak conﬁnement energy. The most
popular method for fabricating QDs is based on the Stranski Krastanov (SK) technique.
The fabrication relies on the heteroepitaxy of a highly strained layer (for example InAs
over GaAs) [41]. When the grown thickness rises above a threshold, islands of InGaAs
nucleate at random positions. These islands are the SK QDs as shown on the AFM
picture of Fig. 1.5(a). To prevent the interaction of QDs with surface states, this layer is
then covered by a cap of GaAs. These QDs have heights typically between 1 and 10 nm
and a horizontal size between 10 and 100nm [27] and are randomly distributed over
the GaAs surface. The thin layer from which the QD are formed is called the wetting
layer. Such QDs were fabricated with emission wavelengths ranging from 850nm to
telecom wavelengths at 1.3μm. They are easy to fabricate and exhibit sharp emission
linewidths close to their lifetime limit (a few μeV). However, the size of these QDs
is not controlled precisely and induces an inhomogeneous broadening of QD lines
usually around 50meV [42].
These QDs can be integrated within PhCs or other optical nanostructures. How-
ever, it is difﬁcult to control the QD position in the photonic nanostructure because of
their random nucleation site. In typical experiments, many structures are fabricated
and the sample is scanned by photoluminescence measurements to ﬁnd structures in
which the QD is efﬁciently coupled to the optical modes. An alternative approach is to
align the nanostructure directly over a selected QD [43]. However, these approaches
are not applicable for integrated photonics in which arrays of many QDs would need
to be placed at precise locations in photonic circuits.
1.2.3.2 Site-controlled QDs
Several approaches were proposed to fabricate arrays of position controlled QDs.
These usually rely on structuring the growth surface to control their position of nucle-
ation.
Typical methods include the fabrication of dielectric mask aperture to etch nano-
holes in the substrate [44] from which average optical linewidths down to 156μeV were
obtained [45]. In a different technique [46], several layers were grown to obtain stacked
QDs, in which the nucleation sites of the QDs were determined by the strain induced
by the presence of the lower QDs. In the upper layers, the QD quality was improved
with linewidths down to 110μeV. In a different technique [47], the nanorecesses were
etched directly inside the growth chamber to ensure minimal contamination. Record
linewidths for such site controlled QDs were obtained down to 43μeV [48] (Fig. 1.5 (b))
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 1.5 – (a) Atomic force microscopy image of an SK QDs; (b) scanning electron
microscope image of an array of nanoholes used to grow site controlled QDs; (c)
Atomic force microscopy image of an array of individual QDs; (d) Distribution of
linewidths for site-controlled QDs; (a) Reprinted with permission from [50]. Copyright
(2001) with the permission of AIP Publishing; (b) Reprinted from Publication 1.5,
Copyright (2011), with permission from Elsevier. (c-d) Reprinted with permission
from [49]. Copyright (2013) American Chemical Society.
and more recently [49] down to 6μeV (Fig. 1.5 (c-d). However, when using techniques
based on the preferential nucleation of SK QDs, zero or more than one QD may be
formed [45] which compromises their site control.
1.2.3.3 Pyramidal QDs
An alternative technique for growing site controlled QDs is based on the growth of In-
GaAs/GaAs or AlGaAs/GaAs QDs in arrays of pyramidal recesses. The QDs are formed
at the apex of each pyramid by the interplay of growth rate anisotropy and capillarity
[51]. They are called pyramidal QDs. Because the formation of these QDs is not driven
by strain, only one QD is grown in each pyramid. Besides, no wetting layer is formed
during the growth of QDs, although under certain conditions, QWRs are formed at the
edges of the pyramids [52]. These QDs offers promising properties, including repro-
ducible optical spectra [53] and relatively narrow linewidths down to the resolution
limit of 20μeV. The inhomogeneous broadening is typically around 5-10meV, and a
record value of 1.4meV [54] was observed. Thanks to the three fold symmetry of the
crystal and the pyramids permitted by the symmetric (111)B orientation of the growth
plane, highly symmetric QDs can be formed in which the FSS is lower than in SK QDs
[55, 56, 57].
1.2.3.4 The perfect QD
All these experimental efforts aim at improving the quality of QDs to make them
suitable for quantum optics experiments. The desirable properties of QDs depends
on their application. We propose here a non exhaustive list of these properties [59].
Some properties aim at obtaining a high quality optical spectra. QDs exhibiting
a large conﬁnement energy are more easily protected from unwanted interaction
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(a)
(b)
(c) (d) (e)
Figure 1.6 – (a) Atomic force microscopy image of one pyramidal QD intentionally
not planarized; (b) 3D schematics of the growth in pyramidal QDs (c) Atomic force
microscopy image of an array of pyramidal QDs; (d) Spectra of individual pyramidal
QDs; (e) Distribution of the resonance energies of excitons in pyramidal QDs; (a-c)
Reprinted with permission from [58], Copyright (2008), AIP Publishing LLC; (e-f)
Reprinted with permission from [54] (2010) Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
Weinheim.
with residual defect states. Besides, deeply conﬁned QDs are optically active at much
higher temperatures. Optimally, QDs would therefore be conﬁned deep enough for
room temperature single photon emission as was demonstrated with GaN QDs [60].
Ideal QDs would also exhibit perfectly reproducible spectra including a low inho-
mogeneous broadening of exciton lines [54]. Although a vanishing inhomogeneous
broadening would be appreciated, nanofabrication limitations will probably pre-
vent reducing the inhomogeneous broadening much below 1meV. This issue can be
circumvented by controlling the wavelength of each QD individually at the cost of
additional complexity, for example by applying a strain [61], via the Stark effect [62] or
the Zeeman effect [63].
High quality QDs would also exhibit narrow lifetime limited linewidths as was
observed in SK QDs, and a high dipole strength [27] to attain a strong light-matter
interactions and a bright emission.
Other desirable properties are more focused on fabricating QDs that are easily in-
tegrated into scalable technologies such as the position control [64] and the possibility
to fabricate QD emitting over a broad energy range [65].
Last but not least, QDs are expected to play a role in quantum technologies. The
two main quantum properties expected from ideal QDs are the emission of single
photons with a high degree of indistinguishability [66].
Although each of these requirements was the subject of separate publications
indicating promising result, achieving all of them simultaneously and reproducibly
on a large array of QDs is extremely challenging. All these aspects will be considered
in this thesis except for the photons indistinguishability.
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1.3 Photonic crystals
1.3.1 From solid-state physics to photonic crystals
Photonic crystals (PhC) are dielectric nanostructures in which the refractive index is
periodically modulated along one, two or three dimensions of space. These nanos-
tructures affect the propagation of photons in a similar way crystal lattices affect the
propagation of electrons. Their potential in controlling light-matter interaction was
ﬁrst noted in the nineties [67, 68]. In 1996, Krauss et al. [69] used methods from the
semiconductors industry to fabricate the ﬁrst photonic crystals operated at optical
wavelengths, which opened new possibilities to a ﬁeld which kept growing since.
The propagation of waves in a dielectric nano-structured medium is governed by
the Helmoltz equation [18]:
(∇×∇×−(r )(ω
c
)2)E(r )= 0 (1.13)
where  is the dielectric function of the PhC, which has the periodicity of the
material. This equation deﬁnes a linear eigenvalue problem in ω and E. Both ∇×∇×
and (r ) are linear, hermitian, positive semi deﬁnite operators. As a consequence, its
eigenvalues ω are real, positive, and its eigenvectors with different energies abide by
the following orthogonality relation:
∫
(r )E1(r ) ·E2(r )dr = 0 (1.14)
The Bloch-Floquet theorem ﬁrst used to describe electrons in crystal lattices is
also valid for PhCs, because the crystalline symmetry operators commute with the
hermitian operators of the Helmoltz equation. This theorem states that the electric
ﬁeld in a PhC is:
E(r,ω)= Ek(r,ω)eik(ω)·r (1.15)
where Ek(r,ω) has the crystal periodicity and k(ω) is the photonic wavevector.
This relation between k and ω is called the dispersion relation. Notice that it is
completely analogous to the band structure of electrons in crystals. This dispersion
relation deﬁnes continuous energy ranges or photonic bands at which the photons
can propagate in the PhC. In between these bands, bandgaps are formed where
no propagating photonic states are allowed. Although inﬁnite PhCs do not exist,
bandgaps still persist in ﬁnite size PhC. In this case, the ﬁnite PhC acts as a mirror
reﬂecting incident photons. An alternative interpretation is that light scattered by the
periodic inhomogeneities will interfere destructively so as to prevent its propagation.
PhCs can be one, two or three dimensional. 1D PhCs can be fabricated by the
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epitaxial growth of a periodic arrangement of layers. They have been massively used
as Bragg mirrors or optical ﬁlters. However, 1D PhCs have a bandgap only along
one dimension of space: a complete photonic bandgap requires a 3D PhCs. The
ﬁrst experimental 3D PhC was named Yablonovite after the name of its inventor, E.
Yablonovitch[70]. It was fabricated by drilling holes along the three directions of an
fcc lattice.
However, 3D PhCs require complex fabrication procedures. The most practi-
cal PhCs for photonic circuits are 2D PhCs which are more easily fabricated using
conventional lithography techniques from the semiconductor industry [69]. Light
propagation in 2D planes can be divided in two classes corresponding to the two
polarizations of light: the transverse electric (TE) modes in which the electric ﬁeld
is conﬁned in the PhC plane and the transverse magnetic (TM) modes where the
magnetic ﬁeld is conﬁned in the PhC plane [18]. An example of 2D PhC: a triangular
lattice of air holes drilled in a dielectric medium is shown in the inset of Fig. 1.7(a)
[18]. It is entirely deﬁned by its refractive index n, its lattice pitch a and the radius of
the air holes r. The TE and TM bandgap ranges are given in blue and red as a function
of the radius on Fig. 1.7(a) [18]. Designing a system based on PhCs requires ﬁrst
carefully choosing the right set of parameters to obtain a sufﬁciently large bandgap at
the desired energy. However, 2D PhCs do not conﬁne light in the third direction of
space. In experimental implementations of 2D PhCs, the PhC is drilled in a dielectric
slab (inset of Fig. 1.7(b)). In such a case, total internal reﬂection at the upper and
lower interface of the slab conﬁnes the modes with an in plane wavevector: |k||| <ω/c .
The dispersion relation for these modes is shown on Fig. 1.7(b). Modes with a larger
wavevector are free to propagate into space and are part of the light cone depicted as a
blue area of Fig. 1.7(b). In such PhC slabs, the bandgap is not complete and refers only
to modes below the light cone. In addition, the distinction between TE and TM modes
is no more valid, because the slab breaks the translation symmetry along the vertical
direction [18]. However, the PhC symmetry under reﬂections through the plane at the
center of the slab still allows for a classiﬁcation: Modes even under this reﬂection are
called TE-like and modes odd under this reﬂection are called TM-like.
1.3.2 PhC circuits
1.3.2.1 PhC cavities
Perturbing locally the PhC breaks its translational symmetry and creates discrete
’defect’ modes inside the bandgap which are analogous to QD states. These modes are
conﬁned near the defect and are called cavity modes. A common type of PhC cavities
named Ln cavities is made by leaving n holes unetched along a line (Fig. 1.8(a)). The
in plane electric ﬁeld of an L3 cavity mode called M0 mode is shown on Fig. 1.8(c).
The higher order modes in cavities are usually labelled by increasing energy as Mp
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(b) (a) 
Figure 1.7 – (a) Bandgap of a triangular lattice 2D PhC (ε = 11.4); (b) Band diagrams
in a triangular lattice PhC slab. The blue area is the light cone. Below the light cone,
the red and blue lines are the TE and TM modes. The shaded red area indicates the
TE-like bandgap. (a-b) republished with permission of Princeton University Press,
from [18]; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.
modes (p=0,1,2...). The electric ﬁeld is concentrated near the unetched holes and
decays exponentially inside the PhC regions which act as mirrors surrounding the
cavity.
A fundamental parameter of photonic cavities is their quality factor Q quantifying
the energy storing time of light in the cavity. It is deﬁned as: Q = τω0/2, where ω0 is
the angular cavity frequency and τ is the time constant of the electric ﬁeld amplitude
exponential decay. A Fourier transform of the exponential decay yields the cavity
spectrum and shows an alternative deﬁnition for the Q-factor: Q =ΔE/E where E is
the cavity energy and ΔE is its FWHM, inversely proportional to the lifetime of the
cavity mode.
In a ﬁnite size PhC, the electric ﬁeld may leak through the PhC, but the in plane
conﬁnement increases exponentially with the number of layers surrounding the
cavity [71]. This source of losses is usually negligible. Another cause of losses is out
of plane scattering. In L3 cavities, Nakamura et al. and others [72, 73, 74, 75] showed
how leakage originates from scattering at the edges of the cavity and how a careful
engineering of the holes permits to increase the M0 mode Q-factor from 4000 to more
than one million. However, experimental cavities suffer from two additional sources
of losses: absorption by impurities or surface states of the semiconductor crystal
and scattering caused by fabrication related disorder. In GaAs, the Q-factor of small
cavities is usually limited to a few tens of thousands [76], although the record value of
700000 was observed at telecom wavelengths (1.5μm), where the GaAs absorption is
lower [77]. In silicon, Q-factors as high as 9 million were obtained [78].
A signiﬁcant advantage of photonic crystal cavities compared to other types
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Figure 1.8 – (a) L3 cavity and (b) W1 waveguide in a PhC slab; (c) in plane electric ﬁeld
of the M0 mode in an L3 cavity; (d) in plane electric ﬁeld of the lowest energy band
in W1 waveguide; (e) Dispersion relation in a W1 waveguide, the light cone shown in
grey, the orange area depicts the non conﬁned PhC bands; (These simulations were
performed using the ﬁnite difference method in the frequency domain exposed in
Chapter 2 with the parameters: a=225nm, r=61nm, n2D=3.17)
of cavities stems from the possibility to conﬁne light in the tiniest mode volumes
achievable in non-lossy materials [17]. The mode volume in small PhC cavities is
typically around (λ/n)3, and can be as low as 0.23(λ/n)3 in the H0 type cavities deﬁned
by shifting two adjacent holes [73]. Achieving simultaneously the highest Q-factor
and the smallest mode volume is critical for enhancing light matter interaction as will
be shown in the next section.
1.3.2.2 PhC waveguides
PhC cavities excel at storing light in small volumes for long times [73]. However, light
propagation requires optical waveguides that may be used to connect cavities or to
extract light from PhC circuits. The simplest PhC waveguide, called W1 waveguide,
is realized by leaving a whole range of holes unetched (Fig. 1.8(b)). In such waveg-
uides, photonic bands corresponding to propagating modes are trapped within the
photonic bandgap. As waveguides are periodic in their propagation direction, the
Bloch theorem also applies in the propagation direction (which we call here x):
E(r,ω)= Ek(r,ω)eik(ω)·x (1.16)
Where Ek(r,ω) has a period of a in the x direction and k(ω) is the mode wavevector
along x which deﬁnes the dispersion relation of the waveguide band. The electric
ﬁeld of a waveguide mode is shown on Fig. 1.8(d) and the waveguide dispersion
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relation for the two bands (in red and blue) conﬁned in this speciﬁc waveguide is
given on Fig. 1.8(e). The dispersion relation also deﬁnes the energy velocity of light
in the waveguide also called group velocity [27]: vg = ∂ω/∂k. Another equivalent
quantity characterizing the energy velocity is the group index: ng = c/vg . This group
velocity goes to zero when ∂ω/∂k approaches zero as is the case of the red and blue
bands near the bands edges where: k = π/a. Stopping the light in PhC waveguides
induces a compression of optical pulses and an equivalent increase in the electric ﬁeld
intensity. As a consequence, slowing down light can dramatically increase the light-
matter interaction and enhance non-linear processes, light collection or absorption
[79]. Although the group indexes are usually limited to values below 100 by fabrication
disorder [80], signiﬁcant work was done to engineer low dispersion slow light PhC
systems [81, 80] thatmay be used in low power optical switches, compact gas detectors
or quantum circuits [79].
1.4 QDs in photonic crystals
In the last two sections, the physical properties of QDs and PhCs have been succes-
sively reviewed. We will now show how these two elements can be combined together
in nanophotonic experiments and devices.
1.4.1 QDs in cavities
Systems made of an atom coupled to a cavity constitute an ideal system for under-
standing light matter interaction. The ﬁeld interested in these systems is called cavity
quantum electrodynamics (QED) [82]. cavity QED can be realized on chip by using
artiﬁcial atoms (QDs) and nanocavities [83]. In this section, we will show how the
presence of an optical cavity mode overlapping a QD can dramatically impact its
physical properties.
1.4.1.1 The Jaynes -Cummings model
The simplestmodel delving into the interaction of aQDand a cavity is called the Jaynes
Cummings model [84]. In this model, the QD is described as a two level system (TLS),
interacting with a single optical mode. The Hamiltonian for the Jaynes Cummings
model is:
Hˆtot = 1
2
ETLSσˆz +Ec aˆ†aˆ+ g (aˆσˆ++ aˆ†σˆ−) (1.17)
The ﬁrst two terms are the well-known Hamiltonians for a two level system (with
energies −ETLS/2 and ETLS/2) and for an harmonic oscillator. The last term is the in-
teraction dipoleHamiltonian in the rotatingwave approximation. σˆ is the annihilation
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operator for the TLS and aˆ is the annihilation operator for the cavity mode.
The energy levels of the Jaynes Cummings hamiltonian are:
En,± = Ecn± 1
2
ħΩ (1.18)
where Ω =√(ETLS −Ec)2+4g 2n/ħ is called the Rabi frequency. On resonance,
the coupling induces a splitting of each cavity level by g

n. Each splitted state is a
quantum superposition of cavity and TLS states. When the system is initialized in the
atomic excited state, the coupling of the QD and cavity on resonance induces Rabi
oscillations throughwhich the system state oscillates between theQDexcited state and
the single photon cavity state. The intermediate states are quantum superpositions
of these two states. When the excitonic line is tuned through the cavity lorentzian
line shape, the coupling induces an anticrossing of the two lines by 2g

n, which is a
hallmark of strong coupling in cavity QED systems where light and matter coherently
exchange quantum states.
1.4.1.2 The strong coupling regime
A more realistic model must include interaction with the environment such as the
decay rate of the cavity mode γc and the out of plane TLS emission γ (Fig. 1.9(a)).
Analytical expression for the spectra of such quantum system can be obtained in the
Linblad master equation formalism [85] or by a Langevin equation approach [86].
In the so-called strong coupling limit (g > γc ,γ/2), the Rabi splitting and coherent
exchange of energy is still taking place. However, the Rabi oscillations are damped
by the cavity and atomic losses and the pure dephasing. Reaching this regime where
coherent exchange of quantum states between light and matter are taking place is
crucial for many quantum computer implementations because light may be used as a
coherent link between nearby QDs. The strength of the TLS coupling to a cavity mode
is determined by the coupling constant g [27]:
g = d ·E0(x0) (1.19)
E0(x0)=
√
Ec
2r 0V
ζ (1.20)
where d is the transition dipole matrix element between the two levels, E0 is
the electric ﬁeld of one single cavity photon at the TLS position, Ec is the cavity
energy, r is the GaAs relative permittivity, ζ is the scalar product between the cavity
mode polarization and the dipole orientation, and V is the cavity mode volume. The
transition dipole in the envelope function approximation for a deeply conﬁned exciton
is given by [27]:
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Figure 1.9 – (a) Sketch of a cavity QED system; (b) Strong coupling anticrossing for a
QD in an L3 cavity; Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature
[91], copyright (2007)
d = q
√
ħ f
2meωTLS
(1.21)
where ωTLS is the TLS angular frequency, me is the electron mass and f is the TLS
transition oscillator strength. If we assume a cavity mode volume typical in L3 cavities
of (λ/n)3, the maximum coupling strength achievable with deeply conﬁned excitons
in GaAs is: g = 150μeV (with a dipole oscillator strength f = 16). When γ is sufﬁciently
small, the coherence of the coupling is limited by the ratio g/γc , proportional to
Q/

V . The coherence is therefore highest in small volume and high Q cavities, hence
the advantage of PhC cavities in which the mode volumes can be reduced down to a
single oscillation of the optical ﬁeld [17].
Strong coupling in a QD-PhC cavity system was ﬁrst observed in 2004 [87, 88].
Since then it has been observed a number of times with values of the coupling strength
ranging from 40 to 106μeV [89, 63, 90, 43]. An example of anticrossing between an
exciton and a cavity mode is shown on Fig. 1.9(b).
1.4.1.3 The Purcell effect
In opposition to the strong coupling regime, the regime where γ,g < γc is called the
weak coupling regime. In this regime, the photonic environment can affect the QD
lifetime. This effect was ﬁrst noted by Purcell [92] and arises as a natural consequence
of Fermi’s golden rule for the decay of a TLS to a set of optical modes[17]:
Γ= 2πħ2
∑
f
∣∣〈 f |Hf |i 〉∣∣2δ(ωi −ω f ) (1.22)
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where |i > and | f > are initial and ﬁnal states and Hˆ f is the electromagnetics
hamiltonian for a photon emission in mode f in the dipole approximation:
Hˆ f = d ·E f (1.23)
in the case of an isotropic transition, the transition rate is proportional to the total
local optical density of states (DOS) deﬁned as [17]:
LDOS(r ,ω)=∑
f
20
ħω f
|E f (r ,ω f )|2δ(ω−ω f ) (1.24)
where the sum is over all optical modes: Ek(r ,ωk). Note that LDOS along each
dipole polarization may also be deﬁned analogously. In this context, PhCs offer a
considerable advantage as a highly controllable photonic environment. When the
pure dephasing is neglected, the Purcell factor of a QD coupled to a cavity is [17]:
Fp,c = 4g
2
γcγ
= 3
4π2
(λ/n)3
V
Qζ2 (1.25)
where ζ accounts for the matching between the polarization of the ﬁeld in the
cavity and the dipole of the QD:
ζ=
d ·E
|d | · |E |
(1.26)
The Purcell factor being proportional to Q/V, there is a considerable interest in
fabricating small cavities exhibiting high Q-factors to increase the photon emission
rate of QDs and thereby the communication rate of QKD protocols. However, beyond
a certain value of Q, the cavity QD system enters the strong coupling regime in which
photons are transferred back to the QD. A solution to further increase this emission
rate is to reduce the mode volume, which is feasible using plasmons [59]. Assuming
a perfect matching between the cavity mode and the dipole matrix element: (ζ =
1, Q=2000, V = (λn )3), the Purcell factor is 150. Purcell enhancements induced by
cavity modes were measured by comparing the lifetime of an exciton in the bulk
and in resonance with the cavity modes. The measured values range from 1.3 to 35
[91, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97]. These values are much lower than the ones expected from
theory. The reasons invoked are usually a mismatch between the QD dipole moment
and the cavitymodes. Another possible explanationmay be thatQDs have a signiﬁcant
non-radiative coupling. The Purcell effect is not limited to decreasing the lifetime: the
photonic environment can also inhibit emission with Purcell factors lower than one
as is the case in the 2D photonic bandgap of a PhC slab. The measured values for QD
lifetime inhibition range between 2 up to record values of 70 [98, 93, 95, 94].
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1.4.2 QD in waveguides
Waveguides for guiding photons over macroscopic distances and connecting distant
photonic systems are necessary components of the nanophotonic toolbox. Besides,
they are an interesting alternative to cavities as efﬁcient means of collecting photons
and as light matter interaction interfaces [27], which may yield scalable quantum
circuits as depicted on Fig. 1.10(a). Indeed, waveguides are by nature open systems
and therefore exhibit a broadband density of states which can efﬁciently collect the
inherently broadened emission of QD ensembles.
The Purcell effect described in the previous section also applies to waveguides. As
evidenced by Rao et al. [99], the Purcell enhancement of a TLS placed in a waveguide
is:
Fp,wg = 3
4π
(λ/n)2
A
ng
n
ζ2 (1.27)
Where ζ accounts for the matching between the polarization of the ﬁeld in the
cavity and the dipole of the QD, ng is the group velocity of the waveguide mode, n is
the refractive index of the material and A is the waveguide mode area deﬁned by:
A =
∫
dV r (r )|Ek |2(r )
a ·max(r (r )|Ek |2(r ))
(1.28)
As noted by Rao et al. [99], this expression for the Purcell factor is analogous to
the one in cavities. We can deﬁne an equivalent mode volume: V=aA and Q-factor:
Qeq =πng a/λ for waveguides which traduces the interaction time between the QD
and the waveguide mode. Thus, light matter interaction in a waveguide is determined
by its mode area and its group index, analogous to the mode volume and Q-factor
in cavities. In the same way as cavities, fabricating small mode volume waveguides
with large group indexes is interesting to increase light matter interaction, hence the
interest of using tiny waveguides such as the W1 waveguide presented in the last
section operated near the band edge (k=π/a) of PhC waveguide modes where the
group index theoretically diverge. In typical PhCW, the predicted Purcell effects are
around Fp,wg ≈ 1 [99], much lower than in cavities. This number can be enhanced
near the band PhC band edge thanks to slow light effects, however disorder in PhCW
limits achievable group indexes to values below 100, for which Purcell enhancements
≈ 20 are possible.
Tightly conﬁned waveguides and the enhanced interaction they induce have been
used to prove nonlinearities at the single photon level [101]. Besides, the directional
single photon emission was demonstrated in nanophotonic waveguides combined
with magnetic ﬁelds [102, 103], opening interesting perspectives to on chip quantum
circuits.
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Figure 1.10 – (a) Example of GaAs based implementation of integrated quantum
photonic circuit; (b) Sketch of a QD coupled to a waveguide; (a) Reprinted with
permission from [100] (2016) Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
In this work, waveguides will be studied as a mean to efﬁciently collect and
channel QD emitted single photons. Efﬁcient collection is necessary not only to
increase the rate of collected single photon, but also to obtain a deterministic emission
of single photons, which may be useful in many quantum optics experiments. Indeed,
although pulsed excitation can force QDs to emit photons at a precise timing, the
photon can be called deterministic only if it is efﬁciently collected. The ﬁgure of merit
for the collection efﬁciency of photons is called the β factor and is deﬁned as:
β= Γwg
Γwg +Γuc
(1.29)
where Γwg is the QD rate of emission in the waveguide mode and Γuc is all the rate
of all other emission processes, such as non radiative emission rates Γnr and emission
into other optical modes such as the radiation modes Γr ad (see Fig. 1.10(b)).
β factors are typically measured by comparing the emission rate of a QD coupled
to the waveguide to that of a QD weakly coupled or uncoupled to the waveguide mode.
Measured values that have been reported range from 50 to 98% [104, 105, 106, 107].
However, estimating β factors is difﬁcult because the QD emission into the radiation
modes Γr ad depends on its location [104] and because of statistical uncertainties in
the values of Γnr for different QDs. Performing such experiments with site controlled
QDs would both constrain these uncertainties and open a way to reproducible and
scalable on chip quantum experiments. Besides, the highest β factor values were
obtained near the band edge [104] where disorder and absorption are increased by
the slowdown of light [79]. However, these works did not study the losses occurring
inside the PhCW after the QD light emission. A simultaneous analysis of β factors
and PhC related sources of loss would therefore be of great interest for the complete
characterization of on chip single photon sources.
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1.5 Thesis goal
This thesis focuses on the design fabrication and experimental study of systems com-
posed of pyramidal QDs, PhC cavities and waveguides. Although similar structures
were studied in the past using SK QDs, achieving reproducible and scalable experi-
ments requires site controlled QDs.
The ﬁrst results in this direction were obtained by Gallo et al., who ﬁrst demon-
strated the integration of a pyramidal QD inside a PhC cavity [58]. Calic et al. proved
the coupling of two QDs to the same PhC cavity [108]. Jarlov et al. [96] focused on the
study of QD to cavity coupling through time resolve measurements and by modeling
the effect of phonons [109] as well as on systems of coupled cavities [110, 111]. Lyasota
et al. demonstrated the ﬁrst simultaneous coupling of 4 different QDs to L7 cavity
modes [112].
All these results were focused on cavities or systems of coupled cavities [111, 110].
This thesis describes an extension of these works aiming at the direct integration of
multiple QDs in PhC circuits involving cavities and waveguides.
In chapter 2, the experimentalmethods and techniques used to simulate, fabricate
and characterize the PhC devices are described. Both the nanofabrication techniques
and the fabrication steps relevant to the pyramidal QDs [113] and PhC technology are
detailed as well as the tools used to simulate our PhC structures.
Chapter 3 investigates the impact of disorder on the losses, density of modes,
mode localization and dispersion in long linear PhC cavities. The site control of the
QDs permits the selective mode excitation and the in-situ probing of the impact of dis-
order, fromwhichwe identify a diffusive edge for photon transport, belowwhich phase
scattering distorts the optical modes. These structures are also harnessed to measure
both the mode reﬂectivity at the edge of the linear cavities, and the propagation losses
in PhC waveguides [114].
Chapter 4 describes the integration of ﬁve site controlled QDs in a PhC waveguide
and the corresponding on chip single photon transfer over macroscopic distances.
We measure the coupling properties of QDs in these structures and give optimal
conditions to reach reproducibly a broadband high efﬁciency of coupling.
Chapter 5 focuses on a system inwhich aQD is embedded in a cavity itself coupled
to a PhC waveguide. We show theoretically the existence of a cavity to waveguide
coupling which optimizes the coupling efﬁciency of single photons to the waveguide.
We measure the parameters in our system, from which we infer a single photon
collection efﬁciency close to its optimal value.
Chapter 6 summarizes the results and proposes possible research orientations
to further improve the quality of fabrication and demonstrate new quantum optics
effects with pyramidal quantum dots.
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This work represents the ﬁrst experimental implementation of site-controlled
QDs in PhC systems beyond cavities. It focuses on the limitations and possibilities
opened by such QD systems as on chip efﬁcient single photon sources. These results
open a path towards on chip quantum circuits with multiple QDs, which could enable
large scale linear optical quantum computing [21].
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2 Experimental and simulation tech-
niques
The fabrication of systems incorporating pyramidal QDs and PhC circuits is challeng-
ing due to the nano-size of the structures, the high quality requirements at each step
of the process and the large number of steps which have to be performed. In this
Chapter, a detailed account of the design, fabrication and characterization of the
samples studied in the thesis is given.
The process can be divided in four major steps. The ﬁrst one is the design of
experiments. It is partly based on numerical simulations from which we can infer
target fabrication parameters and optimal designs. The second step is the substrate
preparation which includes the fabrication of a membrane and the etching of align-
ment marks. The third and fourth steps are respectively the fabrication of pyramidal
QDs and of the PhC circuits which are precisely positioned using the alignment marks
fabricated in the second step. The fabrication process is summarized in the ﬂow
chart of Fig. 2.1. The growth of high purity QDs and the fabrication of weakly disor-
dered PhC systems imposes very stringent requirements in terms of cleanliness and
controllability in the fabrication. In this Chapter, all these steps will be explained in
details.
2.1 Design and numerical simulations of photonic crys-
tals
The ﬁrst fabrication step is the design of each experiment. This design needs to
follow the constraints imposed by pyramidal QDs and membrane PhCs. The two
main constraints imposed by InGaAs/GaAs based pyramidal QDs are their emission
wavelength which is currently limited between ≈ 850 and ≈ 980nm and the pyramid
sizes. In the ﬁrst demonstrations, of pyramidal QDs, the pyramids had a lateral
size of few microns [115, 116]. These large pyramids allowed to grow thick buffer
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layers separating the QDs from the patterned substrate, which usually suffers from
defects and contaminations. However, as noted in the precedent Chapter, light matter
interaction strength increases when the volume of optical modes decrease. In that
context, thin PhC slabs are preferable, and signiﬁcant progresses permitted the growth
of high quality QD ensembles in smaller pyramids [117, 118, 53] down to 200nm [65].
Besides, thicker PhC slabs incorporate more slab modes as shown on Fig. 2.2, which
can be detrimental to obtaining monomode rib or PhC waveguides.
Membrane growth
Membrane characterization
Alignment marks fabrication
Alignment marks characterization
Pyramids patterning
QD growth
QD ensemble characterization
PhC etching
Membrane release
QD and PhC characterization
Substrate preparation
QD fabrication
PhC fabrication
QD ensemble optimisation
Alignment test
Experiment design
Numerical simulations
Figure 2.1 – Flow chart of the realization process
In this thesis, we are interested in using the in-plane dipole momentum of QDs,
which interacts solely with the quasi-TE PhC modes. Slabs thinner than 150nm exhibit
a single TE mode, justifying the use of membrane widths around 160nm in PhC
experiments [104, 119]. Pyramidal QDs exhibiting good quality were obtained in
pyramids with a lateral sizes as small as 200nm and 163nm height which could be
integrated in slabs 180nm thick [65]. However, the best results insofar were obtained
in the 260nm pyramids (with a height of 212nm) studied in this thesis. These pyramids
would permit using slabs as thin as 230nm. In this work, a 20nm safety margin was
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adopted with a slab thickness of 250nm.
Once the slab width and the wavelength are decided, obtaining TE photonic
bandgaps requires a triangular array PhC with periodicity of the order of the wave-
length of light in GaAs ≈ 260nm. The ratio radius over PhC periodicity must lie in
the range r /a ≈ 0.2− 0.3 to ensure both holes sufﬁciently large to be more easily
fabricated and small enough to maintain a good robustness of the PhC structures. As
demonstrated in the last Chapter, such r/a ratio imposes a ratio a/λ around 0.25 to
ensure that our target wavelength lies within the PhC bandgap. This constraint ﬁxes
the periodicity around 238nm. In this work the PhC periodicity was a=225nm.
The exact radius is then adapted in each structure to ensure a spectral matching
between the QD emission and the photonic modes.
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TM modes
Figure 2.2 – Modes in a GaAs slab surrounded by air at 950nm wavelength (nGaAs =
3.4653)
2.1.1 Solving Maxwell’s equation
As emphasized in the last Chapter, optimizing the light matter interaction requires
simultaneously a good spectral and spatial matching between the excitons dipole
momenta and the PhC electric ﬁeld, which requires to solve Maxwell’s equations.
However, exact analytical solutions exist in the literature for only very few problems.
The design of our experiments therefore requires numerical solvers, which can be
classiﬁed in two categories:
• Frequency domain solvers in which Maxwell’s equations are solved for discrete
frequencies.
• Time domain solver whereMaxwell’s equations are discretized in space and time.
The numerical method implements the time evolution of the electro-magnetic
ﬁeld.
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2.1.2 Finite difference method
The ﬁnite difference method (FDM) is very popular owing to its simple implementa-
tion [120]. It consists of discretizing Maxwell’s equations along a rectangular grid and
solving them in the frequency domain. It is relatively fast for 2D problems but quickly
becomes intractable for larger 3D problems. In the latter case, the ﬁnite element
method is a much better choice. Within the FDM, Maxwell’s equations are solved as
the following eigenvalue problem:
∇× 1
(r )
∇H(r )=
(ω
c
)2
H(r ) (2.1)
in which the squared frequency is the photonic modes eigenvalue. The derivative
operators are discretized in the following way:
∂xi fk =
fk+1− fk
dxi
(2.2)
where fk is the discretized function to be derived and xi is the coordinate along
which the derivation is performed. Through this discrete approximation, the differ-
ential operator: ∇× 1
(r )∇ becomes a large sparse matrix whose eigenvalues are the
photonic modes of the PhC device. In all FDM simulations performed in this work,
periodic boundary conditions were adopted. Considering the large PhC structures
studied in this thesis, and the signiﬁcant computational complexity of 3D FDM. The
photonic modes were approximated as perfect 2D TE modes using the standard ef-
fective index approximation for the slab vertical index proﬁle. The matlab based 2D
FDM code used during this thesis was written by F. Karlson [121]. In this thesis, 2D
FDM will be constantly used to obtain with a good approximation the electric ﬁeld of
conﬁned modes.
2.1.3 Finite difference time domain method
Although the FDM algorithm exposed above is efﬁcient to retrieve the modes of
small PhC structures, it is restricted to the modelling of periodic waveguides or cavity
modes: it can describe neither light propagation in a ﬁnite waveguide nor light sources.
Besides, it cannot compute the precise resonance energies of cavity modes or the
band edges of photonic waveguides. The precise design of PhC structures therefore
requires a 3D solver for Maxwell’s equations.
The ﬁnite difference time domain method (FDTD) that we adopted for 3D com-
putations is an alternative numerical technique in which Maxwell’s equation are
discretized in space and time. It was invented by Yee et al. in 1966 [122] and is now
used broadly thanks to its simplicity of implementation, its robustness, its low mem-
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ory requirements (especially useful for large scale 3D simulation) and its versatility
[123]. Another signiﬁcant advantage is the possibility to probe a broad frequency
range by simulating the transient response of a device to a broadband pulsed excita-
tion. Its main disadvantage is the long simulation times required to simulate resonant
devices such as high Q-factor cavities.
FDTD consists of discretizing Maxwell’s equations using a central ﬁnite difference
scheme discretized on a staggered Yee grid [123]. The electric and magnetic ﬁeld are
evolved in a leapfrog time stepping scheme in which the electric ﬁeld is computed at
time t+dt/2 from the magnetic ﬁeld at time t. The magnetic ﬁeld is then computed at
t+dt from the magnetic ﬁeld at t+dt/2.
In this thesis, two FDTD softwares were used for simulations. One is a matlab
based software written by F. Karlson [110], from which we obtained the 3D photonic
modes of photonic crystal cavities and their resonance energies. The other one is the
open source software meep [124], which was used to compute the dispersion relations
in waveguides, the Q-factor of PhC cavities or the propagation of light in large PhC
structures.
2.1.3.1 L3 cavities
The M0 mode in optimized L3 cavities are popular in the photonics community thanks
to their small mode volume and large Q-factor, which makes them quasi-optimal
solutions for obtaining strong coupling and large Purcell enhancements. In the past,
these cavities have been studied as a cavity QED platform [109, 125]. In this thesis,
they will be used as a ﬁgure of merit for measuring the quality of PhC fabrication.
Their inherently high Purcell factor will also be employed in Chapter 5 to optimize the
light extraction from pyramidal QDs in cavities coupled to waveguides.
The L3 cavity fabricated in this work was optimized by Minkov et al. [126] with a
genetic optimization algorithm to reach a theoretical Q-factor of 200000. Such a high
Q-factor could be obtained by optimizing the terminations of this cavity according to
the design shown on Fig. 2.3 (a). This process is equivalent to minimizing the mode
coupling to the light cone [127].
The modelling of PhC cavities realized with the matlab code was performed in
a two-step computation. First, the system response to a broadband Gaussian pulse
was recorded in the cavity. To do such a transient analysis, the targeted cavity mode
was ﬁrst computed using FDM. Then the FDTD simulation was performed with an
extended source placed in the center of the slab and exhibiting the distribution of
the FDM computed mode. This ﬁrst simulation allowed to excite only the mode of
interest. The frequency of this mode was computed using the Fourier transform of
the electric ﬁeld recorded by a probe placed in the cavity. Once this frequency was
known, the simulation was continued, and the temporal Fourier transform of the
electric ﬁeld at the target mode frequency was recorded during the simulation. This
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Fourier transform step permits to select only the electric ﬁeld emanating from the
cavity and to ﬁlter out any other spurious mode. The Fourier transformed ﬁeld thus
obtained corresponds to the cavity mode shown on Fig. 2.3 (b-c-d). This mode has a
mode volume: V ≈ 1.0(λ/n)3.
The cavity design is symmetric through the x, y and z=0 planes. Therefore, these
symmetry operators commute with the eigen-operator of Maxwell’s equations. Conse-
quently, the photonic modes are eigenvectors of these symmetries for one of the two
possible eigenvalues: 1 and -1, which corresponds to symmetric and anti-symmetric
modes along each of these directions. As is clear from the simulations on Fig. 2.3
(b-c-d). The M0 mode is symmetric along the y direction and anti-symmetric along
the x and z direction. Besides, the Ey component of the electric ﬁeld is maximal at
the cavity center. An optimal design for cavity QED is therefore obtained by placing a
y-oriented exciton at the cavity center, where it has a zero overlap with TM PhC modes
which are not conﬁned by the PhC and a maximum overlap with the M0 cavity mode.
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Figure 2.3 – FDTD simulation of an L3 cavity: (a) Design of the optimized L3 cavity;
(b) Ex slice in the z=0 plane; (c) Ey slice in the y=0 plane; (d) Ey slice in the z=0 plane
(n=3.46, r=61nm, a=225nm, th=250nm)
2.1.3.2 W1 waveguides
Although PhC cavities excel at enhancing light matter interactions, waveguides are
required to guide light and connect elements of a photonic circuits. Optimal solutions
for guiding light in on chip optical circuits consist in using rib or ridge waveguides
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[128]. However, photonic crystal waveguides thanks to the slow light effect represent
a promising alternative to cavities both as a mean to extract light and for enhancing
light matter interaction [129]. To that end, PhC waveguides exhibiting small mode
cross-sectional areas such as W1 waveguides represent a promising option.
A simulation similar to that described for an L3 cavity was used to obtain the band
structure and the electric ﬁeld of modes of an inﬁnite waveguide. The inﬁnitely long
waveguide can be reduced to a ﬁnite simulated volume thanks to Bloch’s theorem. The
simulated volume is then restricted to only one period of the waveguide with Bloch
boundary conditions along the waveguide direction and perfectly matched layers
(pml) along the other directions. The band structure of a W1 waveguide is ontained by
performing one simulation for each value of the wavevector k. The simulations were
performed with meep [124], the result shows a number of guided modes extending
between the air and the dielectric bands (Fig. 2.4). The target band in blue lies in the
900-980nm range. This waveguide also contains modes very close to the light line
(in red). These spurious modes were not observed in our experiments. A possible
explanation is that disorder prevents their guiding over large distances.
The group index ng is straightforwardly computed from the band structure using
its deﬁnition: ng =−c∂k/∂ω=λ2/(2π) ·∂k/∂λ. It shows a monotonous increase with
k going from 6 to inﬁnity while approaching the band edge. This slow light effect was
emphasized in many previous publications [130]: in a disorderless inﬁnite waveguide
at the band edge, light can be completely stopped.
The W1 target mode mode at k = 0.6π/a is then computed using the 3D FDTD
method described for the L3 cavity. As mentioned before, this mode is anti-symmetric
along z and symmetric along y. The y component of the electric ﬁeld is maximal at
x=y=z=0, which is where the QD has to be positioned to be optimally routed into the
propagating mode.
2.1.3.3 Design of the PhC structures
Spatial matching between excitons and photonic modes is permitted by the accurate
positioning of pyramidal QDs at targeted locations in the PhC structures. An efﬁcient
coupling to the light modes also requires a good spectral matching. To that end, the
variations of the M0 mode energy in L3 cavities and the band edge in W1 waveguides
with the PhC hole radius r were simulated via FDTD. They are given on Fig. 2.5. In
this thesis, as will be shown later the emission wavelength of the employed QDs in
the PhC devices is around 945nm. The corresponding hole radii for L3 cavities are
between 65 and 70nm. The coupling of QDs to a W1 waveguide is less stringent thanks
to its (ideally) broadband nature. The main constraint is that the PhC hole radius be
kept below 70nm: the radius for which the photonic band edge crosses the emission
wavelength of QDs. The intersection between the waveguide band and the light line is
indicated in black (Fig. 2.5). The waveguide band is sufﬁciently broadband to ensure a
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Figure 2.4 – FDTD simulations of W1 waveguide: (a) Upper panel: Band structure
of an inﬁnite W1 waveguide, the blue dots indicate the target (lowest frequency)
waveguide band, the red dots are other waveguide modes; the mode simulated in
(b) is indicated by a blue circle; lower panel: group index of the target mode (n=3.46,
r=61nm, a=225nm, th=250nm); (b) Electric ﬁeld simulations of the blue mode in a W1
waveguide: Ex in the z=0 and x=0 plane, Ey in the x=0.5a and y=0 plane,Ez in the z=0
plane (n=3.46, r=61nm, a=225nm, th=250nm, k = 0.6π/a).
coupling in PhC waveguides with hole sizes below 50nm. Besides, one major interest
in PhC waveguides lies in the possibility to slow down light and thereby increase the
light matter interaction. This is feasible in W1 waveguides, provided the QDs are
resonant with slow light modes which is the case when the PhC hole radius is between
65 and 70nm.
2.1.4 2D Finite Difference Frequency Domain Method (FDFD) Mod-
elling
FDTD is much more versatile than the FDM algorithm described above. However,
FDTD simulations of continuous waves are very slow since they require very long
simulation times to make sure all transient ﬁelds have decayed. A more efﬁcient
solution for obtaining the response of a PhC system to a continuous wave excitation is
the Finite Difference Frequency Domain Method (FDFD). It consists of the simulation
of frequency domain Maxwell’s equation discretized on a Yee cell:
(∇× 1
(r )
∇×−
(ω
c
)2
)H(r )=∇×
J (r )
r
(2.3)
Contrary to FDTD, this equation is solved for only one frequency. Contrary to
FDM, it contains a source term. Once discretized, the wave equation becomes a linear
matrix equation in the form: Ax=b. It is solved by inverting the large sparse matrix
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A. The matlab 2D-FDFD code used in this work is based on the work of Rumpf et al.
[120].
The sources are implemented using the total ﬁeld/scattered ﬁeld formalism, in
which space is divided in two regions. One region contains the total ﬁeld, while
a second region contains only the scattered ﬁeld, but not the incident ﬁeld. The
source is placed at the boundary between the total ﬁeld and the scattered ﬁeld and
is implemented as an equivalent magnetic ﬁeld modal source. To avoid spurious
reﬂections, pml were implemented at the boundary of the simulated zone [123] by
transforming Maxwell’s equation as:
∇×E =−iη0k0sH (2.4)
−iη0∇× H = k0sE (2.5)
in which η0 = 376Ω is the vacuum impedance and s is a tensor [123] :
s =
[ sy
sx
0
0 sxsy
]
(2.6)
si (x)= (1− iη0σe1−L/x) (2.7)
where x is the pml coordinate, and is zero at the interface between the pml and the
simulated volume. L is the pml length. In such a formulation, the s tensor introduces a
gradual increase of the absorption losses, while ensuring that the reﬂection of incident
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plane waves at any incident angle is zero in the limit of inﬁnite resolution.
This result does not hold in inhomogeneous media such as PhCs. However, we
will show that the pml absorption can still be made efﬁcient. Notice that we did not
introduce stretching of the grid as is common in pml formulations which tries to
model an inﬁnite vacuum space with a ﬁnite memory. We choose to do so because
stretching induces distortions of the PhC and tends to increase unwanted reﬂection.
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Figure 2.6 – FDFD simulations of PhC waveguides: (a) Ey component of the electric
ﬁeld emitted by a circularly polarized dipole placed in a PhC waveguide; (b) Ey com-
ponent of the electric ﬁeld emitted by a modal source placed in a PhC waveguide; (c)
Upper part: Reﬂectivity of the PML in a PhC waveguide. Lower part: group index in a
PhC waveguide. In all these simulations, the simulated PhC parameters are: a=225nm,
resolution: 0.05a, r=61nm, n2D = 3.17.
A ﬁrst example of FDFD simulation is shown in Fig. 2.6(a). A circular dipole source
was placed in a 20a waveguide, with L=10a pml absorbing layers at each edges, with
σ= 0.001. Light is coupled to the left and right propagating waveguide modes until it
reaches the pml where it is gradually absorbed.
In a second simulation in Fig. 2.6(b), the source is a modal waveguide source
propagating in the right direction in which the mode was previously computed using
the FDM method. The forward and backward propagating energy ﬂuxes (Π f and
Πb) carried by the waveguide modes were computed at the positions indicated by
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the green and blue arrows. In the limit of weak reﬂection by the pml, the reﬂection
coefﬁcient of the pml is given by the ratio: R =Π f /Πb . This ratio was computed for
each value of k, the wavevector of the incident waveguide mode on Fig. 2.6(b), and
for two sets of pml parameters: L=10a, σ= 0.001 (in blue) and L=30a, σ= 0.0002 (in
red). In the ﬁrst case (blue curve), the reﬂection increases with the group index but
is reasonably low (below 1%) up to k = 0.39 [2π/a] or equivalently ng = 15. In the
second simulation (larger pml with lower absorption), the losses were reduced below
10−5 up to k=0.4 [2π/a] and below 1% up to k = 0.45 [2π/a] or equivalently ng = 42.
However, signiﬁcant reﬂections are still observed in the slow light regime. This issue
may be solved with mode matched boundary conditions similar to those proposed in
FDTD simulations [131].
FDFD will be used in Chapter 5 to simulate the propagation of light emitted by a
dipole in an L3 cavity coupled to a W1 waveguide.
2.2 Fabrication of QDs in PhC circuits
This section will now go through the fabrication process, including the etching of
alignment marks, the fabrication of pyramidal QDs and ﬁnally the fabrication of PhC
circuits aligned over the array of QDs.
2.2.1 Substrate preparation
Before the fabrication of pyramidal QDs and PhCs, a membrane substrate is required.
Its fabrication process starts with the growth of the PhC membrane which was then
characterized in a scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and with an atomic force
microscope (AFM). Once the membrane quality was validated, alignment marks used
to align the QDs and PhCs were etched into the substrate. This section starts with a
presentation of the tools that are used to characterize the membrane.
2.2.1.1 Scanning electron microscope
Although conventional optical microscopy is a standard tool to characterize nano-
fabricated objects, it is limited by the Abbe diffraction limit to λ2n ≈ 400−200nm in
the vacuum [17] (even though super-resolution techniques, more and more popular
in biology, may overcome it [17]). Electrons, instead have a de-Broglie wavelength ,
orders of magnitude smaller ((λ≈ h/(mev)=38pm at 1keV at non relativistic speed,
where v is the electron speed). They can be harnessed in imaging systems reaching
much higher resolution of surfaces or volumes than optical microscopes.
In a SEM, an electron beam is thermoionically (or ﬁeld-induced) emitted from a
metallic tip, focused and scanned on a sample using a set of magnetic lenses as shown
on Fig. 2.7. The incoming electron beam ionizes the atoms, which emit secondary
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electrons with a weak kinetic energy. These secondary electrons are emitted only near
the surface and are used to achieve a high resolution imaging ∼ 1−10nm however
with a large depth of focus ∼ 1mm. The number of reﬂected electrons depends on the
composition, the depth, the surface orientation and its chemical composition. The
achievable resolution is limited by the beam waist and the topographic contrast.
Some electrons are backscattered and exhibit an energy close to that of the in-
coming beam. This backscattering is higher for heavy atoms which is useful to obtain
information on the composition of the surface, howeverwith a lower resolution. In this
case, the resolution, is limited by the electron diffusion during the scattering process.
Lower acceleration voltage usuallymeans lower diffusion and higher resolution. When
the electron beam scatters an electron from a core atomic shell, the de-excitation
leads to X-ray emissions which is commonly used for atomic characterization.
We also note that Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM), in which electrons
transmitted through the sample are imaged, can reach much higher resolution than
SEM , < 0.1nm but this technique requires a complex preparation of samples. SEM is
thus the tool of choice for rapid daily imaging of nano-objects.
Throughout this work SEM pictures were taken using a JEOL (JSM-6701F), with a
resolution of 1 nm at a 5 kV acceleration voltage.
2.2.1.2 Atomic force microscope
SEM provides high resolution pictures of nanometric structures. However, its horizon-
tal resolution is still limited by the focusing of electrons, its vertical resolution is poor,
and this technique is applicable only to conducting surfaces. On the contrary, very
high resolution 3D imaging of surfaces is achievable with a local probe microscope
called atomic force microscope (AFM) invented in 1985 by Binnig, Quate and Gerber
[132]. The 3D map of a sample is obtained by scanning a metallic tip over its surface.
The height is measured via the deﬂection of a laser beam reﬂected on the cantilever
holding the tip as shown on Fig. 2.7. This technique doesn’t need any special sample
preparation, it is low cost and simple to operate, however it requires a slow scanning
over a surface and is limited to surface imaging. It is broadly used for sub-micron
characterization of surfaces. A piezoelectric XY stage moves the sample such that the
tip can acquire the surface topology.
Most AFM instruments exhibit three modes of imaging:
• The contact mode, where the tip is in permanent contact with the surface. The
cantilever is bent due to Van-der-Waals repulsive forces. The deviation of the
laser beam on the detector is used to measure the height of the surface. This
technique has the highest resolution. However, it can damage the surface and
it is problematic in ambient air where the surface is covered with a ≈ 1nm
adsorbed water layer which forms a meniscus around the tip and leads to a
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hysteresis in the movement.
• The intermittent-contact (tapping) mode, in which the tip is oscillating in inter-
mittent contact with the surface. To do so, the cantilever oscillates at a frequency
close to its resonance frequency. The oscillation amplitude changes when the
tip interacts with the Van-der-Waals force which can be used in a feedback
loop to monitor the height. This is the most common mode thanks to its good
compromise between high resolution and simplicity of use.
• The non-contact mode, in which the tip is oscillating without touching the
surface and the feedback is obtained from the interaction of the tip with the
attractive Van-der-Waals force. It is optimal to image soft surfaces albeit with a
lower resolution.
In this work, an XE-100 made by PSIA was used to record AFM pictures in tapping
mode with a resolution high enough to record monolayer crystallographic steps in
GaAs.
Metallic 
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Magnetic 
lens
Electron 
beam
Backscattered
electrons
Secondary
electrons
X-rays
Surface AFM tip
detector
laser
(a) SEM (b) AFM
x-y stage
cantilever
Figure 2.7 – (a) sketch of a SEM; (b) sketch of an AFM
2.2.1.3 Membrane growth
A ﬁrst step towards the integration of QDs in PhC devices is the growth of a high
quality membrane slab used to conﬁne light along the direction perpendicular to
the PhC plane. This growth is a crucial step to fabricate high performance PhC
devices and was optimized to achieve low step bunching and low residual doping. The
membraneswere grownbyA. Arnoult from the Laboratory of Analysis andArchitecture
of Systems (LAAS) by means of molecular beam epitaxy. The growth was done on
a (111B) oriented undoped GaAs substrate with a 3° misorientation in the [-2 1 1]
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direction. This speciﬁc misorientation is crucial to achieve the low step bunching
necessary to ensure a low roughness of the photonic crystal upper and lower surface.
The grown layer sequence was:
• A 1μm Al0.65Ga0.35As sacriﬁcial layer.
• A 265nm GaAs slab in which the QDs and PhCs are to be fabricated.
The substrate composition, dimensions and quality were measured by:
• AFM: A root mean squared roughness of 0.3nm was measured and an distance
between steps of 66nm (see Fig. 2.8 (a-b)). On a 3° off misoriented GaAs sub-
strate, monolayer steps are separated by 5.5nm. Therefore, these membranes
exhibit an average step bunching of twelve monolayers.
• X-ray diffraction measurements performed by A. Rudra as shown on Fig. 2.8 d),
indicating an aluminium content of 65% and a membrane height of 265nm.
• Direct SEM observation of the grown layers from a cleaved edge piece of the
grown wafer as shown on Fig. 2.8 c), indicating a 991±5nm AlGaAs layer and a
260±5nm GaAs layer.
All these measurements are consistent within their error margin and conﬁrm the
suitability of this membrane for our objective.
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Figure 2.8 – Membrane characterization: (a) AFM picture of the surface; (b) AFM
measured height averaged along the direction perpendicular to the step ﬂow. The
red transparent square in (a) indicates the surface over which this roughness was
averaged; (c) SEM measurement of a cleaved edge piece of the substrate; (d) AFM and
X-ray results (credits go to A. Rudra for the X-ray measurements, The work was partly
supported by the French RENATECH network: we thank A. Arnoult for MBE growth of
the (111)B GaAs/AlGaAs membrane wafers employed).
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In a second step, integrating site controlled QDs and PhC circuits on the mem-
brane requires the fabrication of alignmentmarks to ensure a good alignment between
the QD and the PhCs. These alignmentmarks are etched using the inductively coupled
plasma (ICP) etching technique using a SiO2 mask, itself patterned with an upper
polymer mask, which is deﬁned using a technique called electron beam lithography
(EBL). The SiO2 mask is deposited with a plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
technique (PECVD) and then etched in a Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) chamber. These
four techniques are presented in the next subsections.
2.2.1.4 Electron Beam Lithography
In the same way as in SEM, EBL uses a focused electron beam to “write” a pattern
in an “electron resist” layer with much higher resolution than conventional optical
lithography techniques. Thanks to the high acceleration voltage, usually around
100keV, the de Broglie wavelength is very small, while the spot size is limited by
electron lenses to < 5nm. The writing resolution is then ultimately limited by electron
diffusion. This technique is very ﬂexible as it doesn’t require a ﬁxed mask, however it is
a serial process, where the electron beam writes pixels one by one. Optical lithography
is therefore the method of choice for industrial mass production, when the mask
resolution is not a limiting factor. EBL is best suited for writing high resolution
structures. EBL resist is usually composed of long polymer chains, which are broken
by the electron beam into smaller pieces, more soluble in a dedicated solvent.
The resist used for all the fabrication procedures during this thesis was poly-
methylmetacrylate (PMMA) permitting a resolution of < 10nm, and the solvent was a
mixture of methylisobutylcetone (MIBK) and isopropanol (IPA), 1:3.
All EBL writings were realized by B. Dwir, using a Vistec EPBG5000+ system,
permitting towrite structures with a resolution down to< 5nm, a positioning accuracy
at the nm level and the alignment over substrate marks with a precision of < 20nm.
2.2.1.5 Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition
PECVD is a nanofabrication technique where thin ﬁlms of materials with controllable
composition are deposited over a substrate without heating the samples at the high
temperatures required for Chemical Vapor Deposition techniques. The deposition
is done by introducing gases between parallel RF driven electrodes. The gas is then
ionized and thin layers of the chosen material (here SiO2) resulting from the chemical
reaction of the different reactants are deposited onto the substrate.
In this thesis work, we used a PlasmaLab system 100 PECVD made by Oxford
Instruments to deposit SiO2 masks for the patterning of samples using a combination
of SiH4 and N2O. The standard process used in all depositions cited subsequently had
the following parameters: Temperature: T = 300°C , ﬂux rates: N/Si H4 = 400sccm,
N2O = 710sccm, Pressure: P = 1000mBar , RF power: PRF = 20W .
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2.2.1.6 Reactive Ion Etching
RIE is a dry etching technique which is made directional via the use of a plasma. It is
commonly used to transfer a mask pattern onto a substrate. An RIE system is usually
composed of a chamber under vacuum in which some gases are injected and ionized
with a strong radio-frequency electromagnetic ﬁeld. The electrons are accelerated by
the RF ﬁeld, while the ions are weakly affected due to their larger mass. The chamber
walls are electrically connected to the ground and the substrate positioned on an
insulating platter becomes negatively charged and attracts the positive ions which
will then etch the substrate. The etching is more chemical or mechanical depending
on the composition of the plasma and the etched layer. The intensity of the RF source
controls both the ions concentration and their energy.
In this work, an Oxford Instruments Plasmalab 80 was used to etch SiO2 layer
masked by a PMMA layer. The process used throughout this thesis had the following
parameters: ﬂux rates: CHF3 = 25sccm, Ar = 25sccm, Pressure:P = 15mBar , RF
power:PRF = 50W . The etching rate was around 10nm/min for large mask openings.
2.2.1.7 Inductively Coupled Plasma Etching (ICP)
ICP is a dry-etching nanofabrication technique used as an alternative to the more
conventional RIE. It usually offers higher mask selectivity and lower damages than
RIE. The ICP system is made of a chamber, in which a gas is injected and ionized by
coils generating an oscillating magnetic ﬁeld. An RF bias between the platter and the
chamber is used to accelerate the ions onto the substrate, itself placed on a wafer
holder. The RF power generating the magnetic ﬁeld controls the ion density while
their acceleration is controlled via the RF bias. This technique gives more freedom
in setting the plasma parameters and is therefore a method of choice for the critical
etching step required to make photonic crystals.
In this work we used a Sentech Plasma Etcher SI 500 ICP system, in which the
temperature of the substrate was kept constant by a helium ﬂow and a heating resistor
below the platter. The ICP was used to etch GaAs with a combination of BCl3 and N2,
using the following parameters: the gas ﬂuxes: 7.5sccm of BCl3, 12.5sccm of N2, the
pressure reactor of 0.18Pa, the coil power: 600W, the RF power: 20W. The temperature
was stabilized by water cooling at: T = 29°C. The balance between BCl3, a chemical
etchant for the GaAs surface, and N2 which passivates the GaAs surface, permitted
the etching of straight PhC holes.
2.2.1.8 Alignment marks patterning
The alignment marks consisted of 10μm squares which were not etched directly in
the 260nm membrane layer, but rather in the substrate GaAs layer, below the AlGaAs
sacriﬁcial layer. This required ﬁrst to etch large openings in the membrane. The
alignment marks were then etched inside these openings.
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The fabrication of these openings started with the deposition of a 300nm SiO2
layer inside the PECVDmachine 2.2.1.5 followedby a layer of polymethyl-methacrylate
(PMMA) A8 spun coated at 6000rpm. The PMMA was then baked for 5 minutes at
160°C. The openings were written with EBL and released within a bath of MIBK:IPA 1:3
during 1min. The PMMA pattern was transferred to the SiO2 layer with a 40 minute
long RIE etching (with the etching parameters given in 2.2.1.6). The residues of the
PMMA mask was stripped off by a ﬁve minutes dip in an ultrasound acetone bath
followed by ﬁve minutes of O2 plasma cleaning (power: 50W , pressure: 60mTor r ).
The same sequence was used throughout this thesis for the fabrication of all SiO2
masks including the ones of the alignment marks, the QDs, and the PhC. The only
changes in this procedure were the varying SiO2 and PMMA thicknesses and the
corresponding changes in RIE etching times.
The openings were then etched through the membrane layer by 400s of ICP with
the parameters given in 2.2.1.7. The sample was then dipped into a 10% hydroﬂuoric
acid (HF : H2O) during 10s to dissolve the AlGaAs layer in the region of the openings,
leaving a smooth surface for the fabrication of alignment marks. These alignment
marks were fabricated with the very same process (including the same PMMA and
SiO2 layer thickness and the same RIE time), except for the longer ICP etching time of
1200s in order to obtain the 2μm deep alignment marks.
2.2.2 QD fabrication
Just as the alignment marks, the QD fabrication started with the deposition of 40nm
SiO2 and the spinning of PMMA A4 at 6000rpm (Fig. 2.10 step 1) followed by the EBL
writing of an array of triangles. The written structures were developed by a 1 minute
bath in MIBK:IPA 1:3 (Fig. 2.10 step 2). The PMMA mask was transferred to the SiO2
layer through ﬁve minutes of RIE 2.2.1.6 (Fig. 2.10 step 3). PMMA was then stripped
away by ﬁve minutes in an ultrasound bath in acetone followed by a ﬁve minute O2
plasma (power: 50W , pressure: 60mTor r , Fig. 2.10 step 4). The inverted pyramids
were etched in a process involving ﬁve steps (Fig. 2.10):
1. 30s water bath
2. 10s methanol bath,
3. 6s etching in a solution of Br:Me with 0.06% of brome prepared four hours
earlier.
4. 10s rinsing in methanol
5. 2 minutes rinsing in water.
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The SiO2 layer was removed in a HF bath (Fig. 2.10 step 6). At this stage, the sample
takes the form of a GaAs substrate, patterned with an array of inverted pyramids in
which the QD array can be grown. Before the growth, we followed a last deoxydation
and cleaning procedure, crucial to ensure the cleanest possible surface and a high QD
optical quality:
1. 5 minutes O2 plasma (power: 50mW , pressure: 60mTor r )
2. 5 minutes in a buffered-HF bath.
3. 2 minutes rinsing in water (more recent results showed that a 10 minutes rinsing
time improved signiﬁcantly the growth quality).
4. Transport of the sample in a nitrogen ﬁlled glove to the growth chamber.
2.2.2.1 Metal organic chemical vapor deposition
Pyramidal QDs are then grown using the metal organic chemical vapor deposition
technique (MOCVD). MOCVD is a broadly used epitaxial technique to produce mul-
tilayer crystalline thin ﬁlms. It can grow a wide variety of materials with monolayer
precision, a very good uniformity over large areas and a low defect density. It is
widely used both in research institutes and for industrial mass production of optoelec-
tronic devices thanks to its uniform deposition capability permitting high throughput
growth.
In MOCVD, metal-organic compounds combined with hydrides such as arsine
(AsH3) are injected into a reactor through a carrier gas (here N2), where they are
decomposed in contact with the hot substrate, resulting in the growth of a pure
crystalline layer as shown on Fig. 2.9.
The substrate is rotated to ensure the growth uniformity and needs to be kept at
a temperature high enough to break the bond between the Ga or In adatom and its
associated ethyl or methyl radicals. In contact with the surface, the precursors adsorb
to the surface, where they ﬂow over the surface and undergo a thermal decomposition
until they reach their ﬁnal adsorption (crystallization) site. The organic byproducts
(H, methane, ethane, ethene) desorbs and are evacuated from the reactor.
Under normal growth conditions, the ﬂow rate of group V components is larger
than that of group III. This difference is measured by the V/III ratio. A ﬁne control over
the substrate temperature, the V/III ratio, the reactor pressure, the nature of precursors
and the growth rate was used to achieve a high purity growth of semiconductor
heterostructures.
In this thesis, the QDs were grown in an Aixtron 200 system operated by A. Rudra,
using a combination of trimethylgallium (TMGa: Ga(CH3)3), triethylgallium (TEGa:
Ga(C2H5)3), arsine (AsH3), triethylindium (TEIn: In(C2H5)3). and trimethylindium
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Figure 2.9 – Principle of MOCVD of GaAs
(TMIn: In(CH3)3). The carrier gas was N2. The growths were performed at a tempera-
ture of 600◦C under a pressure of 20mBar .
2.2.2.2 QD growth
The growth is carried out in the MOCVD chamber with the following steps (Fig. 2.10
step 7):
1. Stabilization of the sample at a thermocouple temperature of 600°C.
2. Deoxydation of the sample during 4 minutes at a thermocouple temperature of
600°C.
3. Buffer of GaAs: 5nm grown with TEGa and AsH3.
4. 0.8nm of In0.25Ga0.75As grown with TEGa, TMIn and AsH3.
5. 2nm of GaAs grown with TEGa and AsH3.
6. An 8nm thick cap of GaAs grown with TMGa and AsH3 to planarize the surface.
During all these steps, the GaAs growth rates were stabilized in the 0.005 - 0.01nm/s
range. All thicknesses and In mole fractions mentioned here are those that were
measured on planar (100) GaAs. The growth rate and In mole fraction were calibrated
by A. Rudra. (Ga)InAs/GaAs superlattice structures were grown. X-ray diffraction
rocking curves were ﬁtted with simulated curves. Actual thicknesses are much larger
due to the larger growth rates inside the inverted pyramids.
The growth of pyramidal QDs results from the interplay between several phenom-
ena: ﬁrst there is a decomposition of precursors on the gallium terminated (111)A
facets as opposed to the arsenic -terminated (111)B facets. After decomposition,
adatoms undergo a surface diffusion over 200-300nm. As a consequence, the layers
are grown predominantly on (111)A facets, inside the pyramids. Capillarity leads to a
larger thickening of the layers at the pyramid edges where QWRs are created and at
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Figure 2.10 – Pyramidal QDs fabrication: (a) Step by step fabrication of the inverted
pyramidal recesses; (b) SEM image of the SiO2 mask of the array of triangles; (c) SEM
image of the inverted pyramids array.
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the apex of pyramids where the QD is formed [115] as shown on the sketch of Fig. 2.10
(step 7).
50nm
QD
QWR barriers
Figure 2.11 – Transmission ElectronMicroscope (TEM) image of a pyramidal QD (TEM
imaging realized on sample 5309, with a Tecnai Osiris FEI, with an electron beam
accelerated at 200kV, courtesy of T. Lagrange from the Interdisciplinary Centre for
Electron Microscopy, CIME, EPFL)
A Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) image of a pyramidal QD is shown on
Fig. 2.11. Contrary to the SEM technique, TEM requires thinning the sample down to
a 100nm thickness with ion beam etching. The image was acquired by collecting the
electrons transmitted through the sample. With this technique, the position of each
individual atom can be measured.
The variations in contrast correspond to distortions of the crystal lattice. These
distortions are caused by the presence of indium atoms because InAs has a smaller
lattice parameter. Black areas are thus correlated to the presence of indium and can
be used to image the QD and the surrounding QWRs. On Fig. 2.11 a black 20-30nm
zone corresponding to the QD is observed at the apex of the pyramid, while the grey
areas correspond to the QWR barriers. Note, however, that the thickness of the QD
layer is only 0.564nm. The QDs studied in Chapters 3-4 and 5 were grown with a
QD layer thickness of 0.75nm and are thus expected to be thicker along the growth
direction. An analysis of these TEM measurements combined with k.p simulations
and PL measurement may permit an in depth understanding of the conﬁnement of
electrons and holes in such QDs grown in small pyramids as was obtained for QDs
grown in larger pyramids [133].
2.2.3 Photonic crystal fabrication
The next step is the fabrication of the PhC structures aligned over the QD ensembles.
This step starts with a sequence similar to the one described in the AM fabrication
section: ﬁrst the deposition of an 80nm SiO2 layer and the spinning of a PMMA A4
layer at 2000rpm followed by the EBL writing of the PhC pattern. This pattern was
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aligned over the pyramid array using the alignment marks, as depicted in the sketch
of Fig. 2.12(c). The quality of the alignment was assessed by writing the squared
alignment pattern shown in the SEM picture of Fig. 2.12(b). These alignment patterns
were written precisely at the position of large 1μm pyramids patterned together with
the small pyramids, and which were positioned at the edge of the PhC area. The
alignment of the PhC structures over the pyramid array was measured by comparing
the distance between the center of these large pyramids (not planarized by the growth)
and the center of the square alignment patterns. The PhC and their corresponding
alignment patterns were written sequentially from bottom Y=0mm to top Y=4.8mm
(see Fig. 2.12(c)). The measured alignment error along each directions X and Y were
always better than 25nm. This value is much less than the typical variation length of
optical modes in our PhCs (≈ 100nm). It is thus good enough to ensure the spatial
matching of QDs placed near the targeted maxima of the electric ﬁeld of PhC modes.
Fig. 2.12(d) is a low-magniﬁcation optical microscope picture of part of the PhC
sample, in which many structures are visible. A zoom-in on PhC waveguides and
cavities is given on Fig. 2.12(e-f). On the inset of Fig. 2.12(f), the position of PhC holes
in an L3 cavity relative to the QD array is indicated. The alignment better than 25nm
ensures that all QDs are etched away during the ICP process except for the QD at the
center of the cavity. A single QD isolated in a PhC cavity is thus obtained from this
last etching step. The structure obtained constitutes an interesting implementation of
on-chip cavity QED experiments. A similar method was used to fabricate a controlled
number of QDs in a PhC waveguide such as the one presented on the microscope
picture of Fig. 2.12(e).
The written structures were developed by a one-minute bath in MIBK:IPA 1:3 after
which the PMMA mask was transferred to the SiO2 layer through twelve minutes of
RIE. PMMA was then dissolved by a ﬁve minute ultrasound bath in acetone followed
by a ﬁve minutes of O2 plasma (power: 50W , pressure: 60mTor r ). A SEM picture of
the SiO2 pattern after these steps is shown on Fig. 2.13(a).
The SiO2 masked pattern was then transferred onto GaAs by dry etching in an ICP
system, from which we obtained arrays of 300nm deep cylindrical holes deﬁning the
PhC. A cleaved edge side-view image of such a PhC is given in Fig. 2.13(c), on which
the SiO2 layer is visible. The AlGaAs membrane was released in a 30s 10% HF : H2O
bath, which also stripped away what was left of the SiO2 mask. The ﬁnal GaAs PhC
pattern is shown in Fig. 2.13(b). Two side views of the slab after the membrane release
are given in Fig. 2.13(d-e).
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Figure 2.12 – Alignment of the PhC pattern over the QD array: (a) Measured precision
of the alignment; (b) Example of an alignment test; (c) Sketch of a fabricated sample,
the PhC patterns were written in the red area and aligned with the AL marks; (d)
Optical microscope image of the written PhC structures (x2.5 objective); (e) Magniﬁed
microscope image of the PhC waveguide (x100 objective); (f) Magniﬁed image of PhC
cavities (x100 objective), inset shows a schematic of the PhC hole and QD positions.
The microscope pictures were taken after the membrane release step. (sample 5326)
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Figure 2.13 – PhC fabrication of sample 5326; (a) SEM picture of the SiO2 mask of
a PhC pattern; (b) SEM picture of a PhC pattern after the ICP etching in GaAs; (c)
cleaved edge SEM picture of a PhC pattern after the ICP etching of GaAs; (d) cleaved
edge SEM picture of the PhC pattern in a membrane after the membrane release; (e)
cleaved edge SEM picture of a PhC structure after the membrane release.
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2.2.4 Optimization of PhC structures
2.2.4.1 The impact of non-planarized QDs on L3 Q-factors
A critical parameter of cavities used in nanophotonic is theQ-factor deﬁned inChapter
1. The identiﬁcation of factors limiting the cavities Q-factors is usually difﬁcult. How-
ever, the impact of different fabrication imperfections can be analyzed via 3D FDTD
simulations using the software meep [124]. In previous integrations of pyramidal
quantum dots in PhC cavities, the quantum dots were intentionally non-planarized
in order to verify their position in the cavity via SEM measurements [58]. However,
such non planarity can degrade the cavity Q-factor. The impact of non-planarized
pyramids on the Q-factor of the M0 mode in L3 cavities is given here based on 3D-
FDTD simulations. The non planarized surface of the pyramidal QD was modelled as
a vacuum cylinder etched into the cavity as indicated in Fig. 2.14(a-b). Its diameter
was ﬁxed at: D = 90nm, and simulations were performed for a range of depth hd from
0 to 56nm. The Q-factor was extracted using harminv, the spectrum analyzer tool
integrated with meep [124]. Harminv collected the electric ﬁeld at the cavity center
and decomposed it into a sum of oscillating function: e−iωt . The Q-factor of the target
cavity mode was given by: Q =−Re(ω)/(2Im(ω)) [124].
The Q-factor dependence on hd is indicated as blue dots in Fig. 2.14(c). The Q-
factor is decreasing roughly exponentially with the defect height. For a defect height
hd = 11nm, the Q-factor is already decreased from 208000 down to 98000. The impact
of disorder in a realistic picture needs to include other channels of losses such as
absorption and other disorder related losses. In such a picture, the Q-factor can be
written:
1
Q
= 1
Ql
+ 1
Qhd
(2.8)
whereQl is the Q-factor modelling all channels of losses other than the cylindrical
hole, and Qhd is the Q-factor of the M0 mode including the cylindrical hole. We
assumed Ql = 10000. The Q-factor of the realistic L3 cavity (with Ql = 10000) is
indicated as red dots in Fig. 2.14(c). A defect height hd = 11nm already causes a
degradation of the Q-factor to 9000. When hd = 22nm, the Q-factor drops to 6900. As
a consequence, a ﬁgure of merit for reaching Q-factors beyond 10000 is to keep the
non planarity of QD ensembles below 10nm.
2.2.4.2 Improving the planarity of QDs
Measurements of QD ensemble planarization prior to the PhC fabrication is therefore
a prerequisite to obtain high quality PhCs. We now deﬁne the planarization as the
difference between the maximal and minimal height measured on the surface.
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Figure 2.14 – Effect of non-planarity on the Q-factor of the M0 mode in an L3 cavity:
(a) Side and (b) top view of the simulated cavity; (c) Q-factor of the M0 mode in a
non planar cavity with (red) and without (blue) additional fabrication and absorption
related losses (parameters of the 3D FDTD simulation: n=3.46, r=67.5nm, a=225nm,
th=250nm, D=90nm)
A ﬁrst solution for planarization would be to use only TEGa in the cap layer. This
recipe would ensure a low carbon incorporation favorable to reducing absorption
by the grown GaAs material (see Section 2.3.3).For example, the surface of a QD
ensemble grown with a cap made entirely of TEGa is shown in Fig. 2.15, sample:
5259. Unfortunately, TEGa growth has a small capillarity effect and the pyramidal
shape is not planarized during the growth. A solution may be to grow a thicker cap
layer of TEGa, such that the weaker capillarity effect of TEGa still ﬁlls in the pyramids.
However, already at this step, large step bunches of about 12.5nm height are formed
with the periodicity of the pyramids. Notice that such a step height corresponds to a
step bunching of 44 monolayers, close to the total number of steps ﬂowing between
two rows of pyramids (which is 72).
The solution adopted to planarize the samples studied in this thesis was to grow
an 8nm cap layer using TMGa as a precursor, with a V/III ratio of 942 at a temperature:
T=600°C (Fig. 2.15, sample: 5326). The surface was planarized within ~ 4nm, which
matches our requirements.
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Figure 2.15 – AFM measurements on ensembles of pyramidal QDs, on sample: (a)
5259 with a pure TEGa cap; (b) 5326 with the TMGa cap used in the sample studied
in Chapters 3-4-5; (c) 5319 with a 10nm TMGa cap grown at T=700°C; (d) 5281 with a
TMGa cap grown with a V/III ratio of 2643; (e) 5283 with a TMGa cap grown with a
V/III ratio of 2643 and a 1h annealing step at T=700°C.
However, these parameters are not optimal for TMGa growth. The incorporation
of carbon is minimal at higher temperature and higher V/III ratio. Each of these
degrees of freedom was tested to obtain well planarized samples. In Fig. 2.15, sample:
5319, a 10nm cap layer of TMGa was grown at 700°C with a V/III ratio of 942. However,
steps of 12nm height are also formed similar to the TEGa growth (sample 5259). In
Fig. 2.15, sample: 5281, a 10nm cap layer of TMGa was grown at 600°C with a V/III
ratio of 2643. The obtained planarization is within ~10nm, with smaller step heights.
This planarization was signiﬁcantly enhanced with an additional one hour annealing
step at 700°C after the growth . In this case, the obtained planarization was about
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1.2nm. This last growth process is thus optimal for both low carbon incorporation
and nearly perfect planarization. The GaAs material purity may be further enhanced
by growing the cap only with TEGa and exploring the impact of growth parameters
such as temperature, growth rate and V/III ratio to obtain satisfactory planarization.
2.3 Optical characterization of QD ensembles
Before the fabrication of PhC elements, the optical properties of pyramidal QD en-
sembles and PhC elements need to be assessed. This is done in a photoluminescence
setup. In this section, the principles of photoluminescence are presented, followed by
the presentation of the optical properties of pyramidal QD ensembles.
2.3.1 The photoluminescence setup
Photoluminescence (PL) is a process, by which a material absorbs and reemits pho-
tons. The re-emitted light spectra are usually characteristic of the material and its
structure, which makes this process a simple albeit powerful tool to characterize
nanostructures. It is especially useful in the case of semiconductor heterostructures;
in which it can probe the optically active levels available. In the case of non-resonant
photo-luminescence spectroscopy of semiconductor materials, electrons and holes
are excited by a laser light above the bandgap in the bulk semiconductor as shown
in Fig. 2.16(a). The created particles diffuse and are eventually absorbed by the het-
erostructure in which they form different excitonic complexes. Those excitons either
emit phonons and decay to lower excitonic species or recombine radiatively. The
emitted light spectra are then analyzed.
(a) Photoluminescence measurement (b) photoluminescence setup
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Figure 2.16 – (a) Principle of photo-luminescence spectroscopy of a semiconductor
heterostructure; (b) Experimental setup for μ-photoluminescence spectroscopy
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Studying the PL spectrum of a single QDs requires a high spatial resolution. It is
made possible in a micro-photoluminescence setup, by a high numerical aperture
(NA) microscope objective which focuses light onto a spot near the diffraction limit
with a width around 1.5μm (50x magniﬁcation, NA=0.55, f=3.6mm). Electrons, holes
and excitons are created by a tunable Ti-Sapphire laser (700-1000 nm, Spectra Physics
Tsunami) pumped with a frequency doubled YAG laser at 532nm. The laser is tuned to
photon energy above the bandgap, at 730nm wavelength. The microscope objective
both focuses the beam on the structure and collects its photo-luminescence. A beam-
splitter and a camera help to image the sample and focus the spot at the desired
position.
The whole cryostat was translated with a position-controlled, motorized XY stage
allowing to move the sample with 50nm precision and to selectively excite the struc-
tures of interest. The sample was cooled in a He ﬂow cryostat (ST-500 made by Janis
Research, or Konti-Cryostat-Mikro made by CryoVac) allowing a ﬁne tuning of the
temperature down to 5K . The exact temperature was maintained via a closed loop
control system using both the cryogenic cooling and a heating resistance placed below
the cold ﬁnger on which the sample was glued.
The outgoing laser light reﬂected by the sample is ﬁltered out by a low pass ﬁlter.
The collected light is then focused at the entrance slit of a spectrometer. The spectrum
was projected onto a nitrogen-cooled 2D Si-CCD array detector. In this thesis, two
micro-photoluminescence setups were used:
• A low spectral resolution setup, equipped with time resolved photodiodes, in
which the spectrometer is a 55 cm focal length Horiba Jobin Yvon Triax 550,
1200 l/mm single grating combined with a CCD (Horiba Jobin Yvon Spectrum
One with 2048x512 pixels). The typical entrance slit width used all along these
experiments is 100μm. The achieved spectral resolution is then approximately
70μeV .
• A high spectral resolution setup: where the spectrometer is a 64cm focal length
Horiba Jobin Yvon FHR640 combinedwith aCCD (Andor iDus 416with 2000x256
pixels) achieving a spectral resolution of 20μeV with an entrance slit width of
20μm.
A linear polarizer with a vertical axis and a rotating λ/2 waveplate were introduced
between the spectrometer and the cryostat to allow for polarization resolved measure-
ments. In the Jones formalism, polarized light can be described by two amplitudes
EV , EH and a phase φ relative to the vertical axis:
E =
(
EHeiφ
EV
)
(2.9)
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A passage through a half wave-plate (rotated at an angle θ with respect to the
vertical direction) and the polarizer amounts to a rotation of the polarization plane of
light by an angle 2θ and thus a selection of the component of vertically polarized light.
By rotating the λ/2 waveplate, any linear orientation of the polarized spectra can be
measured.
2.3.2 PL of arrays of QDs
2.3.2.1 QD ensembles
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Figure 2.17 – Properties of pyramidal InGaAs/GaAs QD ensembles: (a) PL spectra of
the QD ensemble with an excitation power of P = 500μW (in black) and P = 3μW (in
blue); (b) Power dependence of the QD s states, of the excited QD states (e. states 1
or 2), of the QWR state, of the doping impurity and of GaAs; (c) Gaussian ﬁt of a QD
ensemble, (T=10K, excitation power: P = 10μW ; sample 5807, the growth parameters
are given in Appendix B).
PL spectra of the QD ensemble grown on the patterned GaAs membrane excited
at high (P=500μW in black) and low (P=3μW in blue) excitation power are shown
on Fig. 2.17(a). The laser spot size is ≈ 1.5μm, the diffusion length of electrons in
GaAs is limited by GaAs absorption [134] to ≈ 1μm, the number of excited QDs in
this setup is then ≈ 30. The low power spectrum consists of an ensemble of sharp
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QD emission lines. Previous studies using TMGa-based growth have shown that
such QD ensembles are composed of single QDs located in each pyramidal recess
[53]. In the higher excitation power spectrum, the emission by higher QD states or
QWR are observed between 1.35 to 1.45eV. The emission by GaAs at 1.52eV and a
doping impurity at 1.49eV are also seen. The different QD states are identiﬁed in
Fig. 2.17(b) thanks to a power dependence performed on the QD ensemble. Below
saturation, the increase of the log-intensity is linear with the log-power. The slope
p of each curve is given in the Figure. From the separation between each state and
the slope of their power dependence, each emission was attributed to its QD or QWR
state. A magniﬁed view of the QD ensemble is shown on Fig. 2.17(c). The QD lines are
approximately Gaussian-distributed. We ﬁtted this ensemble with a Gaussian function
(red line), from which we infer an approximate value for the FWHM of this ensemble
≈17meV. However, this value overestimates the true QD energy distribution because
each QD exhibits several emission lines at different energies, which contributes in
this “apparent” inhomogeneous broadening and because of the possible excitation of
excited hole states around 1.315eV.
2.3.2.2 QD linewidths
The QD lines of four spectra of QD ensembles (collected using the 20μeV resolution
PL setup) were ﬁtted with Lorentzians to obtain the histogram of the FWHM of QD
lines shown in Fig. 2.18(a). This histogram features a maximum at 50μeV, still well
beyond the estimated lifetime limited linewidth of QDs (0.7μeV for a lifetime of 1ns).
This histogram is well described by a skewed Gaussian, which can be interpreted as
the sum of a Gaussian and an exponential random variables:
f (x;μ,σ,λ, A)= Aλ
2
e
λ
2 (2μ+λσ2−2x)er f c
(
μ+λσ2−x
2σ
)
, (2.10)
Where μ is the mean of the original Gaussian distribution, σ is its standard de-
viation and 1/λ is the exponential decay parameter. The ﬁt gave: μ = 39± 4μeV ,
σ= 4.5±4μeV and 1/λ= 45±12μeV . Themean of this distribution is: μ+1/λ= 84μeV,
its standard deviation is

σ2+1/λ2 = 45μeV . These results are substantially bet-
ter than previous statistics on pyramidal QDs [109]. However, these linewidths are
still larger than the best published results on site controlled QDs [49] with record
linewidths as low as 6μeV. But it should be noted that this record was obtained by
applying an electric ﬁeld to the QDs, which can reduce the FWHM of QDs by depleting
surrounding impurities from their charges. Applying an electric ﬁeld may help reduce
pure dephasing in our samples and lead to lifetime limited exciton linewidths.
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Figure 2.18 – (a) Histogram of the linewidths of excitonic lines measured on QD
ensembles (T=10K, excitation power: P = 3μW ); inset: example of a QD ensemble
with ﬁtted lines (sample 5326); (b) PL spectra of QD ensembles with different pyramid
sizes. (T=10K, excitation power: P = 10μW ; sample 5807, the growth parameters are
given in Appendix B)
2.3.2.3 QD energy tunability
The emission wavelength of pyramidal QDs is tunable over a large spectral range
from 850nm up to 980nm. This is realized either by changing the growth parameters
such as the indium content or the QD size, or by varying the pyramidal pattern. Such
pyramid size-dependent tuning was achieved by growing QDs over 8 square arrays
with pyramid sizes linearly spaced between 190nm and 350nm. As the growth occurs
mostly over the (111)A facet of the pyramid, the growth rate is very sensitive to the
(111)A/(111)B surface ratio. Larger pyramids have a larger ratio. The same ﬂux of
precursor is distributed over a larger (111)A surface, thereby reducing the growth
rate. QDs are then larger and emit at higher energies in smaller pyramids. This is
evidenced in Fig. 2.18(b), where the PL spectra of the QD ensemble for each pyramid
size are displayed. Using this tuning technique, narrow QD emission was obtained
from 910nm to 980nm in a single sample. By controlling the size of single pyramids
embedded in the otherwise uniform array, single QDs can be energy tuned as shown
by Kulkova et al. [135, 65].
2.3.3 TEGa for high quality QD growth
2.3.3.1 Advantages of TEGa
One major improvement in the QD fabrication realized during this thesis is the use of
TEGa as the precursor for the Ga atoms [111]. TEGa has ethyl radicals, which has deep
impacts on the growth mechanism, helpful for the growth of high quality QDs:
1. TEGa is advantageous ﬁrst because during TMGa growth, the carbon byproducts
of the reactions leading to GaAs growth can be incorporated in the GaAs lattice
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leading to doping impurities. This effect is largely mitigated by the use of ethyl
radicals, which thanks to their larger size are less likely to be incorporated
[136, 137]. High purity growth is a critical parameter to achieve narrow excitonic
lines. Indeed, the spectral width of single excitonic lines at 10K is broadened by
the pure dephasing arising as a consequence of the dynamic Stark effect caused
by ﬂickering charges, which are captured by impurities.
2. Besides, TEGa can decompose at lower temperature [138] since its larger radicals
have weaker bonds. This is advantageous because the integration of QDs in a
250nm thick photonic crystal membrane limits the maximum pyramid height
below 300nm, which imposes an upper limit to the growth temperature around
620°C to keep a sharp proﬁle of the pyramid and take full advantage of the
capillarity effect. On the contrary, the optimal growth temperature for TMGa
based growth of GaAs on (100) oriented substrate lies around 650°C [139]. There
is a tradeoff between growing high quality material and keeping a sharp proﬁle
of the pyramids when using TMGa, which is improved by the use of TEGa.
3. The growth rate of TMGa at T=650°C range varies rapidly with temperature,
while it is quite stable for TEGa because of the lower temperature decomposition
of TEGa [138]. Thus, TEGa is likely to improve the reproducibility of the growth.
Secondly, TMGa decomposes on (111)A, but only very slowly on (111)B [140].
As a consequence, at the border of the pyramids array, the ﬂux of precursor is
higher. This leads to larger nanostructure and more conﬁned, red-shifted QDs
at the edges. On the contrary, TEGa decomposes on both (111)A and (111)B
oriented surfaces [141] which may help to reduce this edge effect.
2.3.3.2 TEGa versus TMGa
The results of two growths using TEGa and TMGa are compared in Fig. 2.19(a-b), with
the layer sequence indicated on the right side of each sketch. One notable difference
between the two precursors is caused by growth on the (111)B facet, which is negligible
with TMGa but not with TEGa.
These two growths were carried out on a pattern design with a 2.4mm square
array of inverted pyramids similar to the one presented previously. The array was
a triangular lattice of inverted pyramids with a 450nm pitch and a pyramid size of
250nm. PL spectra measured for different positions of the excitation spot across
ensembles of pyramidal QDs grown with TMGa and TEGa are shown in Fig. 2.19(c-d).
The position of the excitation spot with respect to the edge of the QD square array was
scanned over the QD array as is indicated for each spectrum. The exact parameters of
each growths are given in Appendix B.
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Figure 2.19 – (a) Side view sketch of a TMGa QD growth; (b) Side view sketch of
a TEGa QD growth; (c-d) Photoluminescence spectra scan across an ensemble of
pyramidal patterns grown with (c) TMGa and (d) TEGa (Excitation power: P = 20μW ,
T = 10K ); (e) Central emission energy of s-states transitions of the QD ensembles as a
function of the excitation spot distance measured from the edge of the QD array. The
sample grown with TMGa precursors was number 5199; The sample grown with TEGa
precursors was number 5255; (c-d-e) Reprinted from Publication [111], Copyright
(2014), with permission from Elsevier.
The typical spectral signatures of QDs obtained with TMGa growth can be seen
in Fig. 2.19(c). Emission from the QD s and excited states is observed, as well as the
spectral signature of the acceptors incorporated in the bulk GaAs. The sample grown
with TEGa, presented in Fig. 2.19(d), shows spectral features strikingly similar to
those of the sample grown with TMGa: distinct QD s-state and excited states emission
as well as a pronounced impurity-related emission. The energy shift between the
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s-transition lines of both samples originates from the different precursors, which
leads to a different InGaAs QDs thickness and composition. However, it is notable that
the QD emission of the TEGa sample exhibits sharp lines up to 960nm. Indeed, the
growth of high quality QDs beyond 900nm using TMGa had been a major challenge. A
possible cause for this effect may be the higher purity of TEGa grown GaAs material at
such low temperatures.
Fig. 2.19(e) displays the mean emission energy of the QD s-state transition as a
function of the excitation laser beam position across the QD array for samples grown
with TMGa and TEGa precursors. For both samples, the pyramidal arrays used for
growing the QDs had similar pyramid sizes. The use of TEGa precursors reduced
by 46% the spectral redshift observed at the edge of the QD array with respect to
TMGa samples. This reduction of edge effects is consistent with the more efﬁcient
decomposition of TEGa on the {111}B wafer surface, causing a smaller gradient of
precursors near the edge [141]. The two samples exhibited similar emission intensities
with a maximum of excitonic emission peaks up to ≈ 300ct s/s.
Prior trials to grow TEGa QDs were realized at 650°C. However, no thin lines were
observed probably as a consequence of the temperature related planarization of pyra-
mids. On the contrary growths around 600°C were shown to lead to high quality, much
more reproducible growths of QD ensembles. A large number of QD growths demon-
strated that QD ensembles with narrow lines are obtained over a large parameter
space (with varying indium concentration, buffer and QD thickness) opening the
possibility to tailor the electron and hole conﬁnement for speciﬁc applications, and
eventually to optimize the electron hole overlap. However, when the size or indium
content were tuned to reach QD emission beyond 1000nm, the quality of QD ensem-
bles degraded notably and no narrow linewidths (i.e., <100μeV) were observed. This
limitation suggests a transition to a different growth mode for high In-content, maybe
dominated by random nucleation similar to the Stranski-Krastanov method.
2.3.4 QD ensembles grown with triethylindium
The success of TEGa for improving the growth quality and reproducibility suggests
that carbon incorporation by methyl-radicals may be the limiting factor for QD homo-
geneous linewidth. However, in the growth presented in Fig. 2.17(b), methyl-radicals
were still used in TMIn to grow the InGaAs layer of the QD. Thus, the quality of QD
ensembles in term of linewidths may be further improved by the use of triethylindium
(TEIn) precursors, whose larger ethyl-radicals prevent carbon incorporation into the
grown material. Besides, TEIn is decomposed at lower temperature than for TMIn.
Thus, it may allow for growths at lower temperature, and ensure a better preservation
of the inverted pyramidal patterns.
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Figure 2.20 – (a) QD ensemble grown with TEIn (P = 10μW ); (b) QD ensemble grown
with TMIn (P = 10μW ); (c) Histogram of the linewidths of excitonic lines measured
on a QD ensemble grown with TEIn (P = 7μW ); (d) Histogram of the linewidths
of excitonic lines measured on a QD ensemble grown with TEIn (P = 10μW ); (e)
Energy shift of the s-states of QD ensembles near the edge of the pyramidal array: on
sample 5255 grown with TMIn (blue) and 6087 grown with TEIn (red) (P = 10μW );
All measurements were performed at T=10K in the 20μeV resolution PL setup; (a-c)
were measured by A. Miranda on sample 6087; (b-d) were measured by A. Delgoffe on
sample 5951;
A ﬁrst sample grown with TEIn while keeping all other growth parameters identi-
cal as those described in 2.2.2.2 yielded a poor quality and a central emission energy
of 1.23eV. In a second sample, the InGaAs thickness was reduced from from 0.75nm to
0.5nm in order to reduce the QD emission linewidth. The growth rate and In mole frac-
tions were calibrated by A. Rudra by growing (Ga)InAs/GaAs superlattice structures
and ﬁtting high resolution X-ray diffraction rocking curves with simulated curves.
All thicknesses mentioned here are the nominal thicknesses that were measured on
planar (100) GaAs (TEGa) and on planar (100) GaAs (TMGa).
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The PL spectra obtained from the second QD ensemble thus obtained is shown
in Fig. 2.20(a). For comparison, Fig. 2.20(b) displays the spectra from the best QD
ensemble obtained over 18 samples grown over a timespan of 9 months all with
the same recipe, described in 2.2.2.2. The two growths exhibit comparable ensemble
quality and emission intensity. In each sample, all apparent QD lines from four spectra
were ﬁtted with Lorentzians. The linewidths distribution is given in the histograms
displayed on Fig. 2.20(c-d). Each histogram was ﬁtted with a skewed Gaussian. The
parameters are given in the table below:
μ [μeV ] σ [μeV ] 1/λ [μeV ] μ+1/λ [μeV ]
TEIn 24±12 23±20 37±14 62±32
TMIn 35±3 16±5 42±7 78±10
σ2+1/λ2 [μeV ] Median [μeV ] Lowest FWHM [μeV ]
TEIn 43±24 62 RL (20μeV )
TMIn 45±9 69 RL(20μeV )
The two ensembles exhibit comparable emission quality, in terms of spectral
linewidths, emission intensities and inhomogeneous broadening. This preliminary
result is very encouraging to push further the study of TEIn based QDs, especially
considering the possibility to growhigh qualitymaterial at lower temperatures, thereby
preserving the pyramidal pattern from step ﬂow induced deformations.
Another notable difference between the two growths was in the spectral redshift
of the s-states observed at the edge of the QD array. The central emission energy of
s-states excitons from QD ensembles were obtained by scanning the PL excitation
from the edge of the QD ensemble at x = 0μm up to x = 1000μm as in Fig. 2.19(e).
The energy shifts ΔE of the s-states excitons with respect to their emission energy at
the center of the sample are shown in Fig. 2.20(e). The energy shift for the sample
grown with TEIn and TEGa (blue dots) is ≈ 20meV , two times lower than that of the
sample grown using TMIn and TEGa, which was itself two times lower than that of a
similar sample grown with TMGa and TMIn. This reduced redshift is probably caused
by the decomposition of TEIn on both (111)A and (111)B oriented surfaces. This effect
was characterized by ﬁtting this redshift with the following model:
ΔE(x)=−ΔE0e−x/L (2.11)
where ΔE is the energy shift of s-states, x is the laser excitation spot position with
respect to the edge of the QD ensemble ΔE0 is the maximal energy shift and L is the
characteristic length of the energy shift. The parameters ﬁtted on this distribution are
shown in the table below:
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ΔE0 [meV ] L [μm]
TEIn 17.7±3.4 29±17
TMIn 37.7±6.1 81±28
The use of TEIn permits a reduction of both the total energy shift and the char-
acteristic length L. The reduction of the characteristic length for TEIn is probably
caused by the lower diffusion length of TEIn precursors on the GaAs surface. These
results may permit the growth of site-controlled QDs less sensitive to the presence of
neighboring QDs, which would relax the constraints on the design of PhC circuits.
2.3.5 Q-factors in L3 and L7 cavities
1?m
Figure 2.21 – SEM picture of an L3 cavity
Photonic crystals are extremely sensitive to disorder. The most obvious way to assess
the disorder present in a PhC structure is by SEM observation as shown on Fig. 2.21.
However, SEM images may overlook other sources of quality degradation of such
as absorption, surface states, small scale structural disorder or disorder below the
membrane. The ultimate measurement of a PhC quality is therefore given by the
optical properties of PhC structures. Small PhC cavities represent excellent landmarks
for this, thanks to their narrow spectral DOS and their tiny mode volume which
makes them extremely sensitive to disorder. Any imperfection will be manifested by a
dramatic reduction of the cavities Q-factors.
Q-factor measurements were carried out by measuring the PL spectra of two series
of L3 cavities and L7 cavities, with hole radii linearly spaced between 53 and 71nm.
All the cavities had six holes shifted according to the design presented in Fig. 2.3(a).
Each cavity was excited with a high pump laser power (P=1mW), such that the QD and
QWR states emit a broad continuum exciting all photonic modes overlapping with the
QDs [96]. The small density of gain material ensures that the cavity do not enter the
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ampliﬁed spontaneous emission lasing regime.
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Figure 2.22 – (a) Energy of cavity modes; Inset: Lorentzian ﬁt of the M0 mode in an
L3 cavity; (b) Q-factors of a serie of L3 and L7 cavities; (c) M0 mode Q-factors of L3
cavities emitting near the wavelength emission of QDs with holes radii: r=59, 60, 62nm
(all measurements were performed at T=10K, with a laser excitation power : P=1mW;
sample 5326); (d) 3D-FDTD simulated electric ﬁeld intensity in the central plane of
the slab for the M0 mode of an L3 and the M0 and M1 modes of an L7 (n=3.46, r=61nm,
a=225nm, th=250nm, the white circles outline the air/GaAs interface of the etched
holes).
In L3 cavities only one QD was placed at the maximum of the in-plane electric
ﬁeld M0 mode. In L7 cavities, 4 QDs were distributed uniformly along the cavity,
so that both the M0 and M1 mode overlapped with some of the QDs. The overlap
between the QDs and the in-plane electric ﬁeld intensity is depicted in Fig. 2.22(d).
Each of the excited modes in the PL spectra were ﬁtted with Lorentzians as shown
in the inset of Fig. 2.22(a). The resonance energy of these modes increases linearly
with the hole radius (Fig. 2.22(a)). 3D FDTD simulations of the resonance energy of
the M0 mode of L3 cavities with PhC parameters as measured by SEM observations
is shown as a dashed blue line and matches well the measured resonance energies.
Besides, the energy of M0 mode in L3 cavities lies in between the M0 and M1 mode of
L7 cavities, consistently with the expected tighter conﬁnement of the M0 mode in the
larger L7 cavity. The standard deviation of the L3 mode distribution is: std(E)=2.5meV
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(for r=59nm). This dispersion of cavity modes may prevent the scaling of PhC devices
to many cavities, which justiﬁes efforts to tune the cavity modes after their fabrication
[100].
The Q-factors of these modes is given on Fig. 2.22(b). They are much lower
than their expected theoretical value (200000 for the M0 mode in an L3 cavity) as a
result of fabrication related disorder and absorption. However, they are substantially
higher than in previous works [109, 118], in which the resonant modes were much
closer to the bandgap. Besides, these Q-factors are decreasing with energy. Two
processes may be responsible for this decrease, ﬁrst the absorption by residual doping
(Urbach tails), or by electronic surface states, these absorption effects should be lower
when the cavities are far detuned from the bandgap, which is a strong incentive to
fabricate cavities at high wavelengths (optimally telecom wavelengths). A second
effect, potentially responsible for this decrease, is that fabrication related disorder is
larger for larger holes. The Q-factors of L3 cavity modes near resonance with the QDs
are given on Fig. 2.22(c), their values are between 4500 up to a maximal Q of 9200. The
mean and standard deviation of the Q-factor distribution for L3 cavities with a radius
r=59nm (blue dots on Fig. 2.22(c)) is: <Q>=7750 and std(Q)=593.
2.3.6 Other PL techniques
2.3.6.1 Spectrally resolved imaging
Although PL spectroscopy is a powerful technique to analyze nanophotonic structures,
it is limited to taking emission spectra, which does not make a full use of the 2D CCD
detector conﬁguration. But the PL setup can easily be modiﬁed to perform single shot,
spectrally resolved imaging of linear photonic structures, which can yield a profusion
of information on their properties. This is realized by replacing the 4cm focal lens
before the monochromator by a 30cm one as shown in Fig. 2.23. This lens and the
microscope objective constitute a microscope with a magniﬁcation given by the ratio
of the two focal lengths: M=83. The structure is then imaged directly onto the vertical
direction of the CCD, while wavelength is resolved onto the horizontal direction of
the CCD by the monochromator. One-micron size structures are then enlarged over
83μm, much larger than the 15μm size of one pixel of the CCD. The imaged length is
limited by the lowest ratio Dopt/L in which Dopt is the diameter of the optical element
and L is its distance to the objective. This imaged length is given by:
D = f Dopt
L
(2.12)
In our setup, D ≈ 30μm. In this conﬁguration, only a portion of the grating
is used because of the larger focal lens at the entrance of the spectrometer which
reduces the spectral resolution of this setup. We measured a resolution of ≈ 200μeV .
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This limitation may be overcome by the use of a smaller focal length lens at the
monochromator entrance and a set of cylindrical lenses to magnify the modes only in
the imaged direction.
This setup was used to perform simultaneous spectral and spatial imaging of 1D
photonic structures, such as waveguides or elongated cavities. It may also be used for
2D spectral imaging. Indeed, the 100μm slit limits the imaging to a narrow 1D band
of the sample. A 2D spectrally resolved picture would thus be obtained by scanning
over the sample and taking spectrally resolved pictures for each 1D slice.
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Figure 2.23 – Principles of spectrally resolved spatial imaging.
2.3.6.2 Time resolved photoluminescence
As shown in the introduction, the photonic density of modes induces variations of
the exciton lifetimes through the Purcell effect. Probing the lifetimes of excitons is
therefore a standard technique to infer the coupling properties of QDs to optical
circuits. In this work, these lifetimes were measured in a time-resolved PL setup
(TRPL).
The Ti-sapphire laser employed was operated in a mode-locked mode with an
80MHz repetition rate and emits 3ps pulses, which serve for quasi instantaneous
(delta-function) excitation of the structures. Part of the excitation laser beam was
directed to a fast photodiode, which served as a synchronizing pulse. A fast, sensitive
avalanche photodiode (APD) was coupled to the monochromator output so as to
count single photons with a detection efﬁciency of 15% at 950nm. The detection of an
excitation laser pulse by the synchronizing photodiode started the time count in the
time correlator electronics, which was stopped when the APD detected a photon.
The APDs used in this thesis were Picoquant APD τ-SPAD-FAST with 200 ps
resolution. The electronics used was the Picoquant TimeHarp 260 Time-Correlated
Single Photon Counting system with a 25 ps time bin width. This setup will be used in
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Chapters 4 and 5 to measure the Purcell effect induced by waveguides and cavities.
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Figure 2.24 – Time resolved photoluminescence setup (TRPL).
2.3.6.3 Single photon correlations
One reason justifying the interest of QDs for quantum technologies is their emission
of single photons. The very possibility to isolate single photons is a remarkable conse-
quence of quantum mechanics. Indeed, in the 19th century, physics was divided in a
seemingly fundamental dualism: matter was made of particles described by Newton’s
laws, while electromagnetic phenomena were described by Maxwell’s equations for
waves. This division was overcome in the formalism of quantum ﬁeld theory in which
the fundamental objects are quantum ﬁelds sharing properties of waves and particles
simultaneously. Light, which was perceived as a wave, was shown to exhibit particle-
like behaviors evidenced by the possibility to isolate single photons. The singleness of
a particle is measured by its second order correlation function [4]:
g (2)(τ)=
〈
aˆ†(0)aˆ†(τ)aˆ(τ)aˆ(0)
〉
〈
aˆ†aˆ
〉2 (2.13)
where aˆ is the photon annihilation operator. This quantity characterizes the
probability to detect a photon at time τ, given that a photon was detected at time
0. It deﬁnes three categories of statistics for light: g (2)(0)< 1 is the landmark of sub-
poissonian statistics and anti-bunched light in which the probability of detecting a
second photon immediately after the detection of a ﬁrst photon is lower than one.
g (2)(0)= 1 corresponds to a poissonian statistics which is observed in laser light, while
g (2)(0)> 1 characterizes super-poissonian statistics, in which photons are bunched.
The security of Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) [9] is fundamentally guaranteed by
the no-cloning theorem according to which it is not possible to clone the unknown
quantum state of a particle without errors. Using single photons to carry the informa-
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tion is therefore a key components of many QKD schemes. Other applications such
as linear optics quantum computing are based on the massive use of single photons
(which should have the additional property of being indistinguishable). Therefore,
building efﬁcient single photon sources is a major challenge in quantum optics.
The second order correlations of QD emissions were measured during this thesis
in a Hanbury Brown and Twiss (HBT) experiment in which the light beam collected
from the QD is divided in two by a 50/50 beamsplitter (see Fig. 2.25). The light of a
single QD line is ﬁltered from other emissions by two monochromators. Single photon
events are then detected by two APDs, (same type as described in section 3.7.2). One
of them is starting a counter which is stopped when the second APD detects a photon.
Camera
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Monochromator
Monochromator
pulsed 
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Time correlated 
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APD
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Figure 2.25 – Photon correlation setup.
Chapter summary
In this Chapter, the detailed fabrication process of the PhC-QD structures was ex-
posed, starting from the design of experiments and associated numerical simulation
techniques. The fabrication of pyramidal arrays of QDs and PhCs was then detailed.
The photoluminescence properties of pyramidal QD ensembles thus fabricated fea-
tured excitonic linewidth resolution limited excitonic lines as narrow as 20μeV . The
use of TEGa as a precursor for Ga atoms was shown to improve the reproducibility,
the available wavelength range and the average linewidths of pyramidal QD growths.
Preliminary measurements on a sample grown with TEIn shows encouraging results
indicating that this precursor may be useful for improving further the QD quality.
The quality of PhC structures was assessed via statistics on the Q-factors of opti-
mized L3 cavities. Q-factors up to 9000 were observed at 970nm. Finally, the optical
characterization techniques used in the next Chapters were described.
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3 Effects of disorder and propagation
losses in photonic crystal waveguides
A fascinating opportunity opened by PhC devices lies in the increased light-matter
interaction via slowly propagating light modes appearing near the edge of waveguide
bands. PhC waveguides (PhCWs) even feature the intriguing theoretical possibility to
completely stop light propagation, thereby reaching an inﬁnite interaction strength.
However, this optimistic view is mitigated by the intrinsic properties of realistic im-
plementations, which necessarily include structural disorder and inherently limit the
achievable slowdown of light.
Several studies were reported on various aspects of optical disorder and mode
localization in PhCWs, including the observation of Anderson-like localization close to
the waveguide band edge [142, 143], the associated upper limit on the group index and
propagation length [142, 144, 145, 146, 147], the group index dependence of disorder
[148], the identiﬁcation of dispersive, diffusive and localized regimes in the otherwise
perfectly one-dimensional (1D) photonic band [149] and proposals of ways to reduce
the associated optical losses [145]. The impact of optical disorder on Anderson-
like mode localization in long Ln PhC cavities, essentially representing PhCWs of
ﬁnite lengths, was also studied using scanning near ﬁeld optical microscopy [146].
These studies reveal the detrimental impact of optical disorder on photon transport
in PhCWs, similar to the well-known limitations on ballistic electron transport in
one-dimensional electronic systems [150].
In this Chapter, the impact of optical disorder is investigated, ﬁrst as a source
of losses. A systematic analysis of Q-factors in Ln cavities is used to distinguish
three main loss mechanisms: reﬂection losses at the Ln cavity edges, absorption and
propagation scattering.
In a second part, we show how disorder affects the density of states (DOS), mode
localization and slow light propagation in long Ln PhC membrane cavities incorporat-
ing site-controlled QDs. Three complementary methods are used for the identiﬁcation
of the photon mobility edge separating the regimes of extended and localized modes
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and the diffusive edgemarking the transition between diffusive and dispersive regimes.
The direct spectrally resolved imaging of photonic modes permits to distinguish be-
tween localized and extended modes. Statistical measurements of the waveguide
dispersion clarify the separation between the dispersive and diffusive regimes. Finally,
the in-situ probing of modes by site-controlled QDs conﬁrms this identiﬁcation and
demonstrates the quasi-disorderless nature of optical modes sufﬁciently far from
the band edge and the mode distortions related to phase scattering in the diffusive
regime.
3.1 Ln cavities incorporating QD light sources
3.1.1 Modes in Ln cavities
Modes in elongated cavities are commonly approximated as the product of propagat-
ing Bloch modes and an envelope function. Indeed, in analogy with Bloch waves in
crystals, Bloch’s theorem states that (in a 2D PhC waveguide) TE modes can be written
only with the Hz component of the H-ﬁeld as:
Hz(r,ω)= eik(ω)xHk(r,k) (3.1)
Where Hk(r ) is the Bloch mode with a period deﬁned by the lattice constant, k(ω)
is the wavevector given by the dispersion relation of the corresponding waveguide.
As the wave equation is invariant under time reversal symmetry [151], the following
relationship between forward and backward propagating modes holds:
Hk(r,−k) = Hk(r,k)∗ (3.2)
ω(−k) = ω(k) (3.3)
Therefore, a natural ansatz describing the modes in an elongated cavity is given by
the superposition of interfering Bloch modes propagating to the left and to the right:
HLn (r )∝ Hk(r,k)∗e−ikx +Hk(r,k)eikx (3.4)
If we consider the periodicity of a point on the Bloch cell: r = r0+ma, where r0
belongs to the Bloch cell and m is an integer and : k =π/a(1−).
HLn (r ) ∝ |H(r,k)|sin(π/a(1−)(r0+ma)+Φ(r0,k)) (3.5)
HLn (r ) ∝ |H(r,k)| · cos(πm) · sin(−πm+α(r0,k)) (3.6)
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WhereΦ(r,k) is the phase of Hk (which is well deﬁned almost everywhere), and
α is a phase term independent of m. Each point of the resulting mode (including
for example the Bloch mode maximum) will therefore have a sinusoidal envelope
function with a period 1/. This effect arises from a beating between the Bloch mode
Hk(r,k) with a period a and the sinusoidal part with a period almost equal to a near the
band edge. The cancellation of the ﬁeld at the extremities of the cavity is ensured by a
condition analogous to that of Fabry-Pérot (FP) modes: the wavevector is discretized
according to: kp = π/a(1− pa/Le f f ). Here, p is the number of nodes of the given
mode, Le f f is the effective cavity length given by the sum of the real length and the
“effective penetration length” into the mirrors as exposed by Lalanne et al. [152]. The
period of the intensity envelope modulation is: P = Le f f /p = a/(1−kpa/π). Although
each point of the mode has this P-periodicity, the mode itself is not strictly speaking
the product of a sinusoidal envelope function and the Bloch mode because of the y
dependence of α(r0,k), which introduces a y-dependent dephasing responsible for
the zigzag shape of the modes resulting from the interference between two beams
co-propagating at an angle with the waveguide. This effect is similar to a plane wave
propagating between two mirrors. In this Chapter, the QDs all lie on the same y-axis:
the electric ﬁeld probed by the QDs is indeed the product of an a- periodic function a
and a P-periodic sinusoidal envelope function.
This semi-analytical model was used to obtain the M0 and M4 modes in an L33
cavity (Fig. 3.1(a)) and compare them to the FDM computed modes as shown on Fig.
3.1(b-c). The maximal relative difference between the M0 mode intensity computed
through the two methods was better than 4.5% everywhere and better than 2.5% if
we neglect the edges, which conﬁrms the model validity. Such a model for waveguide
modes has been used [153] to do semi-analytical computation of coupled modes
in more complex systems. It is a good approximation to real modes everywhere
except near the edges, where the analytical treatment of reﬂection does not reﬂect
the intricacies of the electric ﬁeld. This model will be used throughout the following
Chapters to understand a number of effects occurring in waveguides and elongated
cavities.
The equation predicting the analytical value of the period: P = Le f f /p = a/(1−
kpa/π) can be solved in photon energy for each value of p. The energy of each conﬁned
mode predicted by the semi-analytical model is then deduced from the W1 waveguide
dispersion relation. The energy of each modes of an L33 predicted by the FP model
is displayed on Fig. 3.1(d). A correct matching is obtained for low energy modes
while it is less good for high values of p. A much better matching is obtained with
Le f f = 35a as shown on Fig. 3.1(e). From this simple method, we can infer an effective
penetration length of light in the PhC ≈ 0.225μm. We note this method does not
exhibit a perfect matching for all modes simultaneously, which indicates a wavevector
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Figure 3.1 – Semi-analytical model for modes in Ln cavities: (a) Geometry of the
simulated L33 cavity; (b) M0 and (c) M4 modes of the cavity computed via FDM and
with the semi-analytical model; (d-e) Energy of modes in an L33 computed with FDM
and via the semi-analytical model with (d) Le f f = 33a, (e) Le f f = 35a,
dependent penetration length. This model also yields naturally the mode wavelength
separation, since two modes have a wavevector difference exactly given by π/Le f f .
Δλ= λ
2Δω
2πc
= λ
2
2Le f f ng
(3.7)
This relation will be used in the next parts to obtain a direct measurement of ng
from the modes spacings.
3.1.2 Pyramidal QDs in a PhC wire
The structures studied in this Chapter were Ln cavities with n=3, 7, 17, 33 and 61.
The PhC structures were designed using 3D FDTD such that their 1D photonic band
overlaps the QD emission spectra. The PhC hole patterns were positioned on a
triangular lattice with pitch a=225nm, and 15 values of hole radii were implemented,
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Figure 3.2 – (a) SEM picture of an L33 PhC cavity incorporating 16 (red triangles) or one
(green triangle) embedded QDs; (b) 2D FDM calculated in-plane near ﬁeld intensity
patterns of the M0, M1, M2 and M9 modes of an L33 cavity (lattice constant: a=225nm,
hole size: r=61nm, refractive index n2D = 3.13); (c) SEM picture of an L33 cavity (tilted
view).
(r= 57-80nm in 1.5nm steps) in order to experimentally scan the PhCW band edge
across the QD emission energy. At each end of these cavities, three holes were shifted
outwards along x by 0.23a, 0.15a and 0.048a. These shifts were optimized by Minkov et
al. [73] to reach Q-factors of 200000 for the M0 mode of L3 cavities. Fig. 3.2(a) shows
the design for the L33 cavity. On Fig. 3.2(b) the calculated near ﬁeld intensity patterns
of several modes of the cavity are shown, well approximated by the products of a
sinusoidal envelope function and the Bloch mode of the corresponding W1 waveguide.
These modes were computed using the 2D ﬁnite difference method (FDM).
The pyramidal QD layout and the PhC hole pattern were designed to yield three
types of W1-based systems: Ln cavities with (n-1)/2 embedded QDs; Ln cavities with
one QD; L61 cavities with 3QDs. The single QDs were placed at the cavity center
whereas the (n-1)/2 dots were distributed uniformly along the cavities with a 0.45μm
separation. The 3QDs were distributed along the Ln cavities spaced by: 20a=4.5μm.
To ensure a good overlap between the QDs and cavity mode ﬁeld patterns, all QDs
were placed at the maxima of the in-plane electric ﬁeld of the W1 waveguide Bloch
mode.
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3.2 Reﬂectionandpropagation losses inPhCwaveguides
3.2.1 Loss measurements in PhC waveguides
A ﬁrst consequence of disorder is a dramatic increase or even the appearance of losses.
Strategies for minimizing propagation losses in semiconductor PhC waveguides and
associated devices should consider not only inherent optical material absorption
but also the impact of fabrication induced disorder and waveguide dispersion ef-
fects. Theoretical works [144, 154] investigated the impact of disorder on losses in
PhC waveguide, permitting a distinction between backscattering, proportional to the
overlap of the forward and backward propagating optical modes and thus roughly
quadratic in ng , while scattering to the radiation modes is only proportional to the
forward propagating mode and linear in ng . Other authors reached similar conclu-
sions with different methods [147, 155, 156]. Mazoyer et al. [148] showed that this
quadratic scaling of backscattering was valid only for very small disorder, but became
super-quadratic for experimentally reasonable disorder, possibly as an indication of
multiple scattering effects. However, no such simulations of scattering to the radiation
modes as a function of group index were performed to our knowledge.
The true origin of loss in PhCs is often difﬁcult to estimate in experiments. Ex-
cellent results were obtained in silicon PhC waveguides at telecommunication wave-
length by comparing the transmission of waveguides of varying lengths. Losses down
to 4dB/cm were demonstrated [157, 158]. Dispersion engineering permitted the re-
duction of losses near the band edge [159]. Finally, a conﬁrmation of the super-linear
scaling of propagation losses were measured by Kuramochi et al. [155].
Several studies also focused on GaAs, which has the signiﬁcant advantage of a
direct bandgap over silicon. Early results [160, 161, 162] focused on wide, multimode
waveguides such as W3 or W7. Record values of 0.2dB/mm for W7 waveguides and
1.5dB/mm for W3 waveguides were observed at the cost of multimode waveguides
and low photonic conﬁnement detrimental to light-matter interaction.
More recent works concentrated on highly conﬁned W1 single mode waveguides.
Large statistical ﬂuctuations of transmissionnear the band edge [154, 163] emphasized
the limits of PhCW for integrated photonics, however without explicit measurements
of the loss coefﬁcients. All the previously cited results focused on PhCs operated near
1.5μm, for which interband absorption losses are very low. However, most papers
studying InGaAs/GaAs QDs as single photon sources in PhC waveguides are operated
near 900nm, because the QD sources are easier to fabricate and the single photon
detectors are more efﬁcient. Wasley et al. [142] measured propagation losses around
1−15mm−1 (5−60dBmm−1) near the band edge around 900nm, by analyzing the
ﬁnesse of FP cavities of different lengths. However, the origin of propagation losses
was not given.
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3.2.2 A Fabry-Pérot model for losses in Ln cavities
We propose here a simple theoretical model for elucidating the different loss channels
in Ln cavities followed by experimentalmeasurements of these loss terms [114]. Losses
in long linear cavities are described by two main physical effects [164]:
• The ﬁnite edge reﬂectivity with a reﬂection coefﬁcient R.
• The propagation losses, which can result from scattering and absorption, quan-
tiﬁed by a loss coefﬁcient : αp
The Q-factor in linear cavities is then straightforwardly derived from a Fabry-Pérot
model [165]:
Q = k0ngL
√
Re−Lαp
1−Re−Lαp (3.8)
In the limit R ≈ 1 and Lαp  1, the Q-factor can be divided in two Q-factors
emphasizing the two loss channels:
1/Q ≈ 1/Qp +1/QR (3.9)
QR =
k0ngL
1−R (3.10)
Qp =
k0ng
αp
(3.11)
From the same Fabry-Pérot model, the free spectral range between adjacent
modes is given by:
Δλ= λ
2
2Lng
(3.12)
and the ﬁnesse of the cavity is:
F = Δλ
δλ
= Δλ
λ
Q = π
√
Re−Lαp
1−Re−Lαp (3.13)
In the case of weak losses (R ≈ 1 and Lαp  1):
1
F
= 1
π
(1−R+Lαp) (3.14)
The inverse of the ﬁnesse thus exhibits a linear dependence on L from which the
reﬂection and propagation loss coefﬁcients are straightforwardly inferred.
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3.2.3 Measurement of absorption and reﬂection coefﬁcients in Ln
cavities
3.2.3.1 Experimental measurement of loss
These loss terms were measured using Ln cavities of different lengths (n=3-7-17-33-
61) [114]. Each cavity was ﬁlled with (n-1)/2 QDs regularly spaced according to the
design of Fig. 3.2(a). The FP modes in the Ln cavities were measured using a high
power excitation (P = 500μW ). At such a pump power, QDs emit through s, p and d
transitions in the 1.3-1.33eV range, whereas the QWR barriers surrounding the QDs
emit a broad continuum extending down to 1.25eV [96] thus exciting all the optical
modes. Spectra measured for representative cavities of different lengths are shown
in Fig. 3.3(a). On the broadband emission background of the highly excited QDs, the
FP cavity modes are clearly visible which illustrates the photonic band formation as
the cavity length is increased [121]. The modes intensity is enhanced near 1.32eV
and 1.35eV due to the higher spectral overlap with the QD transitions. The FP modes
show decreasing spacing with decreasing energy as expected for the case of an ideal
Ln cavity, but show irregular spacing below a particular energy (here ~1.285eV). This
feature indicates Anderson localization, as will be demonstrated next.
The Q-factors were obtained from lorentzian ﬁts on the measured modes as
indicated on the inset of Fig. 3.3(a). The resulting Q-factor distribution is shown on
Fig. 3.4(a). So as to guarantee the absence of stimulated emission induced narrowing
of cavity lines, the Q-factor variations with the excitation power of two modes in an
L33 cavity are indicated on the inset of Fig. 3.4(a). No linewidth narrowing is observed,
consistent with the low density of gain medium in this experiment. The group index
was inferred from the measured FP mode spacing Δλ in L61 cavities. The measured
group index on one L61 cavity is displayed on Fig. 3.3(b) together with the 3D FDTD
simulated group index. Below 1.286eV, irregular variations of group indexes indicates
Anderson localized modes as will be shown next. These modes were not included in
our analysis. The ﬁnesse of the FP mode is then calculated with:
F = λQ
2Lng
(3.15)
The ﬁnesses obtained (Fig. 3.4(b)) decreases with the cavity size, which according
to 3.14 is a consequence of propagation losses. The wavelength dependent propa-
gation loss coefﬁcients were obtained by aggregating the ﬁnesse data of Fig. 3.4(b)
in 5nm wavelength bins. The wavelength dependence of 1/F was then ﬁtted with
equation 3.13. Note that the three (nonlinear) ﬁts shown on Fig. 3.5(a) are close to the
predicted linear relations between F and L, which indicates that the Ln cavities are in
the low loss regime. Our analysis was restricted to the 900-960nm range, far enough
from the band edge to avoid localized modes, which are not accurately modelled by
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Figure 3.3 – (a) Spectra of Ln cavities of various lengths; Inset: Lorentzian ﬁt of the M0
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group index in an L61 cavity (P = 500μW , T = 10K ). Parameters for the 3D FDTD
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FP modes. The penetration length of light into the PhC inducing a slightly different
effective length of PhCW was neglected in this model [152]. The extracted propagation
loss coefﬁcients αp and the transmission parameter 1-R are displayed on Fig. 3.3(b).
3.2.3.2 Analysis of the loss channels
The extracted reﬂection coefﬁcient R is constant around 99% in the whole wavelength
range within the error margins, except near 950-960nm where the ﬁt gave a value
close to 100%, however with a large uncertainty. Such a reduction of reﬂection around
950nm is expected. Indeed, the edges of each Ln cavity were identical, and made
in such a way that the Q-factor of the M0 mode of an L3 cavity was optimized up to
≈ 200000. As noticed by Lalanne et al. [152], in a disorderless W1 waveguide, the
modes exhibit no loss and therefore the propagation losses in a disorderless Ln cavity
is zero. As a consequence, optimizing the Q-factor in Ln cavities amounts to reducing
the scattering loss during reﬂections at the edges. The reﬂection coefﬁcient in these
Ln cavities is therefore around 99% except in a narrow range around the wavelength
of the M0 mode of the L3 cavity where the speciﬁc optimization reduced it to a lower
value, which cannot be extrapolated precisely from the ﬁt. The measured reﬂectivity
R=99% is consistent with simulations of similar structures [152].
The ﬁtted loss coefﬁcientαp slowly decreases from 6mm−1 (26dB/mm) at 910nm
to 4mm−1 (17dB/mm) at 930nm, then increases rapidly to 17mm−1 (74dB/mm) at
950-960nm, closer to the photonic band edge. This increase near the band edge
suggests the presence of propagation losses related to slow light. In order to unearth
effects of slow light beyond a linear dependence, the propagation loss coefﬁcient
normalized by ng is plotted on Fig. 3.5(c). The loss coefﬁcient increase is clearly
super-linear in ng near the band edge, which cannot be explained by linear scattering
propagation losses [79, 144]. Similar results were attributed to backscattering by Ku-
ramochi et al. [155]. Indeed, backscattering is quadratic in ng for weak disorder and
can increase even faster for low enough disorder [148]. However, although backscatter-
ing is a loss term for the propagating waveguide mode (even when multiple scattering
phenomena are neglected), it is not strictly speaking a loss term in Ln cavities where
the standing waves are composed of both forward and backward propagating modes.
Thus, if the attribution of these losses to backscattering by Kuramochi et al. [155]
is valid for transmission measurements, our measurement technique using FP res-
onances, does not measure directly backscattering, but scattering to the radiation
modes. This point does not mean that backscattering do not play any role in the
propagation losses. For example, backscattering may increase the intensity of light in
a portion of the PhCW, thus inducing loss increases similar to that caused by slow light.
In what follows, scattering to the radiation modes will be described by a quadratic
term in ng .
The observed increased losses at shorter wavelengths suggests absorption related
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Figure 3.5 – (a) Fits of the Fabry-Pérot model on the measured ﬁnesse; (b) Propagation
loss coefﬁcient αp ; Inset: reﬂection coefﬁcient at the edges extracted from the linear
ﬁt as shown in (a), (c) Fit of the loss model on αp/ng [114].
to the GaAs bandedge proximity, which can be described by exponential absorption
tails (e.g., Urbach tails caused by lattice impurities [166]). Including these two effects,
the propagation loss coefﬁcient can be described by the following model:
αp =α1e−(E−Ebg )/Eang +α2n2g (3.16)
where the ﬁrst term models absorption and the second terms describes scattering
to the radiation modes. Ebg is the photonic bandedge energy (here 968nm) and Ea is
the characteristic energy for the decay of absorption far from the GaAs band edge. The
ﬁt yielded the following parameters: α1 = 0.22±0.12mm−1, α2 = 0.04±0.01mm−1,
and Ea = 55±21meV . This value of the Urbach parameter is larger than that measured
in Si doped GaAs [134]: Ea = 12meV (density of impurities: n = 2 ·1018cm−3).
The two loss mechanisms are distinguished on Fig. 3.5(c): the absorption losses
dominating at high energy (green) and the scattering process dominating at low
energy (dark red). This analysis conﬁrms the interest of going to higher wavelengths
for fabricating very high Q-factor cavities in GaAs materials [77].
3.2.4 Q-factors in Ln cavities
These ﬁtted values of propagation losses are useful to determine dominant loss mech-
anisms in Ln PhC cavities according to the cavity mode length and energy. In the
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low loss limit, the Q-factor can be divided in two Q-factors modelling the two loss
channels (Eq. 3.9), from which we infer a Q-factor cavity length dependence (at a ﬁxed
photon energy):
Q = 1
1−R
k0ng L
+ 1Qp
(3.17)
The Q-factor length dependence in the fast light regime predicted by this model is
indicated on Fig. 3.5(d). The two main loss mechanisms are plotted in blue and red,
based on the following measured experimental values of losses in the fast light regime
(1.33eV): αp = 5 ·10−3μm−1, ng = 5.5, λ= 930nm, R = 99%. The main loss mechanism
is reﬂection losses at the edge for small cavities, and propagation losses for cavities
lager than L = 9a. This indicates that small Ln cavities require a speciﬁc optimization
of their edges to reach their optimal Q-factor as is commonly done with L3 cavities
[126]. The limit given here depends of course on the speciﬁc value of losses. However
the existence of such a limit is a very general property in such elongated waveguides.
These results are also useful for the ﬁeld of cavity QED. In the strong coupling
regime, the strength of coupling is characterized by the coherence factor: g/κ∝
Q/

V , where g ∝ 1/V is the coupling coefﬁcient and κ∝ 1/Q is the cavity loss
coefﬁcient. In the case of Ln cavities, since V is approximately proportional to L,
the coherence factor is maximal for L = 1−Rk0ng Qp . revealing an optimal length for
strong coupling. However, if the PhC cavity terminations are optimized, this value is
considerably reduced, although the impact of disorder on such optimized reﬂectors
has not been investigated to our knowledge.
In the weak coupling regime, the Purcell factor is proportional to Q/V, which
always decreases for longer cavities. Therefore, the Purcell factor is systematically
larger in smaller cavities.
The wavelength dependence of loss channels can also be explored as outlined by
the predicted L61 Q-factor values shown on Fig. 3.5(e). The three loss channels are
distinguished through the following low loss Q-factor modelling:
1
Q
= 1
Qa
+ 1
Qsc
+ 1
QR
(3.18)
Qa = k0
α1e
−(E−Ebg )/Ea (3.19)
Qsc = k0
α2ng
(3.20)
where Qa , Qsc and QR respectively model the absorption loss (in red), the prop-
agation scattering (in dark red) and the edge scattering (in green). In such long
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cavities, the effect of edge scattering QR in red is low, although its relative importance
is enhanced at larger energies. Absorption Qa is the dominant loss mechanism at
low wavelengths. Beyond 940nm the propagation scattering Qsc takes over, which
explains the L61 Q-factor maximum around 940nm observed on Fig. 3.5(b). These
remarks may be of interest for the conception of nanolasers in such elongated Ln
cavities [164].
These energy dependent results are also interesting for the design of smaller
cavities. The M0 mode of L3 cavities which is often chosen for cavity QED experiments
has an energy E ≈ 1.3eV (for the selected free space wavelength and effective index of
the membrane), for which the dominating propagation loss mechanism according to
our model is disorder induced scattering because of the higher group index. This hints
at the possibility to reach higher Q-factors for L3 cavities by focusing on higher order
modes such as M1. Of course, such higher order modes would need to be speciﬁcally
optimized to reduce edge scattering.
Finally, the M0 mode Q-factors in L3 cavities presented in Chapter 2 can now be
reinterpreted with more insights. In those measurements, the Q-factor increased with
the PhC hole radius (Fig. 3.7). These variations can be related either to the increased
absorption near the GaAs band edge or to fabrication related disorder, which may
change with the hole radius. The Q-factor as predicted by Eq. 3.18 with ng = 11.5 for
the M0 mode of L3 cavities (as predicted by FDM simulation with a PhC hole radius:
r = 61nm) is plotted together with the r/a serie of Q-factors. The model is slightly
biased toward higher Q-factors, but matches well the slope of Q-factor decrease near
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Ea = 55meV , R=100%, ng = 11.5).
the GaAs band edge. According to this model, fabrication related disorder ultimately
limits the Q-factor to 14000 at low energies. These results highlight the signiﬁcant
absorption near the band edge, which is a strong incentive to improve the quality of
the grown GaAs material. Assuming that most of the impurity incorporation happens
during the QD MOCVD growth, a promising possibility would be to grow the QD
GaAs cap with TMGa at a larger V/III ratio which would limit unwanted carbon
incorporation during the growth. As shown in Chapter 2, a good planarization (around
1-2nm) is achievable under such conditions, which may yield higher Q-factors.
3.3 Disorder effects in PhC waveguides
Disorder does not only cause losses, as emphasized in the introduction. It also dra-
matically distorts the shape and dispersion of modes in Ln cavities. In this part, we
will investigate the inﬂuence of disorder on waveguide mode shapes and dispersion
around the photonic band edge.
3.3.1 Imaging Ln cavities
3.3.1.1 Spectrally resolved imaging near the band edge
Spectrally and spatially resolved imaging of linear PhC systems using the setup de-
scribed in the preceding Chapter is a powerful tool for the investigation of modes and
scattering mechanisms as will be shown here. A ﬁrst example of an L33 cavity excited
at a high pump power (P = 500μW ) is displayed in Fig. 3.8(a,b) (L33 PhC structure
with 16 embedded QDs). The observed modes (M0-M4) exhibit sinusoidal envelope
functions similar to those expected for an ideal L33 cavity. Comparison with the 2D-
FDM calculations of an L33 cavity (green curves on Fig. 3.8(c)) reveal slight distortions
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of the measured envelope functions due to fabrication disorder. The M0 mode is
clearly less extended than the disorderless FDM mode, indicating localization. Higher
order modes reveal asymmetries between the lobes, which is also a consequence
of disorder. The higher order modes (>M4) observed extend throughout the cavity,
although their number of lobes becomes increasingly difﬁcult to discern due to the
ﬁnite spatial resolution of our set up as is already clear from the M4 mode. This ﬁrst
example demonstrates the possibility to image the photonic modes near the band
edge (over ≈ 5meV ) using a simple PL setup, probably thanks to the disorder related
out of plane scattering homogeneously distributed along the cavity. This imaging
technique will serve now for the more precise study of disorder-induced effects of
photonic modes.
3.3.1.2 Disorder in Ln cavities explored by spectrally resolved imaging
The simulated spectrally resolved near ﬁeld patterns for an ideal L61 structure with
homogeneous membrane and uniform PhC hole pattern is shown in Fig. 3.9(a). This
picture was obtained by integrating each photonic mode along the y direction and
placing the integrated component at its corresponding energy along the horizontal
axis. A simulation of the mode patterns in a similar structure in which random
disorder in the PhC hole radii was introduced (Fig. 3.9(b). The exact nature of disorder
in our structure is unknown, however precedent studies indicated that a simple
random variation of the hole radii was sufﬁcient to capture the main physical effects
of disorder [148]. In this work, disorder was simulated by varying the radius of each
hole according to a gaussian random distribution. The FDM simulation parameters
were: a=225nm, r=61nm, the standard deviation of the Gaussian random distribution
of r was: std(r )= 3nm. In presence of disorder, the lowest energy modes are localized
within randomly located segments of the cavity, whereas the higher energy modes
(here >M4) extend along the entire cavity length. A mobility edge placed ~5mev above
the M0 mode is observed, separating the localized and delocalized mode regimes.
Spectrally and spatially resolved images of L61 cavities were obtained with the
imaging PL setup presented in Chapter 2, while using a cylindrical lens in the ex-
citation path to produce an elongated excitation spot in order to ensure uniform
illumination of the entire cavity length. These modes (Fig. 3.10(a-b-c)) display fea-
tures similar to those of previous simulations: localized modes are conﬁned at random
locations of the cavity and the localization edge is located ~3meV above the lowest
energy mode.
The similar values of the calculated and observed widths of the localized mode
band suggests that the fabrication-induced disorder in our structures corresponds
to strd(r) of ~3nm. Simulations with higher and lower disorder shown on Fig. 3.9(c)
conﬁrms that the spectral extension of the localized zone permits a quantiﬁcation of
disorder. The mobility edge indicated as a white arrow is shifted to higher energy when
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Figure 3.8 – Mode structure of an L33 PhC cavity excited with 16 embedded QDs.
(a) PL spectrum; (b) spectrally resolved optical ﬁeld (excitation power:P = 500μW ,
Temperature: T = 10K ); (c) comparison between 2D FDM computed modes in an
ideal (disorder-free) structure (green) and measured envelopes of the modes observed
in (b) (blue). (The 2D FDM simulations were performedwith the following parameters:
a = 225nm, r = 61nm, n2D = 3.13, the mode intensities were integrated along the y
direction, such that only the x dependence is observed).
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Figure 3.9 – Effect of optical disorder on L61 PhC cavitymodes illustratedwith 2D-FDM
simulations of spectrally resolved mode patterns: (a) Disorder-free L61 cavity; (b) L61
cavity including random gaussian disorder; (a=225nm, r=61nm, n2D=3.13, disorder
implemented with: std(r ) = 3nm); (c) L61 cavity with increasing random gaussian
disorder; (a=225nm, r=61nm, n2D=3.13, the disorder parameter is indicated on each
picture, the white arrow indicates the photon mobility edge); (d) 2D-FDM simulation
of an L61 including a long 3.8μm defect with the radius of holes next to the waveguide
channel reduced to r = 56nm; (a=225nm, r=59nm, n2D=3.13)
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Figure 3.10 – (a-b-c) Three measured spectrally and spatially resolved image of L61
cavities; PhC hole radius: (r = 61nm excitation power: P = 500μW , Temperature:
T=10K).
disorder increases. Note that the energy shift between the calculated and measured
photonic band edges in Fig. 3.9(b) and Fig. 3.10 is due to the 2D effective index
approximation used in the model, which does not perfectly match real 3D cavities.
Above the mobility edge, disorder can affect the extended modes in two ways
reminiscent of the 1D propagation of electron described by the Schrödinger equation
[154].
A ﬁrst effect is photon backscattering as illustrated by Fig. 3.9(b). At the cavity
center, around 1.27eV, a scattering center leads to a higher intensity of the extended
modes alternatively to the left and to the right.
The second effect is the effective index variations as illustrated by the FDM sim-
ulation shown on Fig. 3.9(d). An L61 cavity with r = 59nm, in which a 3.8μm-long
“defect” section was introduced, where the holes on both sides of the waveguide core
had r = 56nm . The effective index is shown in green. In the portion with smaller
effective index, the intensity is larger as a consequence of the higher group velocity,
while the envelope function period is also increased by the value of k which is closer
to π/a. These effects results from the energy shift of the waveguide bandstructure,
itself a consequence of the effective index variations.
These two effects analogous to those observed for electrons in a 1D system can
be interpreted in an energy landscape picture in which the energy is deﬁned by the
effective index [154].
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3.3.1.3 Edge scattering in L61 cavities
The spectrally resolved image of high energy modes around 1.34eV on Fig. 3.10 shows
a much higher collected intensity at the cavity edges. However, 2D-FDM simulated
modes including disorder are almost indistinguishable from the disordelerless simu-
lated cavity mode, and do not show this effect. Using 3D-FDTD, we will show that this
is not a feature of the mode itself, but rather a consequence of the higher scattering at
the edges in this particular cavity. The in-plane electric ﬁeld of the M11 mode in an
L33 was computed via 3D-FDTD (Fig. 3.11(c)). In this simulation, the PhC random
gaussian disorder was implemented with std(r )= 3nm. Despite disorder, the mode
is highly uniform, in agreement with 2D-FDM simulations of fast light modes.
The intensity collected by the lens, can be computed from the near ﬁeld right
above the slab [74]. This is realized by computing the angular spectrum of the electric
ﬁeld in a plane E(kx ,ky ,0), obtained from the 2D Fourier transform in space of the
electric ﬁeld few nanometers above the slab. The electric ﬁeld at any point of the
upper plane can be deduced from [17]:
E(x, y,z)=
∫∫
E(kx ,ky ,0)e
i (kxx+iky y+kzz)dkxdky (3.21)
The condition
√
k2x +k2y +k2z = ω/c implies that the rapidly oscillating compo-
nents outside the light cone deﬁned by
√
k2x +k2y >ω/c have a imaginary kz . These
components are exponentially suppressed as the light leaves the slab. The intensity
imaged by a lens collecting all the light escaping the slab is:
I (x, y)=
[∫∫
√
k2x+k2y<ω/c
E(kx ,ky ,0)e
i (kxx+iky y)dkxdky
]2
(3.22)
If we consider now the intensity collected by a ﬁnite apperture lens, the same
equation applies, but with a smaller collection angle deﬁned by:
√
k2x +k2y <N A ·ω/c .
The computed collected intensity on Fig. 3.11(b) features a higher intensity at the
edges similar to that measured on the three highest energy modes of Fig. 3.10. The
same effect is observed on the computed escaping intensity 3.9(a), which indicates
that although the mode is uniform throughout the cavity, the edge scattering is more
intense than propagation scattering far from the band edge. This arises because disor-
der induced propagation losses increases with ng and is therefore more important
near the band edge [144]. This also indicates that the Q-factor of such modes could
be optimized through a dedicated FDTD simulation of the leaky components as pro-
posed by Nakamura et al. [72]. Indeed, the hole shifts at the edge of the L61 cavities
corresponds to optimized hole shifts for the M0 mode of L3 cavities, but not for higher
order modes in L61 cavities. In L7 or L3 cavities, the same effect was observed for the
M1 and other higher order modes.
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Figure 3.11 – FDTD computed in plane electric ﬁeld intensity (mode M11 in an L33
cavity) of: (a) the near ﬁeld. (b) the propagating waves; (c) the waves collected by the
microscope objective; The simulation parameters are: a = 225nm, r = 61nm, n = 3.46,
slab thickness: th = 250nm, N A = 0.55, disorder was included with: std(r ) = 3nm.
FDTD simulated mode M11 energy: 1.405eV, band edge energy: 1.273eV.
3.3.2 Waveguide dispersion in Ln cavities
Disorder can also affect the dispersion of PhC waveguides. In the absence of disorder,
the waveguide modes give rise to FP resonances with wavelength spacing related to
the group index by 3.7. Mode localization would yield a mode spacing that is not
related to this expression but is rather determined by the random features of the
localizing effective index proﬁle [121]. In the inset of Fig. 3.12(a) we compare the
simulated group index in the L61 structure without and with disorder.
In the absence of disorder, for this particular waveguide mode, the cavity modes
spacing decreases with decreasing energy, and the group index increases indeﬁnitely
when the PhCW band edge is approached (inset of Fig. 3.12(a)). In the presence of
disorder, regular slowing down of light due to the increase in the 1D PhCW density of
state sustains up to ng ~30 above which the calculated parameter ng starts ﬂuctuating
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Figure 3.12 – (a) std(ng ) computed by FDM over 500 simulations (a=225nm, r=61nm,
n2D=3.13, std(r )= 3nm); Inset: Group index in an L61 cavity computed by 2D-FDM
without disorder andwith disorder (std(r )= 3nm); (a=225nm, r=61nm, n2D=3.13); (b)
std(ng ) measured with 18 similar L61 cavities (a=225nm, r=61nm, Excitation power:
P=500μW, temperature: T=10K); inset: measured group index in an L61 cavity; the blue
line corresponds to the group index of a perfect W1 waveguide computed via 3D FDTD
(n3D = 3.4638, a=225nm, r=61nm), blue-shifted by 9meV to ﬁt the measurements.
This energy range corresponds to the localized and the diffusive regimes as de-
scribed by L. Thomas et al. [149], while the higher energy range in which the regular
increase in ng permits the measurement of a well-deﬁned dispersion relation is the
dispersive regime. The same behavior is observed in the measured group index of a
typical L61 structure (inset of Fig. 3.12(b)). The highest group index is limited in these
structures to ≈ 30 below which ng follows its FDTD simulated value (in blue) until
ﬂuctuations start being observed. This FDTD computation deﬁnes a theoretical band
edge where the ﬁtted group index becomes inﬁnite. We note that the assignment of
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“group indexes” at energies below those showing the regular dispersion is physically
meaningless as the light does not propagate anymore according to the simple FP
model from which it is measured.
In that prospect, 500 2D-FDM simulations of L61 with different realizations of
disorder permitted the estimation of the group index standard deviation variation
with energy as measured from the free spectral range of each mode. These standard
deviations were plotted on Fig. 3.12(a). The energy attributed to each point is the
average energy of the nth mode (labeled by increasing energy) for which the standard
deviation is calculated. These variations of ng underline two different regimes. Near
the band edge, where std(ng ) increases rapidly and beyond 1.288eV where this in-
crease is much slower. This energy determines to the edge of the diffusive zone, where
scattering diffuses the wavevector k, as was shown by k-space analysis of transmission
in PhCW [149]. Beyond this diffusive edge, in the dispersion zone, the group index is
determined by the dispersion relation.
Experimental measurements in L61 cavities show a similar behavior. The group
index standard deviation was measured on 18 identical L61 cavities. To account for
local variations of fabrication, each group index relation was shifted in energy such
that their band edges are the same. The group index standard deviation std(ng ) is
plotted on Fig. 3.12(b). Similar to simulated results, std(ng ) increases more steeply
below 1.29eV . These results indicate a diffusive edge 15meV above the lowest order
mode. The diffusive zone located between the localized and the dispersive zones
therefore spans ≈ 10meV .
3.3.3 Site controlled QDs for probing the local density of modes
3.3.3.1 Probing photonic modes near the band edge
Fine scale features of the spatial distribution of localized and propagating modes can
be analyzed in greater details by exciting optical modes with single, site-controlled
QDs. Indeed, the small QD size provides an effective spatial resolution of 20nm.
The precision in positioning corresponds to the precision in our alignment of the
PhC hole templates with respect to the pyramidal QDs, which we conﬁrmed to be
better than 25nm. To illustrate this approach, we ﬁrst repeated the spectrally resolved
measurement of L33 cavity modes by exciting the cavity with a single pyramidal QD
positioned at the cavity center. In disorderless cavity modes, the QD overlap with the
antisymmetric modes is exactly zero as emphasized by the FDM simulations of Fig.
3.13(a). These simulations justify the weak intensity of these modes on the spectra
and spectrally resolved image of Fig. 3.13(b-c). The still observed antisymmetric lines
indicate the presence of small mode distortions near the band edge.
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Figure 3.13 – (a) Calculated mode patterns for a disorder-free structure (2D FDM
simulations with: a = 225nm, r = 61nm, n2D = 3.13) with indication of QD position
(green triangles). (b) Measured PL spectra with spectral positions of modes identiﬁed.
(c) Measured spectrally resolved pattern (excitation power: P = 500μW, Temperature:
T = 10K ).
3.3.3.2 In situ probing of the diffusive and dispersive regimes
Site controlled QDs do not only show the weak mode localization in small enough
Ln cavities, but also permit an alternative identiﬁcation of the diffusive edge. On Fig.
3.14(a-c), the spectra obtained by exciting three isolated QDs placed at x=0, 4.5 or
-4.5μm with a high pump power. This distance is sufﬁcient to ensure the selective
excitation of only one QD at a time. The mobility edge, which is typically 5meV above
the lowest order mode, is shown at 1.268eV by a black arrow. As opposed to cavities
with a uniform excitation, the FP modes show a modulation by an envelope function
indicating variations of the QD and FP mode overlap. This assumption is validated by
the 2D-FDM simulation of the normalized intensity of FP modes at the QD position in
a disorderless L61 cavity displayed as green dots.
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When the central QD is pumped (Fig. 3.14(b)), in the blue part of the spectra
only modes symmetric along the x direction are excited. The antisymmetric peaks are
not even visible, which simultaneously validate the excellent alignment of the PhC
pattern over the QD array and the absence of distortions of FP modes. Fig. 3.14(e)
shows the simulated spectra obtained by exciting a disorderless L61 cavity with a QD
displaced from the cavity center along x by Δx. The simulation was performed via
2D FDM. The spectra were simulated by adding lorentzian lines for each simulated
mode. The intensity of each lorentzian line corresponds to the overlap between
the QD and the photonic mode. The QD displacement Δx induces an increase of
the antisymmetric modes intensity observed on Fig. 3.14(e). The relative intensity
between antisymmetric and symmetric modes in the spectra for a displacement
Δx = 20nm is already around 10 and would be visible in the experimental spectra of
Fig. 3.14(b), which conﬁrms that this structure exhibits an alignment between the
PhC cavity and the QDs better than 20nm.
On the other hand, in the diffusive and localized regimes below 1.28eV, there
are signiﬁcant deviations between the calculated and measured mode intensities.
This is also illustrated in Fig. 3.14(d), which shows the relative intensity of each FP
mode when pumped by the QDs at x = +4.5μm (left or l) or x = −4.5μm (right or
r) : (Il − Ir )/(Il + Ir ). Due to the modes symmetry, in the absence of disorder, this
quantity should be exactly zero, but with disorder it may ﬂuctuate widely. A transition
from a very ordered energy range (blue part) to a disordered one (red part) is indeed
observed. From these results, the diffusive edge is identiﬁed near 1.276eV, in line with
the ~10meV measured previously. These measurements demonstrate that pyramidal
QDs are useful as sub-wavelength, site-controlled broadband sources, which makes
them ideal probes of the local DOS.
Chapter summary
In this Chapter, ensembles of QDs embedded in Ln cavities were used to study the
impact of disorder on light propagation in PhC waveguides.
First, propagation losses and reﬂection coefﬁcients in long Ln cavities simulating
PhCWs were measured. Increasing propagation losses at shorter wavelengths were
attributed to GaAs band tail absorption. A sharper increase at higher wavelength was
interpreted as a sign of scattering to the radiation modes enhanced by slow light near
the band edge. These results lead to a deeper understanding of the main loss channels
in Ln cavities.
In a second part, the impact of disorder in PhCWs was measured via three com-
plementary methods. Through spectrally resolved imaging of the modes, we clearly
identiﬁed the mobility edge that separates the spectral zones of delocalized and lo-
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Figure 3.14 – (a-b-c) Selective excitation with single-QDs in the fast light regime in
L61 cavities. The green circles represent the overlap between the QD and the in-plane
component of the mode intensity of each mode computed with 2D FDM. The sketches
on the right show the position of excited QDs as a green triangle. (excitation power:
P = 500μW , Temperature: T = 10K , r = 61nm); (d) Measured relative intensity of
each modes when QDs on the left or on the right are pumped: (Il − Ir )/(Il + Ir ). The
black arrows indicate the limit of the mobility edge; (e) FDM simulations of spectra
obtained by exciting a disorderless L61 cavity with a QD displaced from the cavity
center along x by Δx. (n2D = 3.13, a = 225nm, r = 61nm)
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calized modes. This technique also permitted the identiﬁcation of scattering at the
edges of L61 cavities indicating insufﬁciently optimized reﬂectors. In addition, we
used group index measurements and site-controlled QD excitation to identify the
limit between diffusive and dispersive regimes of light propagation. The dispersive
regime was characterized both by distortions of the envelop function and a highly
irregular dispersion. Although photons in this spectral range can be transported
across the waveguide channel, they suffer from scattering manifested by random
phase variations in the wavefunction. On the contrary, selective excitation highlighted
the weak disorder of modes in the dispersive regime and demonstrated the potential
of site-controlled QDs for probing the local DOS in photonic structures.
More generally, these observations should be helpful in ﬁnding ways to reduce
detrimental effects of photon localization and design optimal integrated photonic
circuits.
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4 QDs coupled to PhC waveguides
IN recent years, signiﬁcant efforts were realized towards the monolithic integration
of QDs in waveguides, with the objective of obtaining high efﬁciency on chip single
photon sources. One recurrent insight guiding these efforts was the objective of
obtaining on chip reproducible and deterministic single photon emission. In recent
publications, Stranski-Krastanov QDs were coupled with a broadband high coupling
efﬁciency to PhC waveguides [107, 167, 106, 105, 168, 104]. Beyond single photon
sources, the recent publication of directional coupling of SK QDs in chiral waveguides
[103, 102] and nonlinearity at the single photon level [101] emphasizes the potential
of QDs in PhCs to fabricate on chip quantum gates. However, the analysis of such
structures is complicated by the lack of control over the position of QDs. Indeed, the
measured properties may not give a faithful picture of the statistical behavior of QDs
in such systems [104]. Besides, the coupling relies on a probabilistic approach: it is
only a proof of concept for single QDs but it cannot be scaled to many QDs and will
exhibit signiﬁcant statistical variations for similar structures.
Scalability and reproducibility of photonic circuits both require a good spec-
tral and spatial matching of the QDs and the photonic modes. In this context, site-
controlled QDs in waveguide offer a remarkable potential. Indeed, the spatial match-
ing is ensured by the accurate QD positioning and the spectral matching is made
possible by the broadband photonic environment of a waveguide.
In this chapter, we demonstrate the ﬁrst integration of ﬁve site-controlled QDs all
coupled to a waveguide and the corresponding on chip single photon transfer over
macroscopic distances. Using time resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) measure-
ments, we infer the coupling efﬁciency of these QDs to waveguides and give optimal
conditions to reach a reproducible, broadband coupling efﬁciency. We then show
how a short slow light section could be harnessed to increase this coupling efﬁciency
without any manifestation of Anderson localization.
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4.1 Integrating QDs in a PhC semi-waveguide
4.1.1 Design of the structure
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Figure 4.1 – Presentation of the integratedQD-PhC system investigated: (a) SEM image
of a 27μm long semi-waveguide, the red triangles indicate the QD positions; (b, c) y
and x components of the electric ﬁeld amplitude of the lowest conﬁned band in a W1
waveguide computed by 2D FDM; (ne f f = 3.18, r = 61nm, a = 225nm, k = 0.3[2π/a]);
(d) SEM image of the coupler (tilted view).
The ﬁrst structure studied in this chapter consists in a 27μm waveguide in which
ﬁve QDs are embedded and equally spaced by 4.5μm as shown on Fig. 4.1(a). This
spacing ensures that each QD can be photo-excited independently. The ﬁve QDs
were placed at the maximum intensity of the y component of the Bloch mode electric
ﬁeld in a W1 waveguide as shown in Fig. 4.1(b-c). This position ensures an optimal
coupling to the waveguide band. At the edge of these cavities, the three holes adjacent
to the waveguide row were shifted respectively by 0.23a, 0.15a and 0.048a. These hole
shifts were optimized by Minkov et al. [73] to ensure a high Q-factor in L3 cavities.
As exposed in the previous chapter, this reﬂection is optimized to be maximal at
the M0 mode energy of L3 cavities. In this chapter the terminations are assumed
to behave as a perfect reﬂector. The other end of the waveguide is terminated by
a two-period circular Bragg grating outcoupler with a 950nm period. With such a
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periodicity, this Bragg grating exhibits a vertical ﬁrst diffraction order at 950nm, which
is then easily collected with a microscope objective. The small number of periods
ensures a broadband outcoupling and a coupling efﬁciency as high as 30% to our 0.55
numerical aperture objective [104].
4.1.2 A Fabry-Pérot model for QDs in a PhC semi-waveguide
4.1.2.1 Spontaneous emission rate in a Fabry-Pérot semi-waveguide
As proposed by Yao et al. [153], the emission of light by a QD in a semi-waveguide is
well described by a Fabry-Pérot (FP) model with a perfect reﬂector (100%) on one side,
an amplitude reﬂection coefﬁcient r on the other side, and no propagation losses. A
sketch depicting this model is given on Fig. 4.2(d). The electric ﬁeld eigen-mode with
a wavevector k is given by:
Ek =
√
a/Le f f
1− reikLe f f
[
ek(x)e
ikx +e−k(x)e−ikx
]
(4.1)
where Le f f is the effective length of light in the photonic crystal waveguide
(PhCW), and ek is the Bloch mode in a perfect W1 waveguide with a wavevector
k and with the normalization:
max((x)|ek(x)|2)= 1 (4.2)
From which we can deﬁne the mode volume V and area A:∫
cel l
(x)|ek(x)|2dV =V = aA (4.3)
Notice that these modes are exactly similar to those studied in Chapter 3 except
for the normalization condition. The Green function describing the propagation of
photons in a semi-waveguide is [153]:
G(x,x ′,ω)= iωLn
2vg
Ek(x)⊗E∗k (x ′) (4.4)
The emission rate inside the PhCW mode is then:
Γwg (rd ,ωd )=
2d · Im(G(rd ,rd ,ω)) · d
ħ0
(4.5)
Where d is the QD dipole moment. The emission rate when the QD is at the
maxima of the Bloch mode reads:
Γwg (rd ,ωd )=
ω
ħ0vg A
|ek(rd ) · d |2
1
(1− r )2
1
1+F sin2(δ/2) sin(krd )
2 (4.6)
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Where δ= 2kL is the FP roundtrip phase shift, rd is the QD position with respect
to the end of the semi-waveguide and F is the coefﬁcient of ﬁnesse:
F = 4r
(1− r )2 (4.7)
F is related to the FP modes ﬁnesse by : F =π/arcsin(1/F ). The Purcell factor is
ﬁnally obtained:
Pwg = 3
4π
ng
n
λ2
A
|ek(rd ) · ud |2
1
(1− r )2
1
1+F sin2(δ/2) sin(krd )
2 (4.8)
Note that in the limit r → 1, the Purcell enhancement is no more broadband but
consists of discrete lines similar to those of long Ln cavities studied in Chapter 3.
4.1.2.2 The local density of states in a PhC semi-waveguide
The Purcell factor deﬁnes the position and wavelength-dependent coupling rate to
the waveguide mode. Its understanding is therefore crucial to the fabrication of on
chip single photon sources. The ﬁrst three factors: the group index, the mode area
and the Bloch function were already studied in the thesis introduction (see sections
1.3.2.2 and 1.4.2). The other terms in this equation are speciﬁc to semi-waveguides
and modify the local DOS affecting the coupling of QDs to semi-waveguides. The
Purcell factor Pwg for a QD placed at the maxima of the Bloch mode electric ﬁeld
at a distance rd = 15a from the semi-waveguide edge is plotted on Fig. 4.2(a). The
coefﬁcient of ﬁnesse deﬁned by the coupler reﬂection is in this case F=8.
Contrary to the simple picture of an inﬁnite waveguide, the LDOS is not broad-
band, but rather limited to discrete emission peaks corresponding to the FP modes
formed by the reﬂection at each edges of the waveguide as described on Fig. 4.2(f).
The exact behavior of these FP modes is deﬁned by the term 1/(1− r )21/(1+4r /(1−
r )2sin2(δ1/2)). The inter-mode spacing or free spectral range is: Δλ=λ2/(2Lng ) as
emphasized in previous publications[104]. The ﬁnesse of these FP resonances is:
F =π/arcsin(1/F ). Besides, these FP peaks are more intense near the band edge
because of the increase in group index indicated on Fig. 4.2(b).
The FP peaks are alsomodulated by a spectral envelope function similar to the one
obtained in the last chapter when exciting Ln cavity modes with site-controlled QDs.
This spectral modulation is caused by the |ek(rd ) · ud |sin(krd )2 term, which arises
from the interference between light emitted by the QD directly toward the outcoupler
and light emitted in the other direction. These two waveguide modes interfere with a
krd phase difference, as depicted on Fig. 4.2(e). The frequency period of this envelope
modulation is: Δω= vgπ/rd : it is larger near the band edge as observed on Fig. 4.2(a)
and when the QD is closer to the semi-waveguide edge.
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Figure 4.2 – (a) Purcell enhancement as computed from the Fabry-Pérot model, the
QD to PhC edge distance is: rd = 15a, the coefﬁcient of ﬁnesse is F=8, the increase
in DOS near the band edge is a result of larger group index); (b) Group index and
(c) Dispersion relation in a W1 waveguide computed via 3D FDTD; (d) Sketch of the
semi-waveguide model; (e-f) Sketches depicting (e) the envelope modulation and (f)
the FP mode formation of the QD density of states. (the group index and dispersion
relation used in all these ﬁgures were computed via 3D FDTD with the parameters:
r=61nm, a=225nm, n=3.46, th=250nm)
4.2 site-controlled QDs coupled to a PhCW
In this section, the spectral properties of site-controlled QDs coupled to waveguides
is analyzed. Our analysis will ﬁrst concentrate on isolated QDs, then on the photonic
modes in PhC waveguides. As a third step, the spectral properties of QDs coupled to
semi-waveguides will be exposed.
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4.2.1 Single QD properties
Although QDs show remarkable promises for on chip quantum optics applications,
contrary to atoms, they are never perfectly identical because of differences in their
size, composition and in the purity of the surrounding solid state matrix. These un-
avoidable differences are manifested through inhomogeneities of the optical spectra
and resonance energies of each QD. In this context, pyramidal QDs are remarkably
uniform and reproducible. Indeed, as determined by Jarlov et al. [53, 64], pyramidal
QDs have the following spectral features:
• Mainly the X , X X and X− lines are observed at low power excitation (below
5μW ) [133].
• The binding energy of the trion X− , deﬁned as: EB ,X− = EX −EX− is around
5meV.
• The binding energy of the biexciton X X , deﬁned as: EB ,X X = 2EX −EX X in-
creases with the exciton energy and can be either positive or negative.
On this basis, pyramidal QDs isolated in the PhC waveguide were studied here by
means of PL spectroscopy so as to infer the properties of isolated QDs for the speciﬁc
QDs used in this thesis. The PhC radii of the selectedwaveguides were r=75.5n, 77.5nm
and 80nm, such that the PhC band edge lies near 930nm and the QDs emit in the PhC
bandgap. Low power excitation spectra of 10 QDs isolated in the PhC bandgap are
shown on Fig. 4.3(a). The spectral properties, inferred by Jarlov et al. [53], were used
to attribute QD spectral lines to their respective conﬁned excitons. These attributions
will be conﬁrmed later by an in depth analysis of one speciﬁc QD example. Notice
that in most spectra, the X− line is more intense than the other lines at this excitation
level. We attributed this effect to a residual n-type doping of the GaAs material.
The X− lines were ﬁtted on 21 spectra of isolated QDs, from which we obtained
the standard deviation of the QD X− energy distribution: std(E)=5.7meV. Assuming a
gaussian distribution of the trion energies, the FWHM of this distribution is 13.4meV,
slightly lower than the 16.9meV ﬁtted on the QD ensemble of the same sample in the
precedent Chapter. This “artiﬁcial” broadening is caused by the non-zero binding
energy between different QD lines. In larger pyramids, the record value of 1.4meV
inhomogeneous broadening (individual X lines) for site-controlled QDs was achieved
[54]. Such low inhomogeneous broadening, difﬁcult to achieve with more standard
techniques such as SK QDs [42], may prove crucial for the integration of several QDs
in photonic circuits where tuning mechanisms (for example using the Stark effect) are
usually limited to few meV [169].
The spectra of 32 QDs were obtained in a 20μeV resolution spectrometer. Each
spectral line was ﬁtted with lorentzians (inset of Fig. 4.3(b)), from which we obtained
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probable at high excitation power.
As described in the inset of Fig. 4.4(a), the exciton consists of two bright states,
splitted by the ﬁne structure splitting (FSS) because of asymmetries of the QD con-
ﬁnement potential [55]. As an observable consequence, the exciton and biexciton
emissions will each be composed of two orthogonally polarized lorentzians. On the
contrary, the two trions do not exhibit FSS because they are made of an odd number
of fermions which has to be doubly degenerate because of time reversal symmetry.
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Figure 4.3 – Isolated QD properties: (a) Isolated QD PL spectra (Excitation power:
P=1μW, T=10K); (b) Histogram of excitonic lines FWHM (Excitation power: P=1μW,
T=10K spectral resolution : 20μeV ); All these measurements were performed on
sample 5326 (see Appendix B) after the PhC fabrication.
The polarization-resolved measurements of each excitonic peak are displayed
on Fig. 4.4(c). One QD spectrum was collected for each value of the polarization
angle θ. Each excitonic line was ﬁtted with a lorentzian. The ﬁtted energy shift
ΔE =< E >−E f i t ted is plotted on Fig. 4.4(c) where < E > is the peak energy averaged
over all polarization and E f i t ted is the ﬁtted peak energy. As expected the trions are
not polarized i. e. the peak emission energy is polarization independent. On the
contrary, the emission energy of X and X X oscillates as a function of the polarization
orientation. The polarization dependences were ﬁtted with a sine function: ΔE → A ·
sin(θ−θX ), where the FSS is given by FSS = 2A ·si gn(sin(θ−θX )) [56]. The FSS ﬁtted
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on the exciton and biexciton lines are: FSSX =−125±9μeV and FSSX X = 145±11μeV .
These two values should be exactly equal as they each correspond to the energy
splitting between the two bright excitons. This is indeed the case within the error-bars.
The direction of polarization of these two splittings as deﬁned in the inset of Fig. 4.4(c)
are : θX = 28±2◦ and θX X = 121±2◦. As expected these splittings are orthogonal.
These measurements conﬁrm the attribution of excitonic lines and the validity of
the results of Jarlov et al. for TEGa-based QDs [53] emitting at longer wavelengths.
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Figure 4.4 – (a) Horizontally and vertically polarized PL spectra of a single QD (Excita-
tion power: P=2μW, T=10K); Inset: Biexciton-Exciton cascade; (b) Power dependence
of each line (T=10K); (d) Polarization dependence of each line (Excitation power:
P=2μW, T=10K); Inset: QD in an L3 cavity, the arrows indicate the horizontal and
vertical directions; (PhC hole radius: r=73nm).
4.2.2 Photonic modes in semi-waveguides
This section focuses on the experimental study of the photonic modes in semi-
waveguides. A signiﬁcant insight into the behavior of photonic modes in this system
is obtained via the spectrally resolved imaging technique exposed in Chapter 2. The
QD closest to the reﬂector of a semi-waveguide (see QD5 on Fig. 4.2(f)) was excited at
high power (P = 5mW ) for which it emits a broadband continuum [96], which is used
to probe the modes of the semi-waveguide. The spectrally resolved picture is shown
on Fig. 4.6(a). The excited QD is highlighted on the right as a green triangle. This QD
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emits a broadband continuum, including the QWR emission tail. From 1.28eV and
1.37eV, modes propagating along the waveguide are visible due to some out-of-plane
scattering. These modes then reach the coupler from which most of the light is ex-
tracted. Below the mobility edge at 1.285eV, the light does not propagate anymore
because of disorder which causes Anderson-like localization of the light modes as
made explicit in Chapter 3. These localized modes are observed on the spectrally
resolved picture at the position of the QD between 1.27 and 1.28eV. Notice that the the
localization length increases with energy as demonstrated in previous publications
[171].
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Figure 4.5 – Spectrally and spatially resolved picture of a semi-waveguide (Excitation
power: P=5mW, T=10K, r=61nm, only QD5 in green in the sketch is excited).
Above the mobility edge (E>1.285eV), discrete modes are observed instead of
the continuum expected in an inﬁnite, perfect W1 waveguide. The spectra extracted
from the outcoupler when exciting QD 3-4 and 5 are plotted on Fig. 4.6(a). The
similarity between the Purcell factor plotted on Fig. 4.2(a) and the spectra of QD5
demonstrates both the validity of the FP model and the possibility to probe the LDOS
with site-controlled QDs. These spectra feature both the predicted FP modes and
the envelope modulation characteristic of excitation schemes by a point like probe.
As shown in Chapter 3, PhC FP modes can be labelled by their number of lobes:
the most conﬁned mode has one lobe, the second has two lobes and mode p has p
lobes. The wavevector of mode number p is: kp =π(1/a−p/L). As shown in section
3.1.1, the beating between the Bloch mode and the envelope function induces an
spectral envelope modulation given by: sin2(πrdp/L) when the QD is placed at the
maxima of the Bloch mode (see Fig. 4.1(b-c)). The function E → sin2(πrdp(E)/L) is
plotted in green for each positions: rd = 4.5μm, 9μm and 13.5μm, with the length of
the waveguide: L = 27μm. The FP peaks modulation follows closely the predicted
envelope modulation in the energy range from 1.305eV to 1.38eV which corresponds
to the dispersive regime analyzed in Chapter 3. This regular periodicity is broken in
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the red part of the curve, which corresponds to the diffusive regime in between the
dispersive regime and the localized modes zone. Close to the mobility edge, the light
spectrum extracted from the coupler do not exhibit any FP mode, but is continuous.
This effect is caused by the slow-light related increase of losses near the band edge:
when the free propagation distance becomes of the order of the waveguide length, the
interference effect responsible for the creation of FP modes is cancelled. Note that
QD3 placed at the center of the waveguide (lower spectra) excites only one mode out
of two which in line with Chapter 3 demonstrates the weak disorder of waveguide
modes in the dispersive regime.
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Figure 4.6 – (a) High power excitation spectra of three different QDs in the semi-
waveguide (P=500uW, T=10K). The green line is the envelope modulation predicted
by the FP model for semi-waveguides. It is given by: the function: E → sin2(πxp/L)
with the positions of the QDs: x = 4.5μm, 9μm and 13.5μm and the length of the
waveguide: L = 27μm. (b) group index, Q-factor, Finesse and visibility of the FP
modes (blue dots), the blue line is a 3D FDTD modeling of the group index (n=3.46
r=61nm, a=225nm, slab thickness=250nm; the simulated group index was blue shifted
by 11meV to match the measured waveguide dispersion) ;
The group index of the waveguide shown in Fig. 4.6(b) is deduced from the free
spectral range between FP modes (Section 3.1.1). It matches well the group index
predicted by 3D FDTD simulations. The highest group index measured in this 27μm
long waveguide is 30, which represents an upper bound on the slow light induced light
matter interaction enhancement achievable in these waveguides (free of localization
effects). The Q-factor of each FP modes given on Fig. 4.6(b) gives access to the
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ﬁnesse and visibility of the modes also shown on Fig. 4.6(b), where the visibility
is given by 2r /(1+ r 2). The propagation related Q-factor Qp of a 27μm cavity with
perfect reﬂectors at each ends in the fast light regime (ng = 6) can be predicted by
the loss model exposed in section 3.2.2: Qp ≈ 8000. This value is close enough to the
measured Q-factors to infer that between half and a quarter of the losses in these
waveguides are not via the outcoupler, but rather propagation losses. However, the
measured propagation loss coefﬁcient in the fast light regime was αp = 5 ·10−3μm−1,
from which a 200μm free propagation length is inferred. Photons do propagate with
weak losses through the whole waveguide. However, the high reﬂection coefﬁcient
of the outcoupler induces a recycling of photons which increases the proportion of
propagation related losses compared to the photon extraction through the couplers.
The measured Q-factor goes through a minimum near 1.3eV. The increase at lower
energy is easily interpreted as a consequence of the increase in the group index. The
increase of Q at high energies is less easy to explain, butmay be related to awavelength
dependent reﬂection by the coupler. The visibility and ﬁnesse shown on Fig. 4.6(b)
both decrease at low energy, because of increased loss near the band edge.
4.2.3 Single photons propagating in a PhC waveguide
In this part, we build on the properties of individual QDs and semi-waveguides dis-
cussed earlier, to study the spectral properties of QDs coupled to a semi-waveguide.
4.2.3.1 Single photon routing
Spectrally and spatially resolved imaging permit a comparison between the emission
of a QD in free space and its emission through the cavity mode. Indeed, contrary
to QDs in PhC cavities where the spectra of the QD and the cavity on resonance are
intertwined and cannot be distinguished [172], the emission through the waveguide
can be collected through the coupler, while the free space QD emission is observable
directly at the QD position. The spectrally resolved picture obtained when exciting
each of the 5 QDs in a PhC waveguide are shown on Fig. 4.7(a) (intensity on log scale).
Each of these pictures was acquired from the same PhCW with r=58nm such that the
photonic mobility edge was located at 1.285eV. The light emission from the single
QDs and its collection from the coupler is visible. Some propagation scattering is
also observed between the QD and the coupler. These spectrally resolved pictures
demonstrate the possibility to multiplex several QDs in a single waveguide by exciting
each QD separately and channelling their light to the coupler.
Fig. 4.7(b) displays the spectra emitted by QD5 through the radiation modes and
through the waveguide. Each spectrum was obtained by integrating the signal on the
spectrally resolved diffraction pattern over 4μm at the respective positions of the QD
and the coupler. The spectra collected at the QD position (blue curve on Fig. 4.7(b))
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Figure 4.7 – (a) Spectrally resolved image of 5 single QDs. The red and blue arrows
point to the output of the coupler and the QD; (b) Low power spectra of QD1 collected
at the QD position (in blue) and at the coupler position in red (P = 5μW , T = 10K ),
and high power spectra at the coupler position (in green) (P = 500μW , T = 10K ).
These measurements were all acquired in the same waveguide with r=58nm.
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has two main spectral lines distant by 5meV, which were attributed to the X and X−
excitons (see section 4.2.1). The weaker emission close to the trion line is caused by
light scattering from one of the FP modes. The spectrum collected at the coupler
position, in red, exhibits simultaneously the QD lines and FP lines. The attribution
of FP lines is conﬁrmed by the high power spectra collected from the coupler (in
green) in which only the FP modes are visible. In analogy with QDs in cavities [172],
the spectrum emitted in the waveguide is composed of lines originating from the
QD emission and the nearby modes, which can be modelled using the techniques
developed for single cavities [172].
The single photon emission through the waveguide modes was demonstrated
using the HBT setup described in Chapter 2. The second-order autocorrelation func-
tions for the emissions of QD5 and QD1 are given on Fig. 4.8. The measured zero-time
delay after deconvolution with the APDs response was respectively: g (2)(0)= 0.092
(QD5) and g (2)(0)= 0.16 (QD1), which completes the demonstration of on chip single
photon emission and routing over 22.5μm.
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Figure 4.8 – (a) Second-order autocorrelation function for QD5 (T=4K, P=5uW); (b) for
QD1 (T=4K, P=5uW); in each case, the light was collected from the outcoupler and
the QD was resonant with a FP mode.
4.2.3.2 Statistics of QD coupling efﬁciency
The spectrally resolved images permits the comparison of QD emission into free
space and into the photonic band, which is useful for characterizing the QD coupling
efﬁciency into the PhCW mode.
The coupling of excitons to the waveguide mode was characterized by the ratio:
Icoupler /IQD , where Icoupler and IQD are respectively the intensities collected at the
QD and the coupler positions, obtained by integrating over the QD and coupler
emission energy and position range as depicted by the white rectangles on Fig. 4.9(d).
This ratio was measured over the 5 QDs embedded in 11 structures with hole radii
ranging from 58 to 80nm as shown on Fig.4.9(a). This hole range corresponds to a
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band edge shift from 1.26eV to 1.35eV, permitting to tune the band edge through
the QD emission. The dot size reﬂects the QD distance to the coupler. When QDs
are embedded in waveguides with a hole radius below 70nm and a band edge below
1.31eV. Their intensity ratio Icoupler /IQD , is large with an average around 5 and a
maximal value of 8, denoting the QD emission into delocalized modes. However,
these intensity ratios exhibit large ﬂuctuations from 0.5 to 10, which originate from
the discrete nature of FP modes not always matching the excitonic QD emission
peaks. The presence of discrete high ﬁnesse FP modes therefore prevents obtaining a
deterministic coupling of QDs into waveguides.
By contrast, much lower intensity ratios are observed when the band edge is
tuned above 1.32eV, beyond the QD emission (r>72nm), which indicates the absence
of guiding. The intensity ratio for these structures (r=71-80nm) decreases with the
QD-coupler distance (Fig.4.9(b)). This decrease was well ﬁtted by an exponential:
Icoupler /IQD = Ae−x/ρ with a characteristic length: ρ = 7.2±0.9μm. This exponential
decay of coupling probably originates from evanescent waves in the PhC bandgap.
4.2.3.3 Temperature tuning of trion lines through FP modes
The coupling of QDs to a semi-waveguide was further studied by scanning a QD trion
line through two FP modes. The selected PhC structure had a hole radius: r=58nm and
the excited QD was QD5 at a 22.5μm distance from the coupler. At each temperature,
a spectrally resolved image was acquired. The corresponding spectra acquired from
the QD emission into free space (in violet) and from the coupler (in black) are plotted
on Fig. 4.10(a). In these spectra the slit at the entrance of the spectrometer was left
open, so as to collect all light incoming from the QD and the coupler. In this condition,
the spectrally-resolved imaging setup limits the spectral resolution of the X− line to
293μeV . Its real linewidth at T=10K measured independently is 108μeV .
In analogy with previous observations of QDs in L3 cavities, trions or excitons
can feed FP modes also out of resonance. The range of FP mode feeding (here 2meV)
is larger than that expected from the mere feeding by a discrete emission line [172].
Besides, the feeding of mode FP2 by the X− at low temperature is lower than the
feeding of FP1 by X− or the feeding of FP2 by X at higher temperatures: the FP mode
feeding is increased at higher temperature, which is caused by two concurring effects.
First, pure dephasing increases with temperature. The linewidth ΔE of a trion
in the PhC bandgap was measured as a function of temperature (Fig.4.10(b)). This
increase is well described as a thermally activated process caused by ﬂuctuating
charges in impurities surrounding the QD:
ΔE(T )=ΔE(0)+B ·exp(−Ea/kBT ) (4.10)
where Ea is the activation energy of the impurities, ΔE(0)= 100μeV is the T = 0
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pure dephasing rate. The ﬁtted activation energy is Ea = 19meV .
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Figure 4.9 – (a) Spectrally resolved image of a single QDs, the white rectangle depicts
the integration areas for Icoupler and IQD ; (b) Relative intensity Icoupler /IQD , the dot
sizes indicate the distance between the QD and the coupler, from 4.5μm to 22.5μm;
(c) Relative intensity Icoupler /IQD of QDs blue shifted with respect to the band edge;
(d) Relative intensity Icoupler /IQD of QDs red shifted with respect to the band edge.
(P = 5μW , T = 10K ).
This increase of pure dephasing with temperature reduces the on-resonance feed-
ing of FPmodes at higher temperatures. However it also increases the out of resonance
cavity feeding [34]. Although this phenomenon contributes to the enhanced cavity
feeding, it cannot explain why the feeding of FP1 by the trion at T=30-35K is much
larger than that of FP2 at lower temperatures but with similar detuning. Indeed, these
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two modes exhibit a similar LDOS at the QD energy and position as was measured by
high power excitation of QD5 (Fig. 4.6(a)). Besides, the QD broadening is negligible
up to T=35K.
The second phenomenon explaining this temperature enhanced feeding is the
phonon assisted broadband photon emission, through which a photon emission is
concomitant with the emission and absorption of a longitudinal acoustic phonon
[172]. This effect can be responsible for the feeding of cavity modes through several
meV as is observed in this temperature dependence study. Besides, at low temperature,
the emission of phonons is much more probable than the absorption, because the
phonon bath is almost empty. Therefore, the phonon-enhanced FP modes feeding
is higher when the modes are red-shifted than blue-shifted, which explains the low
intensity of mode FP2 in the T=10-35K temperature range. Notice, that at T=60K,
the feeding of mode FP2 by the exciton and of mode FP1 by the trion is much more
efﬁcient, in line with the higher population of the phonon bath.
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Figure 4.10 – (a) Temperature tuning of a trion through two FP modes; (b) temperature
dependence of the FWHM of a trion placed in the PhC bandgap. (Excitation power:
P = 5μW ). The ﬁtted parameters were: Ea = 19meV , γd (0) = 100μeV , B = 6.5meV .
(c) Relative intensities of the trion and FP lorentzians throughout the temperature
tuning range.(P = 5μW , T = 10K , r=58nm)
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The trion and FP mode lines measured via the coupler and the trion line measured
via its free space emission were ﬁtted with lorentzians at each temperature. The inten-
sity ratio of the FP2 line to that of X− collected from the radiation modes: IFP2/IX−,r ad
is indicated in dark green on Fig. 4.10(c), while that of X−: IX−,coupler /IX−,r ad is
shown in red. These two ratios are clearly increased at zero detuning, which is an indi-
cation of Purcell enhanced emission [172]. A similar increase of IX−,coupler /IX−,r ad
and IFP1/IX−,r ad is observed when the trion is tuned near resonance with the FP1 line,
although the QD could not be tuned close enough to resonance to obtain an increase
as large as with FP2. The relative intensity increase of the FP2 line at high temperature
and positive detuning EX−−EFP1 > 0meV is caused by the feeding of this line by the
exciton as is clear from the temperature dependence study on Fig. 4.10(a). The relative
intensity of the trion line and the two FP lines: (IX−,coupler + IFP1+ IFP2)/IX−,r ad is
also shown in black. Notice that the emission through FP modes strongly mitigates
the emission reduction when the trion is not on resonance with the FP modes. As
a last comment: the relative intensities shown here reach values almost two times
higher than those given on Fig. 4.9(b). However, the relative intensities studied in this
part do not take into account the emission through the radiation modes by other QD
lines such as X , which explains this difference.
To conclude, phonon assisted feeding and pure dephasing enhance the out of
resonance coupling and mitigate the detrimental effect of discretized FP modes for
achieving the broadband coupling of QDs to waveguides. However, this advantage
may also have a detrimental impact on other properties of the light emitted such as
photon indistinguishability.
4.3 Coupling efﬁciency of QDs to semi-waveguides
4.3.1 β factors in PhCW
The most common metric for assessing the coupling efﬁciency is the β factor [104]:
β= Γwg
Γwg +Γuc
= Γc −Γuc
Γc
(4.11)
where Γc = Γwg +Γuc is the emission rate of an exciton coupled to the waveguide
band, Γuc = Γr ad +Γnr is the emission rate of an exciton not coupled to the waveguide
band, Γwg is the exciton emission rate into the waveguide mode, Γnr is the non-
radiative exciton recombination rate and Γr ad is the exciton emission rate into the
radiation modes (i.e., non-waveguided modes) as depicted on Fig. 4.11(a). The β
factor is usually obtained from the lifetimes of QDs in the photonic bandgap and
that of QDs emitting into the PhCW band. However, lifetimes of QD ensembles in
the bandgap suffer from statistical variations which translate into uncertainties of
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the measured Γuc . A ﬁrst source of uncertainty lies in the position of QDs in the
PhCW. Indeed, the coupling to radiation modes is position and and dipole-orientation
dependent, which can cause into variations of Γuc by one order of magnitude [98].
Besides, the top collection schemes used in the past [107, 105] for measuring Γuc
do not guarantee that the QD is placed inside the PhCW in which the coupling to
radiation modes is different [104], which may lead to overestimations of the β factor.
Thyrrestrup et al. demonstrated a beta factor value of 0.85 by temperature tuning
a QD line across the photonic bandedge [106]. However, the result was made possible
by the absence of Anderson localized modes caused by a signiﬁcant disorder. The
losses induced by such a disorder may cancel the advantage of enhanced collection.
β factors as high as 0.98 were reported by Arcari et al. [104] by measured Γuc from
one single QD weakly coupled to the waveguide. This technique has the advantage of
better controlling the QD position which is necessarily close to the waveguide channel.
However, although variations of Γuc and β are more controlled, this method does not
account for other sources of uncertainties: ﬁrst, all QDs may not have the same dipole
moment, which translates into uncertainties of Γr ad . Secondly, QDs may exhibit
statistical ﬂuctuations of their non-radiative recombination rates Γnr as emphasized
by Wang et al. [98]. In our design, the site-controlled QDs were all positioned at the
same place with respect to the waveguide Bloch cell. However, statistical variations of
Γr ad or Γnr are still possible. A statistical measurement of Γuc is, therefore, necessary
to infer the β factor with a high certainty.
4.3.2 β factors measurements with site-controlled QDs
4.3.2.1 β factor measurement robust to QD inhomogeneities
In this thesis, the average rate Γuc was estimated from time-resolved PL measurement
of 18 QDs placed in W1 waveguides with r=80nm, i.e., spectrally positioned in the
photonic bandgap. These 18 QDs were selected from the 25 QDs placed in 5 nominally
identical PhC waveguides: only the QDs in which the trion could be unambiguously
identiﬁed were analyzed. Notice that this measurement is based on the assumption
that the average Γuc is weakly varying when changing the PhC hole size. Once Γuc is
known, the β factor of 21 trions on resonance with the waveguide band were deduced
from their time-resolved PL (TRPL) decay. These decay traces were selected out of
those acquired on 47 QDs. Only structures where the trion could be unambiguously
identiﬁed were measured. The lower ratio of selected QDs is caused by the more
difﬁcult identiﬁcation of QD lines in the presence of FP modes. The spectrum of QDs
in the bandgap were acquired by collecting the emission directly from above the QD,
and that of QDs coupled to the PhCW band were collected from the coupler.
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Figure 4.11 – (a) sketch of a two level system (TLS) representing the QD (left) and a
TLS coupled to a semi-waveguide (right); (b) Time resolved PL of trion lines of QD5 in
the bandgap (green) and on resonance with the waveguide band (blue); (c) Measured
lifetimes of QDs in the bandgap (green) and on resonance with the waveguide band
(blue); (d) Extractedβ factors of QDs on resonancewith thewaveguide band (P = 2μW ,
T=10K)
Fig. 4.11(b) illustrates the time resolved PL trace of a trion in the bandgap (green
curve) and in resonance with the PhCW band (in blue). The TRPL of the QD on
resonance shows a biexponential decay. Biexponential decay is typically assumed to
come from the interplay between dark and bright states in excitons. However, trions
do not have dark states. Rather, the biexponential decay was interpreted as arising
from the feeding of the trion states by two channels: the usual fast, phonon-assisted
decay and another slow decay channel caused by the trion charge feeding by a nearby
impurity [173, 112]. This model is encompassed by the following rate equations:
∂t pph =−γphpph (4.12)
∂t psl =−γsl psl (4.13)
∂t pX =−γX pX +γphpph +γsl psl (4.14)
where pph is the population of excited states feeding the trion via a fast phonon
assisted decay schemewith a decay rateγph , psl andγsl the corresponding parameters
for slow decay channel, and pX is the trion population decaying at a rate γX , which
provides the measurements of Γuc for QDs in the bandgap and of Γc for QDs on
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resonance with the waveguide band. The solution for pX is:
pX =
pph(0)γph
γX −γph
(e−γX t −e−γph t )+ pC (0)γsl
γX −γsl
(e−γX t −e−γsl t ) (4.15)
This result yields a biexponential decay if the rise time, determined by γph , is
neglected. Exponential or biexponential decays were observed both for QDs in the
bandgap and on resonance with the waveguide band. Each trion decay curve mea-
sured was ﬁtted with either a single exponential or a biexponential. The single ex-
ponential ﬁt for the non-resonant trace (green curve on Fig. 4.11(b)) yields the trion
decay rate γX = 0.36±0.01ns−1, while the biexponential ﬁt for the resonant QD (the
blue curve on Fig. 4.11(b)) yields the trion decay rate γX = 1.6± 0.2ns−1 and the
slow trion feeding γsl = 0.23±0.02ns−1. The measured decay values of each of the
18 QDs in the bandgap are given on Fig. 4.11(c) as green dots and range from 1.9 to
3.2ns. Their measured average yields the average decay rate of trions in the bandgap:
Γuc = 0.43ns−1, with a standard deviation of ±0.06ns−1 (or τuc = 2.3±0.3ns). The fast
decay rates γX of each of the 21 trions are shown on Fig. 4.11(d) as blue dots. Due to
the Purcell effect, the average lifetime of QDs in resonance with the waveguide band is
reduced. However, some trions still exhibit lifetimes as high as the ones of uncoupled
trions, conﬁrming that some QDs have a negligible spatial or spectral overlap with the
FP modes. The β factors for each QD estimated from these measurements are given
on Fig. 4.11(d). The error-bars were estimated from the measured standard deviation
of Γuc ; We obtain values up to 0.88±0.02 for r = 54.5nm. Although it is lower than the
best reported value of β= 0.98 [104], our measurements take into account statistical
variations of theQDdecay rate in the bandgap, which, if not properly treated, may lead
to overestimations of the β factors. The lower values of βmeasured here arises mainly
from our rather large measured value of Γuc = 0.43ns−1 compared to that obtained in
[104]: Γuc = 0.098ns−1 . Note however that our measurement is comparable to that
obtained in other published results: Chang et al. [93] obtained:  uc = 0.40ns−1, Balet
et al. [95] obtained:  uc = 0.28ns−1, Luxmoore et al. [174] obtained  uc = 0.40ns−1.
The difference between our measure value of Γuc , and that obtained by Arcari et al.
[104] can arise from a higher non-radiative emission rate Γnr and also possibly from
the dipole moment of trions in our QDs which may not be in plane and would thus
beneﬁt less from the bandgap induced reduction of the emission rate.
4.3.3 Optimal coupling of a QD to a semi-waveguide
Using the knowledge acquired in the previous parts, an optimal design for coupling
inhomogenously broadened single QDs to a semi PhC waveguide with a perfect
reﬂectivity on one side, connected to a coupler with a reﬂectivity r can be inferred.
First, as noted in other publications [175] the QD should be placed at the maxima of
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the photonic Bloch mode.
Second, although the FP resonances may help increasing the spontaneous emis-
sion rate into the target waveguide mode, the discretization of the LDOS caused by
the coupler reﬂection is detrimental to achieving a deterministic emission of QDs into
the PhCW modes. Retrieving the broadband spectrum of a PhC waveguide requires
reducing the coupler reﬂection r. The FP modes modulation of the waveguide-related
Purcell enhancement is given by the FP modes visibility: 2r /(1+ r 2). The visibility in
blue and ﬁnesse in green of a waveguide and a semi-waveguide are plotted on Fig.
4.12(a). Obtaining a visibility of 0.5 requires a reﬂection coefﬁcient R = r 2 ≈ 0.25 in a
waveguide with couplers at each ends, but only R ≈ 0.07 in a semi-waveguide. How-
ever, in a waveguide, the QD emission is divided into the two propagation directions,
which is a disadvantage for realizing on chip photon sources. Besides, the reﬂection
from the closed edge can enhance the β factor through a positive interference ef-
fect [176]. A design for a broadband low reﬂection coupler restoring a broadband
extraction will be exposed in Chapter 5.
A third element of optimization is the group index. In the presence of FP modes,
the propagating waveguide modes are recycled several times which enhances the
QD emission rate. In this context, coupling the QD to the highest group index is not
necessarily a good idea, not only because more light will be lost via propagation losses
after the QD emission (see Chapter 3), but also because propagation losses reduce the
FP modes Q-factors. The highest achievable Purcell factor is not necessarily reached
at the highest group index. This point is especially clear from the measured Q-factors
of Fig. 4.6(b) where similar values of the Q-factor are obtained for both high and low
values of the group index. On the contrary, if the coupler reﬂectivity is so low that the
waveguide mode recycling is negligible, QDs are coupled only to truly propagating
modes and high group indexes will enhance the Purcell factor. However, even in this
case, losses after the emission may compromise the advantage of higher extraction
rates.
A fourth factor that requires a precise optimization is the spatial and spectral
envelope modulation of the FP modes. Notice, that this effect is completely general to
semi-waveguides where it cannot be avoided even when r=1. The Purcell enhance-
ment of a QD placed at the maximum of Bloch mode, in a W1 PhC semi-waveguide
with no reﬂection from the coupler is given by:
Pwg = 3
4π
ng
n
λ2
A
sin((
π
a
−k)rd )2 (4.16)
where A is the W1 mode area, n is the GaAs refractive index, ng is the waveguide
mode group index and k is its wavevector. The Purcell factor as a function of energy
and QD position along the PhCW is shown on Fig. 4.12(b). It is oscillating in energy
with a period Δω= vgπ/rd and in space with a period: P = a/(1−ka/π). Obtaining a
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broadband and efﬁcient coupling is obtained via a tradeoff between two opposing
effects: Δω is larger close to the semi-waveguide edge, but too close to the edge, the
Purcell enhancement is zero because there is a destructive interference between the
two counter-propagating Bloch modes. Therefore, an optimal position is between
2a and 3a, where the envelope modulation period is larger than 60meV ensuring
a Purcell factor around 1 in this energy range. Notice that a higher Purcell effect is
obtained near the band edge, although this is achieved within a lower energy range.
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Figure 4.12 – (a) Finesse and reﬂectivity in a waveguide closed by couplers with
intensity reﬂection coefﬁcients R at each sides and a semi-waveguide closed by a
perfect reﬂector on one side and a coupler with reﬂection coefﬁcient R on the other
side; (b) Purcell enhancement in a semi-waveguide (The red line indicates the disorder
induced limit of light propagation: ng = 30, the waveguide mode area used for this
picture: A = 0.3(n/λ)2, with n=3.46.
4.4 A short slow light section for optimal single photon
collection
The possibility to slow down energy velocity of light in a waveguide has attracted a
lot of attention in the past. Slow light may be used for building more compact linear
optical elements like Mach-Zender interferometers [79]. Another advantage is the
possibility to enhance light matter interaction. Indeed, thanks to energy conservation,
light intensity in a slow light waveguide is enhanced by the slow down factor: ng /n,
which induces a similar increase in absorption and emission rates and increases by
powers of ng nonlinear effects [79].
PhCW are ideally suited for such applications, because they naturally feature slow
down of light near their band edge and offer a lot of ﬂexibility in their design [18].
The prospect of fabricating enhanced and compact optical switches or all optical
light pulses storage propelled a research effort toward the design of broadband and
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dispersion free slow light PhCW [81, 177, 80], or to optimize the coupling of light in
and out of a slow light waveguide [178, 179, 180]. The possible applications of slow
light were also studied for increasing the coupling of QDs to PhCW. Arcari et al. [104]
demonstrated the slow light enhanced collection of light by using a 5μm long slow
light section leading to the observation of β factors up to 0.98. This slow light section
was then coupled to a fast light PhC section for optimizing extraction. In this part, the
potential and limitations of slow light for extracting single photons from QDs will be
exposed.
4.4.1 A short slow light section for disorder-robust light extraction
In the present work we show that light extraction can be enhanced by embedding
QDs in a short slow-light segment, which mitigates the effects of fabrication disorder.
The slow light segment was obtained by shifting 6 holes adjacent to the waveguide by
sh, as shown on Fig. 4.13(a), such that the slow light band edge was blue shifted with
respect to the fast light 17.25μm long W1 waveguide section. The slow light section
was adiabatically connected to the fast light section by two holes shifted respectively
by one third and two third of the slow light section hole shift. The QD was placed
precisely at the maxima of the PhCW Bloch mode at the center (horizontally) of the
slow light section. The fast light PhCW was connected to a Bragg grating outcoupler
collecting light out of the PhCW. Six series of this structure with a hole radius r=65nm
were fabricated with nine values of the shift linearly spaced between sh=3nm and
27nm. The corresponding blue shift of the photonic bandedge with respect to the
fast-light waveguide (simulated by 2D FDM) goes from 5meV to 48meV.
The FDM simulated spectrally resolved image of an Ln cavity with the short slow
light section described above is displayed on the upper panel of Fig. 4.13(c). The slow
light effect is visible through the higher intensity of modes between 1.28 and 1.3eV in
the slow light part depicted by the green line on the sketches as is clearly visible on
Fig. 4.13(f). The absence of modes localized in the fast light section between 1.28 and
1.3eV suggests that the reﬂection coefﬁcient between the fast and slow light section is
weak. A similar simulation including random disorder is displayed on Fig. 4.13(d). As
in Chapter 3, random disorder was emulated by varying the hole radii according to a
random Gaussian distribution with: std(r )= 3nm. As shown in Chapter 3, random
disorder induces Anderson localization of light around 1.265eV. However, the modes
near the slow light band edge at 1.28eV are almost not distorted, which supports the
claim that a sufﬁciently short slow light section prevents Anderson localization. On
the contrary, if the slow light section is extended in length to 25a as simulated on Fig.
4.13(e), Anderson localization in the slow light section starts to be visible. Note that
the maximal achievable slow light section without localization is determined by the
disorder-limited minimal localization length. Hence, the determination of disorder
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is crucial to design appropriately such systems. A given level of disorder imposes an
upper limit on the length of the slow light section achievable without localization.
A spectrally resolved image acquired for a fabricated structure described on Fig.
4.13(a) is shown on Fig. 4.14(a). Contrary to the long uniform PhCW studied at
the beginning of this Chapter, no Anderson localization is excited by the QD, which
experimentally demonstrates that such a short slow light section canprevent Anderson
localization in the slow light section. Besides, a larger envelope modulation in energy
is obtained thanks to the QD positioning close to the waveguide reﬂector, which
can facilitate the broadband collection of light from an inhomogenously broadened
ensemble of QDs. The regularity of the spectral envelope function observed on the
spectra collected from the coupler (4.13(b)) is an indication of the weak disorder
guaranteed by the small size of the slow light section, even close to the bandedge.
The FDM simulated spectrally resolved image of an Ln cavity with the short slow
light section described in Fig. 4.13(c) is shown on Fig. 4.15(a). As emphasized before,
slow light behavior is manifested through an increase of the mode intensity in the
slow light section. The ratio of the maximal intensity of the mode (deﬁned as the
squared in-plane electric ﬁeld) in the slow light section Isl to the maximal intensity
of the mode in the fast light section I f l is indicated on Fig. 4.15(b) as red dots. The
“slow light enhancement factor” deﬁned by this ratio is around 4-5 over 10meV near
1.31eV. Near the slow light band edge, this ratio is as high as 20, but was not shown to
concentrate on the broad enhancement near 1.31eV. Another ratio: IQD/I f l is useful to
characterize the slow light effect felt by the QD, where IQD is the intensity of the mode
at the QD position. This ratio is indicated as blue dots on Fig. 4.15(b) and features
only a “slow light enhancement factor” IQD/I f l up to 1.5 over the broad 10meV range,
which limits slow light related Purcell effect. This difference between IQD/I f l and
Isl/I f l is caused by the QD positioning with respect to the waveguide edge and the
related spectral envelope modulation of the FP lines.
Spectrally resolved images of fabricated structures were used to compare QD
emission into free space and into the photonic band in the structures described
in Section 4.4.1, with hole shifts sh going from 3nm to 27nm. The coupling to the
PhCW was characterized by the ratio: Icoupler /IQD , where Icoupler and IQD were
respectively the intensities collected at the coupler and the QD positions and obtained
by integrating over the QD and coupler emission energy and position range over the
white rectangle indicated on Fig. 4.16(a-b). This ratio was measured for each of the
6 series of 11 shifts sh and is given on Fig. 4.16(c). Similar to the PhCW case, the QD
transmission through the PhCW is strongly reduced when the QD emission is tuned
through the slow light band edge for a shift: sh = 15nm. When the QD is on resonance
with the slow light band (sh<15nm), the observed average ratio increases up to values
as high as 17 for a shift sh=15nm. This value is larger than those obtained in the fast
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Figure 4.13 – (a) Geometry of the sample: the red triangle shows the position of the
QD, the green circles represent shifted PhC holes creating a slow light region; (b) SEM
image of the sample; (c-d-e) FDM simulation of a long Ln cavity including a slow light
section at its upper edge; (c) 6a long slow light section without disorder; (d) 6a long
slow light section with random disorder; (e) 25a long slow light section with random
disorder; FDM simulation parameters a=225nm, r=61nm, shift: sh=9nm, n2D=3.13.
The sketches on the right depict the structure, the green stripes indicate the position
and extension of the slow light section; (f) Zoom in on mode M18 framed with a white
rectangle on Fig. 4.13(c).
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Figure 4.14 – (a) Spectrally resolved image of a fabricated structure as in Fig. 4.13(a)
under a high excitation power; (b) Spectra extracted from the coupler; (slow light
section shift: sh=9nm, hole radius: r=65nm, Excitation power:P = 500μW , T=10K);
Credits go to T. Produit for the measurements [181]. The sketch on the right depicts
the structure, the green line indicates the position and length of the slow light section.
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Figure 4.15 – (a) FDM simulation of a long Ln cavity including a slow light section at
one of its edge; (b) slow light enhancement factors IQD/I f l (in red) and IQD/I f l (in
blue); FDM simulation parameters a=225nm, r=65nm, shift: sh=9nm, n2D=3.13. The
sketch on the right depicts the structure, the green line indicates the position and
length of the slow light section.
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light PhCW (see Fig. 4.9(a)) by a factor ≈ 3−4. One parameter impacting this value is
the lower length of the slow light waveguide with respect to the fast light waveguide
(19μm compared to 27μm), which can account for a factor 1.4 between the intensity
ratios. If we neglect a possible shift dependent coupling to the radiation modes,
this higher value of Icoupler /IQD can be explained by a combination of slow light
enhancement and lower losses in the fast light section. Besides, the ratio increases
from 7 (sh=3nm) up to 17 (sh=15nm) which can be attributed to a combination of
slow light enhancement and increase of the envelope function as observed on Fig.
4.13(b). Moreover, for shifts larger than 15nm, the average value of the measured
ratio is decreasing which is a sign of optical ’tunneling’ through the 3a long slow light
section separating the QD from the fast light section, in which evanescent waves
emitted by the QD in the slow light channel couple to the propagating waves of the
fast light section.
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Figure 4.16 – (a-b) Examples of spectrally resolved images taken on (a) coupled
(sh=6nm) and (b) uncoupled (sh=24nm) QDs. The white rectangle depicts the area
over which the measured intensities Icoup and IQD were integrated. The sketch on the
right depicts the structure, the green line indicates the position and length of the slow
light section. (c) Ratio of the light intensity collected at the circular Bragg grating to
the intensity collected directly above the QDs (hole radius: r=65nm, P = 2μW , T=10K);
The error-bars depict the standard deviation of the mean ratio estimation; Credits go
to T. Produit for the measurements [181].
4.4.2 An optimal design for broadband single photon extraction
The slow light design presented before could be further improved by using a broad-
band slow light section [80, 182, 177], which would guarantee a efﬁcient extraction
of light from an inhomogenously broadened ensemble of QDs over a broader en-
ergy range. However, the bandwidth and group index cannot be simultaneously
increased arbitrarily, but are limited by the available wavevector range in a PhC
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[79]. The metric for this limitation is called the delay index bandwidth product:
ngΔω/ω. Its maximum achievable value is limited by the available wavevector range
to : ngΔω/ω ≈ cΔk/ω < λ/2a ≈ 2. In practice, the highest simulated values of the
delay bandwidth product were limited to 0.4 by the light-line (Δk < 0.2) [80].
With a design inspired by the work of Schulz et al., a ﬂat band slow light section
with ng = 40 over 8meV was be obtained by shifting the three rows of holes [80]
adjacent to the waveguide channel as displayed on Fig. 4.17(d), which produces a
delay bandwidth product of 0.25, close to the value of 0.31 obtained with similar
designs [183]. 3D FDTD simulations performed with the open source software Meep
[124] yielded the group index and dispersion relation shown on Fig. 4.17(b-c). Fig.
4.17(a) depicts the Purcell factor predicted by equation 4.8 when the QD is placed
at a distance 3a from the semi-waveguide ending in the ﬂat band slow light PhCW.
With such a design, a Purcell enhancement over 5 could be obtained over a 10meV
bandwidth at the QD location. It would make possible an optimal on-chip single
photon source for applications which do not require a precise tuning of each QD line,
such as quantum key distribution [184].
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Figure 4.17 – 3D-FDTD simulation of a ﬂat band slow light section: (a) Purcell factor
predicted by Eq. 4.8 when the QD is placed at a distance 3a from the semi-waveguide
reﬂector (coupler reﬂection coefﬁcient: r=0); (b) Group index; (c) Dispersion relation;
(d) Slow light PhCW design ; The FDTD simulation parameters were: PhC lattice pitch:
a=225nm, hole size: r=61nm, Membrane thickness: 250nm, n=3.46.
4.5 Chapter summary
In this chapter, the ﬁrst integration of a controlled number of site-controlled QDs in
a semi-PhCW was demonstrated, which is an important step toward the scaling of
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systems of QDs integrated in PhCs to a larger number of elements. site-controlled
QDs were used as probes to investigate the local DOS of photonic modes in a PhC
semi-waveguide geometry. These measurements validated the FP semi-waveguide
model of these structures. Statistics on the intensity ratio of light collected from the
coupler and light selected directly from the QD demonstrated the propagation of
light and the detrimental impact of FP mode formation to achieve a deterministic
coupling of QDs to the PhCW. The coupling efﬁciency was then characterized by TRPL
measurements which permitted the observations of β factors up to 0.88, while taking
into account the statistical variations of the QD properties.
We then showed how the use of a short slow light section can prevent the forma-
tion of Anderson-localized modes in the vicinity of the QD, and reduce propagation
related losses. Finally, an optimal design was proposed for collecting light from in-
homogenously broadened ensembles of QDs by using a ﬂat band short slow light
section and QDs precisely positioned to adapt to the interference effects inherent to
the semi-waveguide geometry.
Although coupling QDs to an ideal PhCW mode provides in theory a broadband
QD coupling, these results emphasized the signiﬁcance of site-control and the neces-
sity of a careful design to indeed beneﬁt from these advantages. One signiﬁcant issue
encountered was the formation of FP modes caused by the reﬂection from the Bragg
grating coupler. In the next chapter, an alternative design of outcoupler featuring a
reduced reﬂection will be presented. Besides, another approach for extracting light
from a QD with a cavity coupled to a waveguide will be presented.
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uides
In a number of quantum optics applications, each photonic component needs a
precise tuning to a speciﬁc resonance frequency. In such cases, the use of broadband
photonic environments is no more advantageous and other designs with narrow
band high Purcell enhancement factors are preferred. A natural design for these
applications is made of a QD embedded inside a small volume cavity, itself coupled to
a waveguide. The cavity guarantees a strong Purcell enhancement of the QD decay,
while the waveguide is used for photon collection.
The photonic modes in such systems were studied using coupled mode theory
by Waks et al. [185] who highlighted the non-lorentzian spectra of cavities coupled to
PhC waveguides near the band edge. Some geometric conﬁgurations were shown to
optimize the cavity to PhCW coupling [186]. A green function approach was used to
describe both strong and weak coupling in these systems [187, 153].
Experimental demonstrations include the demonstration of QD emission through
a cavity coupled to a waveguide and then up to another cavity [188], while experimen-
tally observing the correlations between the emission of the two cavities. β factors
as high as 0.98 were reported in this work. In a different conﬁguration, the coupling
of two degenerate modes from an H1 cavity to different waveguides [189] opened
promising possibilities such as QD spin state readout or single photon optical switch.
Schwagmann et al. [190] demonstrated light emission by a QD in an L3 cavity and
then in a PhCW, however without measuring the coupling efﬁciencies between each
components.
In all these works, the given coupling factors between the cavity and the waveg-
uide were deduced from FDTD calculations instead of measurements. Besides, the
coupling between the QD and the cavity is usually deduced by comparing the life-
time of a QD in resonance with the cavity to that of another QD placed in the PhC
bandgap. However, this methodology neglects possible ﬂuctuations of exciton lifetime
caused by different positions or different intrinsic QD properties. This uncertainty
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may signiﬁcantly alter the estimated values of β.
In this chapter, we ﬁrst demonstrate an alternative design for a Bragg grating
coupler which reduces the back reﬂection and the formation of FP modes into the
PhCW. This design is used in a second part in which a QD embedded inside a cavity
coupled to a PhCW is studied. This coupler design removes the need for a precise
tuning between FPmodes and the cavitymode to observe a cavity-waveguide coupling.
We ﬁrst show the existence of a cavity to waveguide coupling which optimizes the
coupling efﬁciency of photons to the waveguide. We then demonstrate the emission
of QDs to waveguide modes through a cavity [191]. The coupling coefﬁcient of cavities
to waveguides is measured by a statistical analysis of Q-factors. The QD-to-cavity
coupling efﬁciency is ﬁnally measured in one speciﬁc structure by temperature tuning
theQD through the cavitymode. From thesemeasurements, we infer a global coupling
efﬁciency close to the optimal value achievable within our fabrication limitations.
5.1 Low reﬂection output couplers
5.1.1 Reﬂection in PhC waveguides
Reﬂections from each PhCW ends induce to the formation of FP modes. The resulting
frequency modulation of the waveguide density of modes also affects the coupling
mechanism of cavities to waveguides [153]. Besides, due to random disorder, the
energy of cavities is randomly distributed with a standard deviation (in our structures)
typically around 2-3meV, which is also the order of magnitude of the FP modes sepa-
ration in a 15μm waveguide. We can therefore expect the coupling coefﬁcient to be
randomly distributed with variations at least as large as the the visibility of FP modes.
This randomness in the coupling coefﬁcient can be mitigated if the waveguide DOS is
smoothed by a reduction of the output coupler reﬂection. Such low reﬂection cou-
plers would also be highly beneﬁcial to achieving a deterministic photon collection
from inhomogeneously broadened ensembles of QDs by broadband waveguides as
proposed in chapter 4.
The coupler design used in previous chapters and initially proposed by Faraon
et al. [192] is broadband [104] and has a relatively high collection efﬁciency of 30%.
It is versatile and does not require a system-speciﬁc optimization. However, as was
already observed in Chapter 4, this coupler exhibits a signiﬁcant reﬂection coefﬁcient
for the simple reason that this Bragg grating coupler is also a Bragg grating reﬂector.
Other coupler geometries were proposed in the literature. Thomas et al. [193] pro-
posed to use one dimensional grating to access modes below the light line; however,
this design was more intended as an imaging method than an efﬁcient coupler. Tsai
et al. [194] proposed a Perturbative Photonic Crystal Waveguide Coupler based on
local modiﬁcations of the PhC holes to match a target gaussian outcoupled mode and
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demonstrated a coupling efﬁciency≈ 30%. However, no experimental demonstrations
were presented. Besides, this work focused on a waveguide mode close to the band
edge and therefore susceptible to be affected by disorder. Hamel et al. [195] proposed
and experimentally demonstrated a PhC outcoupler based on band folding, with a
reﬂection coefﬁcient around R=10% and an extraction efﬁciency up to 30%, however
at the cost of a long out-coupling section (larger than 30a) and with a bandwidth
restricted to ≈ 10meV . Another approach adopted by Tran et al. [196] was to collect
light directly from the PhCW side. Reﬂection is reduced by using an adiabatic mode
adapter consisting in a tip termination. This approach was experimentally demon-
strated [104, 196] and exhibits simultaneously a broadband, large coupling efﬁciency
and a low reﬂection coefﬁcient of R=1.7%. However, this side collection geometry
requires a more complex experimental setup as it prevents using the same microscope
objective for excitation and collection.
The adiabatic coupler geometry described at the beginning of this chapter com-
bines the advantages of the out of plane coupler proposed by Faraon et al. [192] and
that of the in plane mode adapter [196]. This is achieved thanks to the adiabatic
termination tip inserted between the coupler and the waveguide as shown on the
SEM picture of Fig. 5.1(b). For clarity, this structure will be called “adiabatic coupler”
as opposed to the more common coupler geometry shown on Fig. 5.1(a), which will
be named “circular coupler”.
(b)
1?m
(a)
1?m
Figure 5.1 – (a) SEM picture of a circular coupler; (b) SEM picture of an adiabatic
coupler. Both couplers are coupled to a W1 PhC membrane waveguide.
5.1.2 Low reﬂection adiabatic coupler
5.1.2.1 Simulated Fabry-Pérot modes formed by coupler reﬂection
The reﬂection of these adiabatic couplers were numerically simulated using the FDTD
software meep [124]. The simulated couplers were adiabatic couplers with adiabatic
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tip lengths of respectively 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2μm and a circular coupler. The simulated
volume was enclosed with perfectly matched layers (pml). As pmls are known to be
unreliable absorbers for PhCW modes [123] we did not directly try to measure the
reﬂection. Instead, the simulation were applied to a waveguide (a=225nm, r=0.3a,
membrane thickness: th=250nm, n=3.4653) with the coupler ending on one side and a
PhC reﬂector on the other side as shown on Fig. 5.2(a). The waveguide length was: 28a.
A Gaussian-pulse dipole source was placed at the W1 PhCW Bloch mode maximum
closest to the waveguide reﬂector. Its emission energy was centered on 1.37eV with a
broadband pulse linewidth of 1eV
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Figure 5.2 – (a) Geometry of the LDOS FDTD simulation the LDOS was simulated
at the location speciﬁed by the red arrow indicating the dipole source position; (b)
FDTD simulation of different coupler designs using meep, with from top to bottom:
a circular coupler, an adiabatic coupler, with a tip length of 0.5μm, 1μm, 1.5μm and
2μm. (simulation parameters: a=225nm, r=61nm, slab thickness: th=250nm, n=3.46)
The simulation ran for a timeNa/c (whereN is an integer) while the local density of
states (LDOS) was extracted from the discrete Fourier transform of the ﬁeld measured
at the source position indicated by a red arrow on Fig. 5.2(a). The FDTD simulation
time was 2000c/a for the adiabatic coupler with a tip length between 1 and 2μm. In
simulations with lower tip lengths and the circular coupler, the DOS computation did
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not completely converge and required a longer simulation time of 7000a/c (adiabatic
coupler with a 0.5μm tip length) and 20000a/c (circular coupler). The FP modulation
is clearly visible on each of the computed LDOS of Fig. 5.2(b) with a free spectral
range decreasing near the PhC band edge at 1.3eV. The ﬁnesse of the FP modes for the
adiabatic coupler is indeed lower than that of the circular coupler. Besides, it decreases
with the adiabaticity of the coupler i.e. the coupler tip length. This adiabatic coupler
geometry therefore appears to be a reliable solution for reducing back-reﬂection.
5.1.2.2 Measured Fabry-Pérot modes formed by coupler reﬂection
This effect was experimentally assessed by fabricating structures similar to the simu-
lated ones: with an adiabatic coupler including tip lengths of respectively 0.5, 1, 1.5
and 2μm, and with a circular coupler. The only difference was the larger waveguide
length of 70a. This structure was fabricated in a different sample albeit with the ex-
act same fabrication parameters as those described in chapter 2 for the membrane
(250nm thick GaAs membrane), the QD growth and the PhC pattern. The QD was
positioned at a distance a from the PhC reﬂector, similar to the position shown on Fig.
5.2(a) for the dipole source.
Two spectrally resolved pictures for each of these structures were obtained using
a monochromator slit width of 100μm (see section 2.3.7.1 in Chapter 2). One such
spectrally resolved pictures for each design are shown on Fig. 5.3(a-b-c) and Fig. 5.4(a-
b). In these pictures, the continuum of QWR emission is clearly visible at x = 0μm
position, while the FP spectra was collected at x = 15μm. The spectra shown below
each picture were obtained by integrating the light intensity over 4μm above the
coupler position. In line with simulations, the FP visibility is maximal for the circular
coupler and decreases as the tip length increases up to 1.5μm. The 2μm tip length
features larger FP modes visibility, which may have been caused by distortion in the
tip cantilever due to its weight. These measurements give a picture fully consistent
with the simulated DOS, which conﬁrms the possibility of reducing back-reﬂection
from coupler by inserting an adiabatic taper at the waveguide output.
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Figure 5.3 – Spectrally resolved picture and spectra in an adiabatic coupler, with a tip
length of: (a) 0.5μm, (b) 1μm, (c) 1.5μm; Excitation power: P = 500μW , T=10K. The
QD position is depicted as a red triangle in the sketches.
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tip length of 2μm; (b) Spectrally resolved picture and spectra of a circular coupler (as
described in [192]); Excitation power: P = 500μW , T=10K. The QD position is depicted
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5.1.2.3 Reﬂection in adiabatic and circular couplers
These observations can be made more quantitative by measuring the coupler reﬂec-
tion on the spectra of Fig. 5.3(a-b-c) and Fig. 5.4(a-b). The ﬁnesse shown on Fig.
5.5(a) for each measured structures was computed as the ratio of the free spectral
range and the FWHM ﬁtted on each FP peak. These measurements quantitatively
conﬁrm the decrease of ﬁnesse induced by the adiabatic tip, as well as the decrease of
ﬁnesse with increased taper length up to taper lengths of 1.5μm. The ﬁnesse values
measured on L61 cavities in the fast light regime were around 30, much larger than
those measured in the 66a long structures studied in this part. We can therefore safely
assume that propagation losses are negligible in these structures (see section 3.2.3.1).
Within this approximation, the intensity reﬂection coefﬁcient is straightforwardly
deduced from the measured FP Finesse (if we assume that losses on the PhC reﬂector
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edge are negligible) [165]:
F = π
2arcsin(1−

R
2R1/4
)
. (5.1)
The measured reﬂection coefﬁcients are given on Fig. 5.5(c) and can be compared
to the simulated ones extracted from the FDTD LDOS simulations of Fig. 5.3(f).
The results are similar within a 20% error margin, with a reduction of the reﬂection
coefﬁcient from 0.4-0.5 down to below 0.1 in adiabatic structures with 1.5μm tip
lengths, which is sufﬁcient to ensure an FP peak visibility (shown on Fig. 5.5(b)) down
to 0.5-0.7.
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Figure 5.5 – (a) Finesse, (b) Visibility, (c) Reﬂection coefﬁcient R as measured from the
FP tips on the structures of Fig. 5.3(a-b-c) and Fig. 5.4(a-b) (d) Reﬂection coefﬁcient
extracted from the LDOS numerical simulations of Fig. 5.2(b).
We can therefore expect modulations in the Purcell factor of QDs in PhCW related
to the FP mode formation by 50-70%. In the same way, the reduction of FP modes
visibility can reduce the ﬂuctuations of the coupling between cavities and waveguides
as will be shown in Section 5.2.2.2. Besides, if such an adiabatic coupler was com-
bined with an optimal slow light geometry as described in Chapter 4, it may enable
the fabrication of truly broadband efﬁcient coupling of site-controlled QDs to PhC
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waveguides.
The reﬂectivities obtained here are similar to the simulated values in the alterna-
tive design by Hamel et al. [195] of R=10% over 10meV however, the design proposed
here is easier to design and is more broadband (70meV). These values are larger than
the reﬂection coefﬁcient R=1.7% measured with an adiabatic tip [196]. But the design
proposed here is intended to couple light out of the PhC plane contrary to the design
by Tran et al.
5.1.3 Coupling efﬁciency
The adiabatic couplers discussed, therefore, do feature lower reﬂection into the PhCW
mode. However, as we will show, they suffer from lower coupling efﬁciency to small
NA objectives than circular couplers. The coupling efﬁciencies of a circular and
an adiabatic coupler with Ltip = 1.5μm were obtained via numerical simulations
performed with the software meep. The two simulated structures are displayed on Fig.
5.6(a-b). In each simulation, a continuouswave y-dipolewith awavelengthλ= 950nm
is placed at the center of a 12μm PhCW open at its left end and terminated on the
right by the coupler. The chosen length was large enough to ensure that evanescent
modes excited by the dipole have decayed before the light reaches the couplers. In
each simulation, the whole space was surrounded with a 0.225μm pml except along
the x-axis, where the pml width was 0.45μm.
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Figure 5.6 – Structures for FDTD simulation of an outcoupler and a dipole in a W1
waveguide: (a) Circular coupler; (b) adiabatic coupler. The simulation parameters
were: a=225nm, r=61nm, slab thickness: th=250nm, n=3.4653.
The simulation lasted 2000a/c after which the ﬁeld was in a steady state as con-
ﬁrmed by the constant amplitude of the electric ﬁeld sinusoidal oscillations within
an error of 3%. The simulated near ﬁelds are given on Fig. 5.7(a)-(d). As exposed in
chapter 3, the ﬁeld coupled to a microscope objective can be computed by ﬁltering
the collected angular expansion of the electric ﬁeld in the plane right above the slab:
E (kx ,ky , t ) by the collection angle. Once this ﬁltered electric ﬁeld is transformed back
to real space by an inverse Fourier transform, the leaky components of the electric
ﬁeld can be imaged.
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The result is then integrated over one oscillation time period, and we obtain the
intensity image collected by the lens:
Icol l (x, y,N A)=
∫
P
[
IF t (tlens(kx ,ky ,N A) ·Ft (Ei (x, y, t )))
]2dt (5.2)
where tlens(kx ,ky ,N A) = 1 when
√
k2x +k2y < N A ·ω/c and zero otherwise. The
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near ﬁeld patterns, radiation modes pattern and collected radiation modes pattern are
indicated for each coupler on Fig. 5.7(a-f). Such visualization of the leaky components
permits to distinguish between the different sources of light, which is useful for the
analysis of photonic structures. Notice the oscillations of the waveguide envelope
function on Fig. 5.7(a) indicating reﬂection from the coupler. The coupling efﬁciency
is then obtained by integrating the light intensity escaping the slab, and that collected
by the microscope objective. The collection efﬁciency for each coupler is deﬁned by:
Coll (N A)=
∫
Icol l (x, y,N A)dS∫
Icol l (x, y,1)dS
(5.3)
This parameter is shown on Fig. 5.7(g). Note that in z-symmetric PhC devices,
the collection efﬁciency is necessarily lower than 0.5 because half the intensity is
lost downward. The values obtained for the circular coupler (in blue): Coll (N A =
0.65)= 0.33 and Coll (N A = 0.82)= 0.40 are slightly higher than those computed by
Arcari et al. [104]: Coll (N A = 0.65) = 0.23 and Coll (N A = 0.82) = 0.34, as a result
of slightly different parameters in our design. The adiabatic coupler on the con-
trary features a much lower coupling efﬁciency to conventional NA objectives, with
Coll (N A = 0.65) = 0.08 and Coll (N A = 0.82) = 0.19. This indicates that adiabatic
couplers scatters a more signiﬁcant fraction of light with a low angle with respect to
the slab plane contrary to the circular coupler. This low coupling efﬁciency found its
explanation by visualizing the collected intensities for varying values of the numerical
aperture depicted on Fig. 5.7(b-c-e-f). The picture collected from the circular cou-
pler by the microscope objective (Fig. 5.7(c)) displays features similar to that of the
radiation modes (Fig. 5.7(b)), albeit with a lower resolution causing the broadening of
the collected spot. On the contrary, the radiation mode picture and that collected by
the microscope objective from the adiabatic coupler displays very different features.
Most of the intensity escaping the adiabatic coupler originates from the adiabatic tip
as is clear from Fig. 5.7(e). However, the NA=0.55 collects mostly light scattered by the
Bragg grating as observed on Fig. 5.7(f). The interpretation of this low coupling efﬁ-
ciency is therefore clear. As simulated by Arcari et al. [104], adiabatic tips scatter light
with a relatively broad angle. Only the fraction of light incident on the Bragg grating is
efﬁciently outcoupled. A signiﬁcant fraction of it is emitted above or below the grating.
This fraction can only be collected by a very large NA objective. These results clarify
the limits of this adiabatic coupler design, which displays broadband outcoupling and
low reﬂection, but also suffers from low collection efﬁciency by narrow NA objectives.
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5.2 Site-controlled QD placed in a cavity coupled to a
PhCW
5.2.1 Optimal photon extraction from a QD placed in a cavity cou-
pled to a waveguide
Obviously, in a system made of a QD coupled to a waveguide through a cavity mode,
there is a tradeoff between long optical conﬁnement times and efﬁcient light extrac-
tion. In this subsection, we will present a model giving mathematical substantiality to
this intuition.
The exciton emission rate into the bulk GaAs is usually divided into a radiative
emission rate: Γr ad and a non-radiative emission rate Γnc . Once placed in a PhC
cavity, the radiative emission rate is modiﬁed via the Purcell effect. The presence of
the PhC bandgap leads to a reduction of this radiative emission rate: Γbgrad = F
bg
p Γr ad ,
where Fbgp is the Purcell emission factor into all modes other than the target cavity
mode. The presence of a cavity mode near resonance with the exciton emission
opens another decay channel: Γcmrad = Fcmp Γr ad as shown on Fig. 5.8(c). Fcmp is the
Purcell emission factor into the target cavity mode. Fcmp depends on the intrinsic
cavity emission rate: γcm depicted on Fig. 5.8(b). The total exciton emission rate
is then: Γuc +Γcmrad , where the exciton loss rate is: Γuc = Γnc +Γ
bg
rad as depicted on
Fig. 5.8(a). Γuc depends on the exact position and dipole orientation of the exciton.
It also depends on the photonic environment. Coupling the cavity to the PhCW
opens another decay channel for the cavity mode as depicted by the sketch of the
complete QD-cavity-waveguide system shown on Fig. 5.8(e). This decay to the PhCW,
is characterized by the cavity-to-waveguide coupling rate: κ.
In experimental realizations, almost all these parameters are limited by fabrication
imperfections. They can be statistically assessed, and most parameters suggest an
obvious optimum for realizing single photon sources. The intrinsic cavity emission
rate γc and QD loss rate Γuc should be as small as possible. The QD emission rate
inside the isolated cavity Γcmrad should be as large as possible (although this value
is limited ultimately by the advent of the strong coupling regime). The cavity to
waveguide coupling rate κ on the contrary is a free parameter, easily controlled by
varying the cavity to waveguide distance (or refractive index barrier). Besides, when
κ is very large, the extraction into the waveguide is efﬁcient, but the cavity is weakly
conﬁned and the Purcell effect is reduced. When κ is very small, no light is extracted
from the cavity, and the extraction from the QD to the waveguide is reduced. As
sketched before, this tentative argument suggests there is an optimum for photon
extraction in such systems.
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This point is made more rigorous using an approach based on a paper by Yao et al.
[153], which adopts a Green function formalism to describe a system made of a QD in
a cavity coupled to a Fabry-Pérot PhC waveguide. In this framework, the spontaneous
emission rate of the QD into the cavity mode, when it is coupled to the waveguide (Fig.
5.8(e)) is given by:
Γ
cm+wg
rad =
2Im(d ·G(rd ,rd ).d)
ħ0
(5.4)
= 2|
d ·Ec(rd )|2ωcm
ħ0(κ+γcm)
(5.5)
where d is the exciton dipole momentum and G is the Green function [153] of
the coupled cavity-waveguide system, Ec(rd ) is the electric ﬁeld amplitude of the
cavity mode at the QD position, ωcm is the cavity resonance angular frequency. This
emission rate can be expressed using the set of parameters proposed before:
Γ
cm+wg
rad = Γcmrad
γcm
(κ+γcm)
(5.6)
where Γcav is the spontaneous emission rate in the uncoupled cavity. This expres-
sion for the on resonance spontaneous emission rate has an obvious interpretation.
It is exactly similar to the emission rate in an isolated cavity except for the cavity
emission rate, which has to include the two decay channels: κ and γcm . The beta
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factor, i.e. the QD emission efﬁciency into the composite cavity mode is then obtained
as:
β= Γ
cm+wg
rad
Γ
cm+wg
rad +Γuc
= 1
1+Γuc/Γcmrad (κ/γcm +1)
(5.7)
Deﬁning the QD loss ratio as: rloss = Γuc/Γcmrad , β can be rewritten as:
β= 1
1+ rloss(κ/γcm +1)
(5.8)
The cavity to waveguide coupling efﬁciency is deﬁned as:
γ= κ
κ+γcm
(5.9)
In which case, the the total coupling efﬁciency of a single QD to the waveguide
mode is:
= γβ (5.10)
This total coupling efﬁciency is non-monotonous and is maximized for:
κopt = γcm
√
1+1/rloss (5.11)
Note that the optimal value for κ is always higher than γcm . When κ= κopt , the
coupling efﬁciency becomes:
opt = 2rloss +1−2rloss
√
1+1/rloss (5.12)
The three coupling efﬁciencies: γopt , βopt and opt when κ= κopt only depend
on rloss . They are displayed on Fig. 5.9.
We can distinguish two regimes of coupling: ﬁrst when the QD losses are high:
rloss  1, the optimum is found when the cavity loss rate is equally distributed be-
tween the two decay channels : κ≈ γcm (which implies γopt ≈ 0.5) and the highest
possible efﬁciency is:
opt ≈ 1
4rloss
(5.13)
In the second regime, the losses are small: rloss  1, in which case, the optimal κ
is: κ≈ γcm/rloss and opt can be expanded to the ﬁrst order:
opt ≈ 1−2rloss (5.14)
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In this case, the losses are equally distributed between the QD losses Γuc and the
cavity losses γcm . The optimal values for βopt and γopt are: βopt ≈ γopt ≈ 1−rloss .
Note that this model and the optimum derived applies equally well to any alternative
experimental realization of a TLS coupled to a cavity itself coupled to a waveguide.
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Figure 5.9 – Optimal coupling efﬁciencies βopt , γopt and opt ; the dashed green lines
represent the ﬁrst order expansions on opt for large and low values of rloss .
5.2.2 Design of a QD-cavity-waveguide system
The system theoretically studied in the precedent part will now be experimentally
demonstrated and analyzed.
5.2.2.1 Fabricated structures
The design adopted in this chapter for realizing on chip single photon sources consists
of an L3 cavity where one QD (the TLS) is integrated at the maximum of the isolated
cavity optical ﬁeld to ensure a maximum Purcell enhancement (Fig. 5.10(a)). This
cavity was optimized by Minkov et al. [73] to obtain a theoretical Q-factors of 200000.
In this speciﬁc design, three holes were shifted outwards along the x direction by
0.23a, 0.15a and 0.048a as indicated on the inset of Fig. 5.10(a). The L3 cavity was
side-coupled to a W1 waveguide, terminated by a PhC reﬂector at one end (with the
same hole shifts than the L3 cavity: 0.23a, 0.15a and 0.048a) and by the adiabatic
coupler at the other end. The cavity was located adjacent to the closed edge of the
semi-waveguide, which as we will show is essential in guaranteeing the deterministic
coupling from the cavity to the PhCW.
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Figure 5.10 – (a) Scanning electron micrograph of the cavity-waveguide structure;
inset: schematic illustration of the design of the system; the red triangle indicates QD
position; (b) scanning electron microscope image of the cavity-waveguide structure.
A new membrane sample, dedicated to this experiment, was fabricated with
exactly the same parameters as described in Chapter 2 for the membrane fabrication
(250nm thick GaAs membrane) and the QD growth. The exact same experimental
procedure was used to etch the PhC pattern except for the SiO2 thickness of the ICP
mask which was 100nm, and the ICP etching time which was 400s. An alignment
between the site controlled QDs and the PhC pattern better than 30nm was measured
using the technique exposed in Chapter 2.
The fabricated sample contained cavities with 4 different cavity to waveguide
distances dp corresponding to: p=1-3-5 and 7 holes. The waveguide distance will be
referred in this work as dp =

3p/2 where p is the number of holes separating the
cavity from the PhCW channel (see Fig. 5.10 for exact conﬁguration). Because of the
narrow linewidths of the cavity modes, and the larger inhomogeneous broadening of
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QDs (≈ 13meV ), coupling QDs to the optical ﬁeld relied on the fabrication of six series
of 15 structures for each value of p in which the radii were linearly spaced between
43 and 58nm, which ensured a scanning of the cavity modes across the QD emission
energy.
5.2.2.2 Theory of cavity to semi-waveguide coupling
The correct design of a cavity-waveguide system requires an understanding of the
coupling mechanism controlling the emission by the cavity into the waveguide mode.
The coupling rate between a cavity and a semi-waveguide κwas studied by Yao et al.
[153] who proposed an analytical expression based on perturbation theory:
κ= 1
1+ r 2−2r · cos(2kL)
aω
vg
|Vkc | (5.15)
where r is the amplitude reﬂection coefﬁcient of the adiabatic coupler, L is the
waveguide length, vg is the waveguide group velocity, a is the PhC lattice parameter
and |Vkc | is proportional to the overlap between the cavity and the semi-waveguide
(isolated) electric ﬁeld at the cavity frequency.
This expression yields signiﬁcant insights into how the coupling between a cavity
and a waveguide is best achieved. First, the Fabry Pérot resonances of the waveguide
modulates the coupling rate κ by a factor: (1+ r )2/(1− r )2 which can be ≈ 2−3 with
the adiabatic couplers we are using, and ≈ 30 for circular couplers. This coupling rate
increases with ng and with the overlap between the cavity and waveguide mode. As
both, the cavity and waveguide mode ﬁelds decrease exponentially in the PhC regions,
the coupling rate also decreases with the cavity to waveguide distance.
The FP modes that were extensively studied in Chapter 3 exhibit sinusoidal enve-
lope modulations of the order of 1.5μm at the M0 cavity mode energy. These spatial
modulations may affect the reproducibility of the cavity-to-waveguide coupling rate
as the cavity overlap with the FP mode may be exactly cancelled by this spatial enve-
lope modulation effect modelled by the Vkc coefﬁcient. An alternative but equivalent
analysis of this effect is obtained by observing that the cavity couples simultaneously
to the two counter-propagating Bloch modes. One of the modes is then reﬂected by
the semi-waveguide reﬂector and interferes with the other Bloch mode. When the
interference is perfectly destructive, the coupling rate from the cavity to the waveguide
is cancelled. This effect takes place even in a perfectly open semi-waveguide with
zero reﬂection coefﬁcient from the output coupler. Note that using this effect, a local
variation of the refractive index (through carrier injection for example [197]) may
represent an efﬁcient method to achieve a dynamic control over the coupling between
the cavity and the waveguide.
This issue is solved in the design adopted in this study where the cavity is placed
near the semi-waveguide ending, where there is always a maximum of the FP mode.
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On the contrary, when the cavity is placed closer to the semi-waveguide center, the
disorder induced ﬂuctuations of the cavity energy prevents the achievement of a
reproducible cavity to waveguide coupling. As a conclusion, a broadband coupling of
the cavity to the waveguide mode in realistic disordered PhC systems requires placing
the cavity near the end of the semi-waveguide and limiting unwanted reﬂections from
the coupler. These two conditions are realized in the design presented on Fig. 5.10(a).
5.2.2.3 FDFD simulations of the cavity-waveguide coupling rate κ
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Figure 5.11 – FDFD simulation of L3 cavities side coupled to a W1 semi-waveguide:
(a) |Ey | component of the propagating electric ﬁeld (Dipole source emission energy:
E = 1.23eV ), the red dot indicate the position of the y-dipole source on resonance with
the cavity mode; (b) Spectra obtained for the simulations of 3, 4 and 5 hole distances
between the cavity and the waveguide; (c) 2D-FDFD simulated Q-factors (in blue) and
coupling rates ħκ (in red). (Parameters of the FDFD simulation: r=55nm, a=225nm,
n2D = 3.17, pml parameters: σ= 0.01, pml length: 30a on the x>0 edge)
The coupling rates κ in our design were simulated using 2D FDFD [120]. A y-dipole
was placed at the maxima of the cavity ﬁeld, emitting light at a frequency which was
scanned through the cavity mode frequency: one simulation was performed for each
frequency within a frequency range overlapping the energy of the cavity mode. The
structure was surrounded by pml layers with a width of 1a, except on the waveguide
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output, where the pml size was 30a. An example of such a simulation is given in Fig.
5.11(a), where the L3 cavity mode decaying inside the waveguide is clearly seen. For
each simulation the output power through the orange line was recorded, through
which the DOS at the position of the QD could be obtained [18].
The normalized results of such simulations (Fig. 5.11(b)) show the broadening
of cavity modes, when dp decreases as predicted by coupled mode theory [153, 185].
The cavity mode is blue-shifted from p=3 to p=4 as expected from a reduction of the
cavity conﬁnement. For p>4, the cavity shift with p was non-monotonous possibly
because of insufﬁciently converged simulations (note that the variations observed
here correspond to ≈ 3 ·10−4× the cavity energy).
The Q-factors of these coupled cavities increases roughly exponentially with p as
shown on Fig. 5.11(c). This increase is equivalent to an exponential decrease of the
cavities coupling rates κ. This dependence is consistent with coupled mode theory
[153, 185] according towhich the coupling rate is given by the overlap of thewaveguide
and the cavity ﬁeld. Indeed, the cavity and the waveguide ﬁeld decay exponentially
in the PhC region due to the absence of guided modes. The resulting exponential
decrease of their overlap with dp induces the exponential decrease of κand increase
of Q.
5.2.3 Coupling the cavity to the waveguide – the γ factor
We will now demonstrate the emission of photons from a QD into a cavity mode and
then into a waveguide and measure all related experimental parameters in two step: a
ﬁrst step will focus on the coupling between cavities and waveguides measured by γ.
In the second part, the coupling between a QD and a cavity characterized by βwill be
measured.
5.2.3.1 Direct imaging of the guided light
The effect of coupling a cavity to a waveguide mode was observed ﬁrst through spec-
trally resolved imaging. The photonic structure was probed by high power excitation
of isolated QDs (P = 1000μW ), thereby exciting all cavity modes overlapping the QDs
thanks to the broad QWR emission [96]. Three representative examples of such spec-
trally resolved pictures are given on Fig. 5.12(a), on which the emission by the cavity
and the adiabatic coupler are distinguished. The collection intensity ratio between the
light collected from the coupler and light collected directly from the cavity increases
while p decreases as is expected from the increased coupling.
This effect is characterized statistically on Fig. 5.12(b). The ratio of light intensity
collected from the adiabatic coupler to light intensity collected from the cavity is
plotted for the three values of p (and for hole radius between 45 and 47nm). As
expected, this ratio is larger for smaller values of p. The average ratios are 12.8±0.5
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Figure 5.12 – (a) Three spectrally resolved pictures of a system of one cavity coupled
to a semi-waveguide (P = 1000μW , T=10K, spectrometer slit width: 100μm, hole
radii: 45nm); (b) Ratio of the light intensity collected from the coupler and from the
cavity (P = 1000μW , T=10K, slit width: 100μm, hole radii: 45-47nm), for different
separations d, no signiﬁcant ﬂuctuations of the relative intensities were observed in
this range of radii. Inset: average of Icoupl/IQD for all values measured in (b). The blue
line is a linear ﬁt; the error-bars indicate the 95% conﬁdence interval on the average
values.
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for p=3, 2.2±0.1 for p=5 and 0.82±0.02 for p=7, indicating an increase of emission
into the cavity mode for lower p (the error-bars are the 95% conﬁdence interval of the
average ratio). No signiﬁcant ﬂuctuations of the relative intensities were observed for
similar cavity-waveguide separations in this narrow range of radii.
The average intensity ratio is given in the inset of Fig. 5.12(b) as a function of
p. The error-bars represent the 95% conﬁdence interval for the average ratios. The
decrease of coupling is reasonably well ﬁtted by an exponential reduction of the ratio
with p (inset of Fig. 5.12(b)): Icoupl/IQD = 89.1 · 10−0.298p , which is similar to the
exponential decrease of coupling simulated on Fig. 5.11(d).
These results prove the emission of light by the QD into the cavity and then
through the waveguide. They also demonstrate the impact of increased coupling
on the intensity emitted through the waveguide. However, although this technique
demonstrates the existence of coupling, it does not allow for a measurement of the
coupling rate without an additionnal and complex modelling of the cavity-waveguide
structure. Indeed, although 3D FDTD modelling and spectrally resolved measure-
ments may allow for an estimation of the intensity of emissions from the cavity to the
waveguide and into the radiation modes. The cavity and QD emissions are difﬁcult
to separate experimentally and may affect the reliability of such a method. We will
therefore focus on an alternative technique based on cavity loss measurements for
measuring the coupling rate κ.
5.2.3.2 Measurement of the coupling rate κ
The energy and Q-factors of M0 modes in the L3 cavities were measured for each
fabricated (composite) structure by exciting the QD with a high power excitation and
by ﬁtting a lorentzian on each cavity line. Five additional series with only one isolated
L3 cavity were also measured with the same method. The spectra were collected
directly from above the cavities for the 6 series of structures with p=5 or 7 and the
isolated L3 cavities. When p=3, the cavity emission above the slab was too low and the
spectra were collected from the adiabatic coupler.
Fig. 5.14(a) shows examples of these spectra onwhich signs of coupling are already
apparent from the increased cavity Q-factors (from 3700 to 8000) when the distance
to the waveguide increases. The variations of the cavities energy with the hole radius
is given on Fig. 5.14(b). The resonances are redshifted with increasing p in line with
FDFD simulations. However, the observed redhift ≈ 10meV between the isolated L3
and coupled structures with p=3 contrary to pthe expected blue shift, which suggests
that this effect is related to fabrication ﬂuctuations of hole sizes at different zones of
the sample.
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Figure 5.13 – Experimental study of M0 modes in L3 cavities coupled to waveguides:
(a) Three high power spectra of cavities coupled to waveguides (r=46nm); (b) Energy
emission of L3 cavities (T=10K, P = 1000μW ).
The Q-factors of each measured spectra were extracted from the lorentzian ﬁts as
shown on Fig. 5.14(a). The Q-factors of isolated cavities are decreasing with increasing
hole radius as was already observed in Chapter 2. As expected from FDFD simulations,
the average Q-factor at a given hole size is increasingwith p and ismaximal for isolated
L3 cavities. For each value of p, the Q-factor dependence on the PhC hole radius was
ﬁtted with a 2nd order polynomial. The result of each ﬁt is indicated as a solid line
on Fig. 5.14(a). The 95% conﬁdence interval of the average Q value for each type
of structure is depicted as shaded areas. When the average ﬁtted Q-factor between
different types of structures is separated by more than their respective 95% conﬁdence
interval, the Q-factor separation is statistically signiﬁcant, which is the case in the
radii range: r=43-55nm. In this range, the observed Q-factor differences indicate an
effect of coupling.
In the regime of coupled mode theory, the Q-factor of a loaded cavity is given by:
1
Qcm+wg
= 1
Qcm
+ 1
Qwg
=ħ(κ+γcm)/Ecm (5.16)
where Qcm+wg is the Q-factor of the cavity mode coupled to the PhCW (red and
black lines on Fig. 5.14(a)), Qcm = Ecm/(ħγcm) is the Q-factor of the isolated cavity
mode (blue line on Fig. 5.14(a)), Qwg = Ecm/(ħκ) models the coupling to the waveg-
uide, and Ecm is the cavity energy. The measured values of Qcm+wg then yields an
estimation for ħκ. The average coupling rate thus estimated is plotted on Fig. 5.14(b).
Its value ranges between ≈ 0.1−1meV for p=3 and ≈ 0.05−0.3meV for p=5, and is
< 0.2meV for p=7, although in this last case, the ﬁtted average Q-factors Qcm+wg
(red line) and Qcm (blue line) are too close for a precise estimation of the coupling
rate except in the r=43-47nm range. 2D-FDFD simulation of these structures with
r=55nm (shown on Fig. 5.11) yielded ħκ= 6.1meV for p=3, ħκ= 44μeV for p=5 and
ħκ= 0.11μeV for p=7. Although the range of values measured for p=5 and 7 match
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those simulated, the one simulated for p=3 is around one order of magnitude larger
than the measured value, possibly because 2D simulations are not precise enough.
These measurements also demonstrate a decrease of κ when the PhC hole radius
increases for p=3. This probably arises from the lower conﬁnement of PhC modes
when the PhC hole radius increases, which induces an increased overlap the cavity
and waveguide modes.
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Figure 5.14 – Experimental study of M0 modes in L3 cavities coupled to waveguide:
(a) Measured ( dots) and ﬁtted (lines) Q-factors (the lines are 2nd order polynomial
ﬁts on the Q-factor distributions); (b) coupling rates ħκ estimated from the Q-factors
distribution; inset: coupling rate ħκ dependence on p and exponential ﬁt (r=45nm);
(c) coupling efﬁciency estimated from the Q-factor distribution (T=10K, P = 1000μW );
in ﬁgures (a-b-c), the error-bars are the ﬁtted 95% conﬁdence interval on the average
value of Q, κ and γ.
The decay ofħκwas ﬁttedwith an exponential decay (Inset of Fig. 5.14(b)) yielding
the following decay parameters: ħκ(p)= 4.2 ·10−0.305pmeV . Note that the exponent
0.305 is close to the one obtained via direct imaging of outcoupled light on structures
with similar radius, which was 0.298. On the contrary, the coefﬁcient obtained from an
exponential ﬁt on the simulated coupling rates (Fig. 5.11) is 1.05, i.e. much larger. This
difference may originate from an increase of the attenuation length of conﬁned modes
into the PhC induced by disorder, in line with previous results from simulations [198].
This increased attenuation length of conﬁned modes would then increase the overlap
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of the cavity and waveguide modes and the coupling rate for large values of p.
The transmission efﬁciency from the cavity to the waveguide, represented by the
parameter γ, is then extracted on Fig. 5.14(c) from the measured values of κ and γcm .
A cavity-waveguide separation of p=3 permits a large transmission up to 0.9 (r=43nm),
and is thus our preferred choice for efﬁcient single photon collection. Larger cavity-
waveguide separations would be interesting for structures in which unloaded cavities
exhibit larger Q-factors.
5.2.4 Coupling the QD to the cavity – the β factor
We will now concentrate on one single QD-cavity-waveguide structure in order to
estimate the QD-cavity-waveguide coupling parameters. The knowledge acquired in
the last subsections will allow for a complete characterization of this structure and an
estimation of the total coupling efﬁciency .
5.2.4.1 The cavity to waveguide coupling efﬁciency
In this perspective, one structure was selected with p=3 and r=51nm. The relatively
small cavity to PhCW distance was chosen so as to ensure a large collection of the
cavity emission by the waveguide. The cavity Q-factor obtained by ﬁtting a lorentzian
line on the cavity mode was: Qcm+wg = 2040. The average Q-factor of an isolated L3
cavity with the same PhC hole radius is Qcm = 6840±3780 (This is the 95% conﬁdence
interval of the Q-factor distribution. It was obtained from the polynomial ﬁt on the
isolated cavity Q-factor distribution). The coupling rate deduced from the loaded
cavity Q-factor Qcm+wg and the average Q-factors of similar isolated L3 cavities Qcm
is: ħκ= 464 (95% conﬁdence interval: 227μeV −533μeV ) and the cavity to waveguide
coupling efﬁciency: γ= 0.71 (95% conﬁdence interval: 0.35−0.81).
5.2.4.2 Tuning a trion through a cavity mode
The QD to cavity coupling efﬁciency β can be obtained by comparing the exciton
decay rate on resonance with the cavity mode Γcm+wg +Γuc to that of the same QD far
detuned from the same cavity mode Γuc , which was achieved by tuning the trion line
of this QD, in and out of resonance with the cavity mode. The polarization resolved
spectra of this structure are shown on Fig. 5.16(a). The cavity M0 mode is almost
entirely vertically polarized in line with FDTD simulations [109]. From their binding
energies, power dependences and polarization splitting, three of the four QD lines
observed in this spectra were attributed respectively to the neutral exciton, the trion
and the biexciton. The line indicated X ∗ may be an excited hole state exciton [133].
In line with previous studies, the trion is co-polarized by the cavity [172]. The
trion-cavity detuning was controlled by varying the sample temperature. The spectra
obtained for each temperature are shown on Fig. 5.16(c). Notice that these spectra
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were collected from the adiabatic coupler. In this geometry, only the light emitted
through the cavity mode is collected, contrary to similar temperature dependence
studies [172] performed on an isolated cavity, where the QD and cavity spectra are
mixed. The observation of the QD line for detunings as large as 1.5meV is therefore a
property of the cavity spectrum itself and the exciton-cavity coupling mechanisms,
manifesting the pure dephasing and phonon assisted feeding of the cavity mode by
the QD.
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Figure 5.15 – (a) Polarisation resolved spectra of a QD in an L3 cavity coupled to
a waveguide (P = 5μW , T=10K, p=3, r=51nm); (b) Temperature dependence of the
spectra acquired from the coupler (P = 5μW );
5.2.4.3 TRPL measurement of the β factor
The TRPL of the trion line was measured for each temperature. Three representative
examples of these decay curves are given on Fig. 5.16(a). As expected from the Purcell
effect, the decay rate is much shorter on resonance with the cavity mode. The model
proposed for trion biexponential decay described in Chapter 4 is also applicable to this
trion decay. The same notations are used with two decay rates: γX the fast decay rate
corresponding to the trion intrinsic decay rate and γsl the slow decay rate resulting
from the slow feeding of charge by a neighboring impurity. The observed decay is
biexponential on resonance (Fig. 5.16(a)). For detunings beyond 1.5meV, the weaker
intensity of the decay curve and did not permit to distinguish two decays. Only a
single exponential decay was ﬁtted to obtain γX . Each ﬁt was deconvoluted with the
APD response time (200ps). The ﬁtted decay rates are shown on Fig. 5.16(c).
The decay rate temperature dependence was ﬁtted with the following model [96]:
γX = Γcm+wgrad (T )+Γuc(T ) (5.17)
where the trion emission rate into the loaded cavity is:
Γ
cm+wg
rad (T )=
Fp
τ0
1
2
(γcm+wg +γd )γcm+wg
(γcm+wg +γd )2+ (2ΔE)2
f (5.18)
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Here, γd = 60μeV is the trion pure dephasing effective relaxation term, which
was obtained from a lorentzian ﬁt on the trion line, γcm+wg = Ecm/(ħQcm+wg ) is
the loaded cavity decay rate, and ΔE is the QD cavity detuning. The temperature
dependent uncoupled emission rate Γuc was measured by means of TRPL on the trion
of a different QD tuned in the PhC bandgap and is shown on Fig. 5.16(b). This decay
rate does not change with temperature up to 40K, until the decay rate starts increasing
in a way suggesting a thermally activated process possibly caused by additionnal
phonon decay channels or thermally activated nearby impurities in which the trion
may decay non-radiatively. This effect was described through the following empirical
model:
Γuc(T )= A+Be−
Ea
kB T (5.19)
where the ﬁrst term corresponds to the temperature independent part of the
decay and the second term includes an additionnal thermally activated decay channel.
A ﬁt of the temperature dependent decay of Fig. 5.16(b) yielded the following values:
A = 0.22±0.03ns−1, Ea = 22±10meV and B < 29ns−1.
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Figure 5.16 – (a) Measured and ﬁtted TRPL decay curves of the trion line for different
detunings ΔE ; (b) temperature variations of the TRPL decay rates of the X− transition
in a QD placed in the PhC bandgap (r=65nm, Excitation power: P = 5μW ); (c) TRPL
decay rates of the X− transition for different detuning between the X− and the cavity
mode lines (structurewith d=3a, r=51nm). The corresponding temperatures are shown
on the upper axis. See text for the deﬁnition of ﬁtted curves.
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The measured γX values were ﬁtted with the model shown on Eq. 5.17 (red line on
Fig. 5.16(c)). From the ﬁt, we extracted Fp/τ0 = 14.3±2.0ns−1. A Purcell factor value:
Fp = 17 or Fp = 34 is then estimated from two typical emission lifetimes measured on
trions placed in the bulk material: τ0 = 1.2ns or τ0 = 2.4ns [109]. A statistical charac-
terization of the emission from trions would be needed for an accurate assessment of
Fp . Only upper bounds of the other ﬁt parameters could be obtained: A < 0.85ns−1
and B < 138 ·106ns−1, Ea < 560meV .
Notice that the Purcell factor expected for an in plane TLS placed at the maximum
electric ﬁeld of an L3 cavity with this value of Q and a mode volume: V = (λ/n)3 is
Fp = 151. However, the probable light-hole nature of s-states holes in our system (see
Appendix A) reduces this theoretical Purcell factor to Fp = 63. Besides, a misalignment
up to 30nm was observed for these structures which can cause a reduction of the
overlap between the in plane electric ﬁeld intensity and the QD by a factor f=0.6. The
minimum theoretical Purcell factor expected from these measurements is therefore
38. An additional aspect that may affect the observed reduction of the trion lifetime
on resonance is the presence of non-radiative decay, for which we can only give an
upper bound given by the lowest trion decay rate measured: Γnr < 0.46ns−1.
Although the ﬁt does not permit a precise estimation for Γuc , a conservative
estimate can be extrapolated from the minimal measured value of γX : Γuc = 0.46ns−1.
Notice that this value is close to the slow decay rates γsl measured for detunings
ΔE < 1.2meV . Thus, a possibility is that this value is limited by the slow QD feeding
and not by the intrinsic trion decay rate. This value for Γuc therefore constitutes only
an upper bound of the true uncoupled decay rate Γuc .
The QD to cavity coupling efﬁciency extrapolated from these lifetime measure-
ments is β= 0.93. The cavity to waveguide coupling efﬁciency measured previously is:
γ= 0.71 (95% conﬁdence interval: 0.35−0.81). The total coupling efﬁciency is thus:
 = 0.67. This value is already close to the optimum, however, it can be slightly im-
proved by an adjustment of the coupling rate, using themodel described previously. In-
deed, the intrinsic cavity decay rate (out-of-plane) is: γcm = 192μeV and the loss ratio:
rloss = 0.021. The optimal coupling rate is therefore: κ= γcm
√
1+1/rloss = 1300μeV .
With this value of the coupling coefﬁcient, the QD to cavity coupling efﬁciency β is
reduced from 0.93 to 0.86 to reach a larger cavity to waveguide coupling efﬁciency γ
which increases from 0.71 to 0.87. The total coupling efﬁciency  is then improved
from 0.67 to 0.75. The experimental values of each parameters and the values cor-
responding to the theoretical optimum are given in Table 5.1. Note that only the
parameters dependent upon κ are modiﬁed in the optimal scheme. The coupling rate
κ could be tuned continuously for exemple by shrinking or enlarging the size of holes
in between the cavity and waveguide so as to tune the overlap between their modes.
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Measured Optimal
Γuc [ns−1] 0.46 0.46
Γcmrad [ns
−1] 22 22
rloss 0.021 0.021
Γ
cm+wg
rad [ns
−1] 6.4 19.5
β 0.93 0.86
ħγcm [μeV ] 192 192
ħκ [μeV ] 464 1300
γ 0.71 0.87
 0.66 0.75
Table 5.1 – Summary of measured and optimal parameters in the structure studied in
this subsection.
5.2.4.4 Single photon emission
The autocorrelation function g (2)(τ) of the trion presented on Fig. 5.15 (p=3, r=51nm)
was measured in a Hanbury Brown and Twiss setup. The light was extracted directly
from the coupler. A zero time delay autocorrelation value of g (2)(0)= 0.45 was mea-
sured after deconvolution with the instrument response time (200ps) as shown on Fig.
5.17(b).
The autocorrelation of the trion line from a different structure is given on Fig.
5.17(a). This QD was placed in an L3 cavity, itself coupled to a PhCW, with a cavity-
waveguide distance of p=1. The small cavity-waveguide distance induces a broadband
cavity-waveguide coupling. In such structures, the QD lines are coupled without any
need of energy tuning, which facilitates the extraction of high QD intensities useful
for correlation measurements. The zero time delay autocorrelation value measured
was: g (2)(0)= 0.18.
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Figure 5.17 – Autocorrelation function of a QD coupled to a waveguide through an
L3 cavity with a cavity to waveguide separation: (a) p=1 (T = 7K , P = 10μW ); (b) p=3
(T = 20K , P = 5μW ), in each case, the light was collected from the adiabatic coupler
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5.3 Chapter summary
This chapter focused on the study of a system made of one QD placed in a cavity
coupled to a waveguide. A ﬁrst part concentrated on the design of an out-of-plane
coupler with low and broadband reﬂection characteristics. The insertion of an adi-
abatic tip termination between a PhCW and a Bragg grating permitted a reduction
of the reﬂection coefﬁcient from ≈ 0.5 to ≈ 0.1 . This reduced reﬂection coefﬁcient
induces a reduction of the FPmodes visibility in a systemmade of an adiabatic coupler
and a semi-waveguide. The reduced visibility of the resulting FP modes is useful to
ensure a coupling of cavities to PhCWs resilient to random ﬂuctuations of the cavity
energy.
In a second part, we showed that the cavity-waveguide coupling rate could be
controlled to maximize the global collection efﬁciency  from the QD into the PhCW.
We demonstrated an experimental realization of this model made by a QD placed
in an L3 cavity coupled to a PhCW, itself terminated by an adiabatic coupler. First
evidences of cavity-waveguide coupling were obtained by spectrally and spatially
resolved imaging. The coupling rate κ and efﬁciency γwere measured via a statistical
analysis of Q-factors of L3 cavities coupled and not coupled to PhCWs. Finally, the
coupling efﬁciency from the QD to the cavity β= 0.93, the coupling efﬁciency from
the cavity to the waveguide: γ= 0.71 and the the total coupling efﬁciency = 0.67 in
one structure were obtained. We showed that in this speciﬁc structure, a higher global
coupling efﬁciency could be obtained by using a speciﬁc coupling rate κ.
These results represent the ﬁrst demonstration of a site controlled QD integrated
in a PhC circuit beyond simple cavities or waveguides and will be useful to the design
of future devices. The system presented here may represent an optimal choice for on
chip linear optical quantum computing [21].
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6 Conclusion and outlook
This thesis focused on the coupling between site-controlled QDs, PhC cavities and
waveguides. We used InGaAs/GaAs QDs fabricated using MOCVD growth on arrays of
inverted pyramids. The deterministic formation of QDs inside the pyramids permits
the integration of well controlled number of QDs in PhC circuits with a precision ac-
curacy around 20nm. These QDs were used throughout this thesis both as broadband
point like sources for probing the local density of states in PhCs and as emitters of
single photons with the aim of realizing efﬁcient on-chip single photon sources.
In Chapter 2, the experimental methods and techniques used to simulate, fabri-
cate and characterize our devices were described. As a ﬁrst step the methodology and
numerical simulation methods used to design the systems studied in this thesis were
described. The nanofabrication techniques and the fabrication steps relevant to our
technology were then detailed. The QD ensembles thus fabricated were characterized
by means of micro PL spectroscopy. In the course of this thesis, the introduction of a
new growth recipe using TEGa instead of TMGa [113] permitted a dramatic improve-
ment of the reproducibility, quality and available wavelength range of pyramidal QD
growths. QD lines limited by the resolution of our setup (20μeV ) were observed and
the QD s-state emission wavelength could be tuned continuously from 860 to 980nm,
while keeping a good quality of the QD ensembles.
However, despite these improvements, a major limitation preventing the use of
pyramidal QDs for quantum optics applications is their broadened linewidths. Im-
proving the cleaning process prior to growth and increasing the deoxydation time, may
reduce the excitons homogeneous broadening. Another possibility is to use TEIn as a
precursor for indium and reduce the carbon incorporation due to the methyl radicals
of TMIn. A ﬁrst growth showed encouraging results in this perspective. Another pos-
sibility for improving the QD quality would be to deplete the GaAs lattice impurities
from their ﬂickering charges by applying an electric ﬁeld over the QD [49]. This may
bring the optical linewidth of pyramidal QDs even closer to the limit imposed by their
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lifetime and would permit to overcome the yet statistical methods in fabricating QDs
in PhCs experiments, which would be an essential step for the realization of systems
of several QDs interacting in a PhC. One last solution for improving the optical quality
of pyramidal QD emission would be based on the resonant excitation of QDs which
has been essential for the demonstration of on quantum gates [199] and efﬁcient
indistinguishable single photon sources [66]. However, resonant excitation of QDs in
PhCs present speciﬁc challenges to ﬁlter out the laser light which can be scattered into
the PhC modes. Another possibility opened by the large degree of freedom offered
by the pyramidal QD fabrication technique would be to tailor the QD conﬁnement
potential to optimize the electron and hole overlap of excitons conﬁned in the QDs
and thus obtain larger dipole strengths.
Finally, the quality of PhC fabrication was assessed by measuring the quality
factors of L3 and L7 cavities. The possibility to grow QDs at larger wavelengths than
was available before permitted to obtain quality factor of M0 modes in L3 cavities
up to 10000 for the sample presented in Chapters 2-3 and 4 and up to 15000 for the
sample presented in Chapter 5, improving on the 1000-4000 values obtained below
λ= 900nm in previous works [125, 112]. Note that these cavities were fabricated on
(111) substrates which is unconventional in the ﬁeld. The improvement of PhC quality
was explained in Chapter 3 as arising from the reduced absorption from GaAs band
tail caused by lattice impurities. In that context, the growth of higher purity QD caps
may increase further the Q-factors obtained. Another more ambitious objective would
be to grow InGaAsP pyramidal QDs in an InP matrix. Indeed, in such heterostructures,
the reduction of lattice mismatch may permit the growth of more deeply conﬁned
QDs. This advantagemay permit the fabrication of telecomwavelength site-controlled
QDs with deeply conﬁned excitons, which would reduce the semiconductor band
edge related absorption. The PhC quality may also vastly beneﬁt from recent results
indicating that surface treatments can reduce the detrimental impact of surface states,
both on the cavities Q-factor and on the QD dynamics [200, 170]. The continuous
improvements of QDs and PhC cavities Q-factors quality brings us closer to achieving
strong coupling with site-controlled QDs, which if combined with the proper tuning
mechanisms [100] would constitute an essential building block for scalable on-chip
quantum circuits.
A second part of this work focused on the impact of disorder on the losses, density
of states, mode localization and dispersion in long linear PhC cavities. Comparison
of the ﬁnesse in Ln cavities of various lengths permitted to unveil the contribution
to losses by absorption, propagation scattering and scattering at the edges [114].
The spectrally resolved mode imaging technique exposed in this thesis permitted
the observation of Anderson localized modes and the observation of scattering at
the Ln cavity edges indicating that these modes may reach higher Q-factors by a
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speciﬁc optimization of the edge reﬂection. Statistical measurement on the dispersion
relation of L61 cavities pinpointed the boundary between diffusive and dispersive light
propagation regimes [201]. The site-controlled QDs were then used as broadband
point like light emitters for selective mode excitation and to probe in-situ the impact
of disorder. This lead to a second way of identifying the diffusive edge for photon
transport, below which phase scattering distorts the optical modes. This in-situ
probing permitted a direct measurement of the mode distortion in both regimes, thus
highlighting the weak disorder observed in the dispersive regime. These observations
strongly support the necessity to use PhCW in the dispersive regime for light transport.
A third part of this thesiswas dedicated to studyingQDs in PhCs as on-chip sources
of single photons using two alternative designs: either QDs directly integrated in PhC
waveguides (Chapter 4) or QDs integrated in cavities coupled to PhC waveguides
(Chapter 5).
Chapter 4 described a system of ﬁve site-controlled QDs integrated in a PhC
waveguide [202]. Spectrally resolved imaging lead to the demonstration of on-chip
single photon transfer over macroscopic distances. Statistics on the intensity of light
coupled to the PhCW compared to that collected out of plane evidenced the effect of
the photonic bandgap and the detrimental impact of Fabry-Pérot modes induced by
the high coupler reﬂection to achieve broadband, deterministic coupling of QDs to
PhCW. Coupling efﬁciencies of QDs to PhCW modes up to β= 0.88 were measured
using TRPL measurements. These measurements were realized by taking into account
the statistical variations between different QDs, thereby suppressing uncertainties of
previous results [104]. We showed that an optimal location of QDs for reproducible
broadband high coupling efﬁciency is near the end of the PhC reﬂector. In a last
part, a short slow light section permitted a reduction of absorption related losses
and simultaneously prevented Anderson localization at the QD position. Finally, an
optimal design for fabricating reproducible efﬁcient on-chip single photon sources
was proposed using a short slow light section. Such a design may prove useful for
applications like quantum key distribution in which the precise tuning of each QD is
not a strict requirement.
Chapter 5 presented an alternative design for fabricating single photon sources,
where a single QD was embedded in a cavity itself coupled to a PhC waveguide [191].
Since the formation of FPmodes is detrimental to the reproducible coupling of cavities
to PhCW, a ﬁrst part focused on the demonstration of a low back-reﬂection outcoupler.
A reduction of the FP modes ﬁnesse from 8 to 2 was ensured by the insertion of an
adiabatic extraction tip in between the PhCW and the Bragg grating coupler. In a
second step, we demonstrated the existence of a cavity-to-waveguide coupling which
optimizes the coupling efﬁciency of single photons to the waveguide. The coupling
efﬁciency of the cavity to the waveguide γwas then characterized statistically from
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cavities
Figure 6.1 – Scanning electron micrograph of a system of three QDs in L3 cavities all
coupled to the same PhCW. The red triangles indicate the positions of each QD.
the variations in Q-factors induced by the presence of the waveguide. Coupling
efﬁciencies up to γ = 0.9 were observed. In a last step, the coupling efﬁciency of
one single QD to a cavity β was measured as β = 0.93, and a coupling efﬁciency
from the cavity to the waveguide γ= 0.71, from which we inferred a global coupling
efﬁciency from the QD to the waveguide of  = 0.67 close to its optimal value. The
model described in this chapter indicates that this value could be further improved
up to = 0.75 if the coupling between the cavity and the PhCW was suitably tuned.
This design is optimal for technologies where a precise tuning of the emission
energy is required such as quantum computing [7]. Note also that the QD extraction
rate in a PhC cavity is usually assumed to be limited by the advent of the strong
coupling regime. However, an interesting deisgn for overcoming this limit would
consist in a QD placed in an energy tunable PhC cavity coupled to a waveguide, where
the QD emits at an energy just below the PhCW band edge. A very bright source
of single photon may in this case be obtained by alternatively tuning the cavity on
resonance with the QD during a half of a Rabi oscillation and then on resonance with
the waveguide for efﬁcient photon extraction. With such a dynamically modulated
cavity, the optimal single photon extraction rate evidenced in Chapter 5 could be
overcome.
A natural extension of the works presented in this thesis would be the demon-
stration of non-linear effects induced by single QD in the continuity of the efforts of
Javadi et al. [101]. An optimal design for increasing the nonlinearity may be via QDs
embedded in cavities side-coupled to a PhCW similar to the structure shown on Fig.
6.1.
Another promising avenue for on-chip quantum photonics is chiral quantum
optics [102], in which directional emission of QDs is made possible by a speciﬁc
design of the PhCW and by the presence of a magnetic ﬁeld breaking the time reversal
symmetry [103]. Chiral effects are very sensitive to the QD location. Hence site-
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controlled QDs may unlock the full potential of this new ﬁeld of research.
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A QD dipole moment orientation
One signiﬁcant parameter of exciton-light interaction is the orientation of the excitons
dipole moment, which determines the coupling strength to photonic modes. An in
plane dipole moment orientation of the s-state excitonic emission was measured in
AlGaAs/GaAs pyramidal QDs [203] grown in 3−4μm pyramids via cleaved edge PL
measurements. However, QDs grown in smaller pyramids may exhibit signiﬁcant
differences in their shape and accordingly in their dipole moment orientation.
The dipole moment orientation is determined by the squared dipolar matrix ele-
ment for optical transitions exposed in the introduction chapter. The dipole moment
orientation is controlled by the nature of holes conﬁned in the QD [203]. Depending
on the shape of QDs and within a ﬁrst approximation, holes are a linear combination
of light and heavy hole bands. These holes are distinguished by their angular momen-
tum along the quantization axis (in this case the z-axis): Jz = ±3/2 for heavy holes
and Jz =±1/2 for light holes. If the QD exhibit shape anisotropies (such as a strong
conﬁnement along the z-direction), this degeneracy can be lifted. The hole states are
then a mixture of heavy and light holes. When the QD emission is isotropic in terms
of linear polarization in the z-direction, the light intensity emitted in the x direction is
[203]:
I =
(
Iy
Iz
)
∝
(
1
2 |J|3/2||2+ 16 |J|1/2||2
2
3 |J|1/2||2
)
(A.1)
where the two components are respectively the fraction of light linearly polarized
along the y and z direction and:
|J|m||2 =
∑ | < Fh |Fe > |2 (A.2)
This sum is performed over all available spin orientations and Fe and Fh are
respectively the electron and hole envelope wave functions.
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Figure A.1 – Sketch of the side view PL spectroscopy on a cleaved ensemble of pyrami-
dal QDs.
Clearly, heavy holes transitions are more favorable to ensuring a strong interaction
with quasi-TE PhC modes in which the electric ﬁeld at the slab center is polarized
in plane. However, in the general case, holes are a mixture of each hole specie. This
mixing can be measured via the degree of linear polarization deﬁned as:
DOLP = Iy − Iz
Iy + Iz
(A.3)
The DOLP of pyramidal QD was measured by PL from the x-oriented surface of a
cleaved sample in which pyramidal QD ensembles were grown as depicted on Fig. A.1.
A technical difﬁculty in applying this method to QD ensembles is that some excited
QDs may be situated deep into the GaAs sample (low values of x). The light emitted by
such a QD is reﬂected on the z-oriented growth interface on which a partial reﬂection
may affect the ﬁnal measured polarization. However, in GaAs, light emitted by the
QDs is collected by the NA=0.55 microscope objective up to an angle of β= 9◦. The
incident angle of the collected light on the growth interface is therefore above β= 81°.
All light collected by the microscope objective undergoes total internal reﬂection on
the growth interface, which therefore does not affect the intensity of collected light
polarized along the z and y-directions. Thus a cleaved edge polarization resolved PL
gives a faithful measurement of the intrinsic QD emission properties.
The measured linear polarization spectra of two QD ensembles along the y and
z directions are given on Fig. A.2(a-b). On Fig. A.2(a), the QD ensemble was grown
with a QD layer thickness of 0.75nm and on Fig. A.2(b) it was 0.564nm. The z-oriented
intensity is large which is indicative of a high light-hole content of the excitons. The
valence band mixing deﬁned as the fraction of heavy holes in the hole is measured
from the DOLP as:
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HH = |J|3/2||
2
|J|1/2||2+|J|3/2||2
= 3+5 ·DOLP
6+2 ·DOLP (A.4)
In the ensembles observed here, the average DOLP is -0.49 (0.75nm QD layer
thickness) and -0.47 (0.564nm QD layer thickness). These numbers are very close
to the lowest DOLP attained with pure light holes: DOLP=-3/5. The valence band
mixing estimated from these DOLP is: HH=0.11 (0.75nm QD layer thickness) and
HH=0.13 (0.564nm QD layer thickness). As will be shown in Chapter 2, the most
intense QD lines in the pyramidal QD ensembles, excited at low powers, studied in
this thesis are usually trions because of a residual n-doping. A reasonable assumption
is therefore that the spectra of Fig. A.2(a-b) are mainly composed of trion lines. With
this assumption, the orientation of the dipole moment of a trion line can be estimated
using a simple model in which the transition is ensured by a circular dipole in plane
and a z oriented dipole component [22]:
px = p
⎛
⎜⎜⎝
sin(α)
2
i sin(α)
2
cos(α)
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ (A.5)
where α is a parameter controlling the vertical QD emission. In which case, the
intensity collected by the objective for each polarization orientation is:
I =
(
Iy
Iz
)
∝
(
sin2(α)
2cos2(α)
)
(A.6)
Using this model, the dipole orientation α is:
α= arccos(
√
1−DOLP
3+DOLP ) (A.7)
From the measured DOLP, the angle of dipole moment can be inferred: α= 39.6°
(0.75nm QD layer thickness) and α= 40.3° (0.564nm QD layer thickness). Thus, the
in-plane component of the dipole moment of trion lines may be enhanced by a factor
almost three if structural changes in the QD shape force the QD dipole moment to be
in the growth plane. This would also ensure a heavy hole nature of the s-state holes.
The valence band mixing of s-state can be controlled by the conﬁnement potential of
QDs [204]: a QD conﬁnement more elongated in the z-direction than in the growth
direction favors light s-state holes, while if the QD is more elongated in the growth
plane, the hole s-states are heavy. Thus, these measurements suggests that the QDs
studied in this thesis are elongated in the z-direction. Besides, these results also
suggests that an in-plane dipole moment of trions could be obtained with thinner
QDs as was demonstrated in [204].
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Notice that some QD lines (for example at E=1.293eV on Fig. A.2(a)) exhibit
a polarization dependent splitting. This indicates the presence of two lines: one
polarized in plane and the other polarized along the z-direction. Similar effects
were observed in larger pyramidal QDs [57] and were attributed to the ﬁne structure
splitting of excitons. These observations indicate that a more precise analysis of side
view PL on isolated QDs would be needed for an accurate assessment of the excitonic
species orientation.
The same measurements were carried out on sample 6087 grown using TEIn and
are shown on Fig. A.2(b-c). The DOLP obtained in this sample was -0.11, indicating
a larger valence band mixing, with HH=0.43 and a dipole moment of trions more
in plane: with α= 35°, which corresponds to an increase of the dipole strength and
correspondingly of the coupling strength to optical modes g, by a factor 1.4. A polar-
ization resolved spectra was aquired by exciting the QD ensemble at a larger power
(P = 50μW ) at the same position (Fig. A.2(b)). An increased DOLP is observed near
1.325eV, which indicates the presence of excited states with a larger valence band
mixing HH. A precise measurement of HH for these states is rendered diffcult by
the overlap between the emission from each exciton ensemble. By growing thinner
QDs, a crossing between these two hole states may be observed. The obtained s-state
emission may in this case be almost perfectly in plane.
Further measurements on isolated QDs are required to provide a more precise
picture of the composition of each single exciton line as was done in the past with
QDs grown in larger pyramids [203].
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Figure A.2 – Polarization resolved PL of a QD ensemble measured in a cleaved edge
conﬁguration: (a) Sample 5564 grown with TMIn (excitation power: P = 1μW , QD
layer thickness: 0.75nm); (b) Sample 5309 grown with TMIn (excitation power: P =
2μW , QD layer thickness: 0.564nm); (b) Sample 6087 grown with TEIn (excitation
power: P = 1μW ); (c) Sample 6087 grown with TEIn (excitation power: P = 50μW );
( all measurements were carried out at T=10K, the growth parameters are given in
Appendix B).
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